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TEXTS AND MANUSCRIPTS: 
DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH 

Hiroshi Kumamoto 

SINO-HVATANICA PETERSBURGENSIA (PART I) 

The manuscript fragments we deal here with are the follow
ing: ):lx 18926 + SI P 93.22 + ):lx 18928; ):lx 189I6; 
):lx 18927; ):lx 18930; ):lx 1893]; ):lx 1461. They all belong to 
the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies 
(Russian Academy of Sciences), but no transcription or in
terpretation of them was given in Saka Documents VII: the 
St. Petersburg Collections (1993) by R. E. EMMERICK and 
M. I. VOROB'EV A-DES' A TOVSKA YA and Saka Docu
ment.1· Text Volume !//: the St. Petersburg Collections ( 1995) 
by the same authors. The reason these manuscripts first es
caped the close attention of the editors of the abovc
mcntioncd volumes seems to be that all fragments contain 
Chinese text, with few portions of Khotanese added. In fact, 
they are more Chinese than Khotanese documents. For this 
reason, the fragments were put aside to be included in a fu
ture publication of Chinese documents from Central Asia. 
Although the manuscripts bear call numbers with signature 
):lx to indicate their Dunhuang origin, and are classified 
among Chinese Dunhuang documents, the Chinese texts. as 
well as the Khotanese ones, clearly show that the manuscripts 
come from the Gaysata area (in the Domoko oasis north-cast 
of Khotan); they can be dated to the second half of the eighth 
century. 

Of these manuscripts with Chinese and Khotanese 
texts, however, only ):lx I 8926 + SI P 93 .22 + ):lx I 8928 
(and probably a small fragment ):lx 18930) can be called 
a bilingual document in the sense that the Khotanese text 
appears to be an interlinear translation of the Chinese. 
We find the same method of interlinear translation, with 
a Chinese text representing an original official document 
and the Khotanese a gloss to it for the benefit of the non
Chinese local population in Hedin 24 [ 1]. This text is un
fortunately more fragmentary than ours. There is also 
a series of bilingual voucher entries (Hedin 15. 16, 
Dumaqu C. D). in which the Chinese text appears to be 
primary. too. 

As for our texts. part of ):lx 1892 7 shows that the 
Khotanese text relates to the preceding Chinese text, 
whereas in all others ():lx 18916, ):lx 1893I, ):lx 1461 and 
the remaining part of ):lx 18927) the Chinese and Khotanese 
texts are independent. 

We note here that in the present article, the Chinese 
texts are dealt with only if they have some relation to the 
Khotanese texts. We leave the proper interpretation of the 
Chinese texts to specialists in the field. 

Camel sale contract (,LJ,x 18926 +SI P 93.22 + ,LJ,x 18928) 

It is immediately clear that the larger two pieces 
():{x 18926 and ):lx 18928) form the greater part of a single 
document (see Jig. !). Dr. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya has 
kindly confirmed for me that the small piece of SI P 93.22. 
published earlier in Saka Documents VII. plate 67e 
and Saka Documents Text Volume III. p. 94, No. 112, 
neatly fits the upper left comer of the right-hand piece 
():lx 18926 ). On the other hand, the left-hand edge of com
bined ):lx 18926 + SI P 93.22 and the right-hand edge of 
):lx 18928 do not make a perfect fit. In order to determine 
what portion of the Chinese text with the accompanying 
Khotanese translation is lost in the gap it is first necessary 
to examine the external evidence. Fig. 2 shows bits of 
Chinese characters on the right margin of ):lx 18928. The 
upper stroke going downward to the left could be the lower 
left end of the character qi an ~ (cf. the same character in 
the middle of line 3 and near the bottom of line 4 in 

c' Hiroshi Kumamoto, 2001 

):lx 18926) making up a whole character together with the 
remaining traces at the top of line 4 of ):lx 18926. Likewise, 
two small bits in the lower part of fig. 2 might be the top 
part of the character vi ]i_ in line 4 of ):lx 18926 (the top of 
the vertical stroke of I: and the beginning of ~ respec
tively) [2]. In support of the assumption that only a few 
characters at the bottom, not the whole line (or lines) in the 
Chinese text are lost in the gap between the two larger 
fragments, identical passages from other sale contracts may 
be adduced. In our document, line 4 of ):lx 18926 has 
A~1& (!M!J) "That money (as agreed upon) and the camel" 
with a few characters missing at the broken bottom, while 
the first line of ):lx 18928 has 3C]:fll 5Ht T "have changed 
hands" with the first character lost at the broken top. This 
can readily he compared with S 5820+5826 [3] (a cow sale 
contract from Dunhuang under Tibetan rule, the year 803 ), 
lines 4-5 Jt.!:f.&~J:lP S ~f!l5t:ffiT "That cow and 
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the wheat changed hands on the very same day", or S 14 75 
1·erso No. 7 [4] (an ox sale contract from Dunhuang under 
Tibetan rule, the year 822ry), line 4 ;l't;.tf:&~N; S ')(:f§ 
fi T "the ox and the wheat changed hands on the ve1y 

same day" [5]. The first line of )J,x 18928 must therefore 
immediately follow the last line of )J,x 18926 with eitherjiri 
J:lP Sor dangri N; S. both meaning "on the very same day", 
which is lost at the bottom of the line. 

Kl II 111'/ .l'au dasalii 
CI !IJf Ii '§:ilj )( :J'6: ~ 

Text [6) 

K2 I 0 6 nH'e .mil'<: ran/ya mii.ita 20 I mre hadai hamldaka gaysataja 
hram[miijsai iistU11rnary 

C2 :kl~H1'if.1'fl it- S ~itfrJll 89'f$'J.J[fl~~~ 
K3 m·e pracai(na) rn kslr\'I! n11/rii puda ya ttye pracaina ml vmia 

11/ii pariimdi (nwi') [ 

C3 :!;¥ I (~)i~(Xjf{f51,~~~~ilfjj!f!lffi(~) [ # 0 0 0 Iii 
K4 ni hfrlx I mi nvahi sinii tcinii vlra ksasiysiirn1h1/nii11/ii paphviim(d)i [ 
C4 it!lffi[{N] I (~)i'.~~i:llf)C;!'l;~&(!lffi) [ 'i; f3 

K5 x-i .t-.i·i lui / [] h(l'e'') hinult(e) xx ul(ii) (h)lvq iia<py>e si ma111 hlx-1 [ 
(break) 

cs X1:f§5tfiT1&1f~i,g-(fJll) [.:tf¥fa&° 
K6 X-1 \'(/\'(//I(/ x 
C6 1'M~A:Z$'§1f~7t[Af;tf.l~ 
C7 fi!if3:l=~!ii11H~~~ 

K 7 II hram[mii]Us)ai (sali) x (60) 5 

K 8 II pwiargam sail 30 5 

K 9 II (1·i)sar1jiim sa!f60 I 

KIO !I ma(rs)iika saff 30 I 

Kl I 11 rruhadattii [satrJ (20?) 5 
K 12 phemd1/kii (sa )/I 30 I 

K 13 [ vikausii sali] 30 4 

c 8 £1::E 
c 9 li:E89'f:1'J.JP~~'(l\'[if'A'+1L 
CIO *ArJ.l:i!Eff!Jif.[fft 1L 
Cll {:f<Ai'Jiiiiiiif.[A'+-
Cl2 *A*'l!t~[fft-
C13 *A*zJi~if.[tt? E 
Ct4 i*At.zJ1:"{i~ftt-

c1s i*=Ai7J.if.tttl19 

Commentary 

The document apparently follows a format. The first line names the object of the contract, in this particular case a camel 
duly specified. The second line begins with the date. followed by the seller's name; in line 3 the reason for the sale and to 
whom the camel is sold (this part of the text is unfortunately missing) are explained; and in line 4 the sale price is given. The 
second half of the main text is a confirmation that the exchange has taken place, which is followed by a standard precaution 
against possible claimants challenging the legitimacy of the owner, and the end contains another standard formula of private 
contracts. After the main text the names of the buyer (left vacant), the seller and guarantors and their age are given. It is 
noteworthy that all the names are Khotanese transcribed in Chinese characters. 

Cl I Kl. The title of the document in Chinese is "One male camel, ten years old" [7]. yetuo !llfli, lit. "wild camel", 
is probably a particular kind of a camel. This is literally translated in Khotanese, except "male" (ju )(). dasalii, not found 
elsewhere, can be explained as a haplology of a compound *dasa-sa/a- "(of) ten years" rather than dasa- "ten" followed by 
the suffix -la. 

C2 I K2. The date "Dali 16th year (= Jianzhong ~ cp 2nd year, i.e. 781 ), 6th month, 21st day" shows that the change 
of reign titles (nianhao) at the capital is not yet known. The date in Khotanese, at the beginning of the second line. faithfully 
follows the Chinese dating; the regnal year of a Khotanese king is therefore absent here. The seller is "the commoner 
(baixing sllil Bral]lmlijsai from Hechuan .g. J 11 in Gaysatal". For the place-name Jiexie ~~j and its identification with 
the Khotanese Gaysata. see KUMAMOTO (1996) 37 and n. 29. KUMAMOTO (forthcoming). Hechuan, meaning "conflu
ence, where rivers join", is probably the name of a subdistrict of Gaysata. Khotanese hamlqaka must mean "all together": it 
stands before gaysiitaja "of Gaysata" and is unlikely to correspond to the place-name Hcchuan [8]. Of the seller's name C 2 
has only the first character ho :f,I), but C9 provides the whole name. In Khotanese only the first syllable hra111- can be seen 
both in K2 and at the top of the name-list in K7. However, the remaining traces in line K7 allow us to suggest the name 
Brammiijsai. also found in other documents from the Petrovsky collection (for example, SI P 92.30.6, 98.10, 103. 18, I 03. 19, 
103.28, 103.29, 103.36). In the Chinese variant of the seller's name as given in C9, homenmaoqi :f,!J~~jfi'(i!f (<b'u;it mu;in 
m~u dz'iei) (the reading of the third character somewhat uncertain). the second character must be an abbreviation or an enw 
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for Ian~ (<Ian). The top of line C3 (in a small fragment SIP 93.22) has}# ("popular" form for deng ~),which, standing 
after a personal name, would mean "and others" (in Khot. iistamna "etc."). 

C3 I K3. After the seller's name comes the reason for the sale, just as in many other sale or loan contracts in Chinese: 
(~) fi;t(j;::J;ll.f)l~ "in order to bear (the burden ot) the tax money (f)l~) for(= in the place ot) official labour (fi;ti);:)". In 
Khotanese - llyelpracai(na) cu kslrve 1111/rii puda ya "For the reason that the state money (in plural, i.e. the taxes) was 
owed"). The meaning of pw;la was recently discussed by P. 0. SKJA:RV0, in Studies Ill ( 1997), 96-100, where he argues 
against the interpretation by R. E. EMMERICK as "paid" in Saka Documenls Text Volume Ill. This passage makes it clear 
that the corvee obligations (kslrva klra "state work" in Khat.) could be and were bought off with money. 

The rest ofC3 has~ M~ AA f1j: Ii(~) "thereupon (they) sell/sold [9] the aforementioned camel", while the rest ofK3 
is lfve pracaina ml vaiia ulii parii1?uli ''For that reason now they sold (3 pl.!) the camel". ml vaiia "here now" is the rendering 
of suijiang ~ Mff "thereupon, on the spot". In the Chinese text the missing part at the bottom of line C 3 is expected to have 
had the buyer's name, presumably a Chinese one. The shape of the remaining part of the letter, after pariif!ldi in K3, looks 
like nm in line K4. which brings to mind the phrase nva plha "at the price of'. 

C4 / K4. The top of line C4 (in SI P 93.22) can be read as fplj. After the name of the buyer (unfortunately lost) 
a phrase IWff''Flif'a' "The price of the camel was fixed as ... " is expected [IO]. In fact, ).lx 18926, which immediately joins 
below, has(~) :i:ffl'~~llf X"sixteen thousand ll"<'ll in (copper) coins", with the first character qian ~"coin" half visible. 
The second half of K4 has likewise ksasi 1•siirnc b1lnii "sixteen thousand wen ( < miu;m with initial denasalization). The syl
lables preceding this part hardly mak~ Kh~tanese words except for the postpositio; vlra "to". It is likely, though impossible 
to prove, that a Chinese name of the buyer is hidden behind these syllables [I I]. The rest of K4 has ulii paphviif!l(d)i "they 
collected the camel", which would correspond to (part of) the Chinese phrase "That money and the camel changed hands" 
mentioned above. 

CS-6 I KS-6. The Chinese text of this part speaks in a somewhat abbreviated fonn about the warranty against the chal
lenge to the seller's rightful ownership at the point of transaction. 1.& ~~~·-(ifP)[1:tf-%10:] I /f M ~.A. z $"If after
wards anyone should recognize (the camel and claim its ownership), the owner(= seller) and the guarantors shall unilaterally 
deal with such. and it shall be none of the buyer's business". For f&ff~~'· see S 5826 + S 5820, lines 5-6 
f&:ff Afil}~*~~~'* "Si, par la suite, quelqu'un pretend qu'il ya eu vol et reconnait [!'animal etant sien]" [12]. 
Likewise S 1475 verso No. 7. line 5 has "i!Df_&Lj=-::E;':ff .A.~lffi. fil}~*~ "If afterwards anyone should recognize the ox 
and claim that it is stolen". In our document the word for "theft" (handao *~) is dropped. -({fP) [Eti'-%10:] I 
/FM~ AZ$ is reconstructed after S 1475 l'erso No 7, line 6 -ffP:±{!f:3;!l&'. /fff (=MHl(=~).A.z $. 

A very fragmentary Khotanese rendering in this part (over the break between two major fragments) cannot be recon
structed with confidence. himiite (3 sg. subj. of the verb "to be") is almost certain. and the preceding syllable may be hve iva 
mania (a faint trace above and a hole below the aksara ha). The syllable after iicl is blurred, although the vowel sign -e is 
clearly visible. As a result of the manuscript's restoration a small piece of paper was pasted on a little off as the vowel sign of 
the following si shows (jig. 3). But even if placed correctly. (as in fig. 4), pre is illegible here. According to the Chinese text, 
the phrase ulii hlrq 11iipye "the camel is recognized as his own" should be expected here. The remaining few syllables in K6 
cannot be interpreted. The next two couplets in C6-7 were probably not translated into Khotanese. 

C6-7. '§:fl" lf:\'. 1! [A fit fl.~] I piij c:lt ~Ii! 1lf :rel f.% li"c "The authorities have the government's laws, (but) people ob
serve private contracts. Both parties agree and have their finger-seals affixed". For hua~hi :iHjjl "finger-seal", the traces of 
which arc not visible in the manuscript, see KUMAMOTO, in St11dies II, I 51--4. The first couplet'@; ff i&rt. A ffE fL~ is 
found also in a Hoernle document (JASB LXX/ I, Extra number I. Pl. IV), and in a number of Stein documents: S 14 75 
1·erso, No. 7, S 3877 verso, No. 6 and S 3877 verso, No. 3 (where we find ciqi Jlt~ "this contract"; instead of siqi fL~ 
"private contract"). The second couplet filiic:lt'f~. i:fjjl;f.9'[[. is also found in S 5867, S 5871, Otani 1505, S 1475 verso, 
No. 7 and the Hoernle document mentioned above. 

CS. qia1d111 ~:±"owner of the money", i.e. the buyer. The place for a name is left blank. 

K7 I C9. All personal names of the seller and guarantors are familiar from the Petrovsky and Hoernle documents from 
Gaysata. For the name of the owner of the camel (1110=1111 lj.:£). i.e. the seller, "the commoner Bral")1miijsai, 65 years old", 
and the Chinese form of his name, sec above (C2 I Kl). Between the traces of the word sall "ycar" and of the numeral "60" 
another trace of a letter (possibly the numeral "20") can be seen. 

KS IC 10. Here begins the list of guarantors' names. The shape of the second character in the Chinese equivalent of 
P1111arga111 [13] is somewhat unusual. The closest in form would be J!E, an alternative form of er if (<nzie), thus hoen·ang 
f,JJJ!Efrn (<b'u;it 1izic ngjang). · 

K9IC11. Visarrjiim [ 14 ]. together with the Chinese fonn 1rnsa=f1011g :27'.J ~ij! (< miu:it sat t' sj"ong), occurs in Hedin 
15.1. 

KIO I Cll. Elsewhere, Marsiikii [ 15] is written more often as Marsa 'kii. Its Chinese form is mocha ;;K:J:!t (<muat dz' a) 
here; cf. Hedin 16.23 Marsi ·with moshi ;;K± (<muiit 9z'i) in Chinese. · · 
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Fig. 3 

Fig. 2 Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 
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K 11 IC 13. The next name, Rruhadattii [ 16 ], has a difficult Chinese form, which occurs again in .[lx 18927 (in Part 2) 
as M~tEB1JzJi1$ "commoner Rruhadatta of Gaysata". 1 tentatively follow Yutaka Yoshida's suggestion that the first 
character of hC'l11011a *Z;,fij$ (< ymt la niit) represents some kind of onset to the non-Chinese r-sound (heavy trilP). 
The punctuation mark (two vertical strokes) at the beginning ofK 11 has a flourish as in KI. 

Kl 2 I Cl4. Takata Tokio has kindly pointed out to me that the stroke between nu frJ. and pi an {liii on the right is 
the transposition sign (see/ig. 5). Therefore. the Chinese name of Phemdiikii [ 17] is written as pi an nu &ifrJ. (<p' jiin nuo; the 
latter with initial denasalisation). 

Kl3/CIS. The Khotanese variant of the last name is completely lost. The remaining Chinese, if read as wugouxi 
.m'11J~ (<mjuet k~u sjet), would be close enough to Vikausii [18], which is another common name among the Gaysata 
documents. 

Notes 

I. Published in facsimile in Saka Dorn men ts I. See KT IV for the first attempt at interpretation. Recently its date of 798 is proposed 
by ZHANG Guangda and RONG Xinjiang ( 1997). 

2. Although in line I of )lx 18926 the ~ element of the character yi JI. appears to be written in one continuous stroke, it would 
nmmally be 111 two strokes: cf. the top left of three occurrences of the charactcrho fl.I. 

3. Translated in GERNET ( 1957) 349--353. This and other Chinese documents arc most conveniently seen in facsimile and 
transcription in YAMAMOTO and IKEDA ( 1987). 

4. Translated in HANSEN ( 1995). 54f. 
5. On this phrase sec GERNET (1957) 351. A similar CllJJrcssion is found, for example, in 64TAM 35:21, lines 3-4 (camel sale 

contract. the year 673). TAM 509, lines 3--4 (horse sale contract. the year 733), MS with no number at the Museum of Calligraphy, 
Tokyo, lines 3--4 (cow sale contract, the year 741; see GERNET (1957) 358), S 1475 verso No. 6, lines 8-9 (land sale contract, the year 
827''). S 3877 i·erso No. 4. lines 7-8 (house sale contract, the year 897), S 3877 verso No. 2. lines 8-9 (house sale contract, the year 
897). S 3877 i·erso No. 7. line 7 (land sale contract, the year 909), P 3573 piece I, line 4 (slave sale contract, the year 923), S 1285, 
lines 7-8 (house sale contract. the year 936), P4083, line 4 (cow sale contract, the year 957": sec GERNET ( 1957) 354). 

6. Herc. as in other texts, [] indicates editor's reconstruction of the lost part. () - partly visible letter(s), { } - editor's deletion 
from the MS, < > - editor's emendation to the MS, and x - an illegible letter. Uncertain Chinese characters are shown in a boxO, while 
a slash ( ) in lines from K3 to KS marks where SIP 93.22 joins ).(x 18926. 

7. In comparison to extant camel lease contracts(sec GERNET ( 1966)), only a small number of sale contracts has survived. 
8. For the usual order of district name- subdistrict - personal name, sec KUMAMOTO ( 1996) 45. 
9. mai ~"buy" is written for mai if "sell". Similar contitsion is found e.g. in S 1475 verso, No. 7 mentioned above, where, in 

line 3. c/111mai t±:J 'l!l'. is written for chumai t:fj 'If "sell" and, in line 6, mairen Jl}... "seller" is written for mairen ~}..."buyer". 
I 0. In GERNET ( 1957) 361 - "On a fixe le prix a ... ". 
11. The syllabic represented by n\'(/hi would be unusual for a surname. Somewhat close to it would benou ffi1 (hardly a surname) which 

occurs as 1wi.: in transcriptions in Tibetan script from Dunhuang. On the other hand, there arc a number of possibiliies for sinii and tcinii. 
12. GERI" ET ( 1957) 349, 332. 
13. Also found in Or. 6395.1. Or. 6400.2.2. Or. 6401.2.1 and Or.HZ in the Hoernlc collection (published in KT V) and SIP 95.8, 

95.14. 96.1. I 01.1, 103.4, l 03.5. l 03.18, 103.28, I 03.31, 103.33, 103.36, 103.43 and I 03.49 in the Petrovsky collection. 
14. Also found in Domoko F (KT If), Or. 6400.2. l (KT V), and SI P 97.6+ 7, 98.7, 98.10, l 03.16, l 03.36. 
15. Also found in Or. H W (in KT V), and SIP 97.8. 101.14, 101.31.9, 103.5, 103.18, 103.28, 103.36, 103.49, 103.53. 
16. Also found in Or. 6401.1.2 (in KT V), and SIP 93.14, 94.23 (rrahadallii), 95.2, 97.3, 103.53. 
17. Also found in Or. 6398.8, Or. 6400.2.2. Or. 6401.1.2, Or. 6401.1.4, Or. H W 14, Balawaste 0159 (in KT V), and SIP 92.28, 

94.10. 95.14, 96.1. 96.8, 96.10, 96.15, 101.7.2, 103.36, 103.0, 103.53. 
18. Found in Or. 6395.1. Kha. ii. 3 (in KT V), and SI P 96.3, 98.7, 103.11, l 03.33, l 03.34, SIM 50. 
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M. I. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya 

A SANSKRIT MANUSCRIPT ON BIRCH-BARK FROM BAIRAM-ALI. 
II. AVADANAS AND JATAKAS (PART 2) 

This article continues the publication of a Sanskrit manu
script on birch-bark from Bairam-Ali, presenting a section 
with se\·eral al'lui<lna andjataka stories [I]. 

In point of fact, we do not know the Sanskrit texts 
of the Sfitra-pi[aka, f'i11arn-pitaka and Ahhidharma-pi[aka 
of the Sarvastivada school, although the Sarvastivada canon 
contained all of these sections, as is clear from the Chinese 
translations of these texts [2]. Scholars, however, have 
long known Sanskrit collections of avadiinas which 
they believe to go back to the Sarvastivada canon: these 
arc the Arndtl1w.fotaka ( 100 a\'luklnas) and Divyiivadana 
(38 arndanas). 

Some sense of the structure of the Sarvastivadins San
skrit f'inarn is provided by the compilative work included 
in the Bairam-Ali manuscript: we have already published it 
in preceding issues of Manuscripta Oricntalia, beginning 
with vol. 5, No. 2 ( 1999). A better understanding of the 
Sarvastivadins Vinan1 can be obtained by examining the 
Sanskrit text of another Buddhist school, that of the 
Ml!lasarvastivadins: it was found among the Gilgit manu
scripts and published in transliteration [3]. It is a colossal 
text copied on 523-1- 11 extant folios of birch bark, each 
66.0X 12.0 cm with 10 lines of text on each side [4]. 

Raniero Gnoli dates the formation of the Sanskrit text 
of this Vinarn to the time of Kani~ka the Great and links it 
to the Buddhist assembly he allegedly held in Kashmir [5]. 
The Vinara of the Ml!lasarvastivadins was translated in full 
into Tibetan and Chinese: the Tibetan translation is exact 
and thorough, while the Chinese contains certain additions 
and independent interpretations [6]. 

There arc two views on the canons of the two early 
Buddhist schools, the Sarvastivadins and Mlilasarvasti
vadins, which took shape in close chronological proximity. 
E. Frauwallner believes that the Mulasarvastivada canon is 
based on that of Mathura, which is linked with the Buddhist 
assembly in Yaisall [7]. E. Lamotte holds otherwise. He ar
gues that Mathura was not the centre for the codification of 
the Millasarvastivada canon, that the canon itself took shape 
no earlier than the fourth - fifth century A. D., and that 
it was based on the canon of the Sarvastivadins. Unlike 
Lamotte, A. Bareau secs in the Millasarvastivada canon a 
multitude of archaic features and considers it one of the most 
ancient canons, earlier than that of the Sarvastivadins [9]. 

l n a word, the relation between the canons of the M Lila
sarvastivadins and Sarvastivadins remains far from clear. 

c M. I. Vorobyo\'a-D~syatovskaya. 2001 

The competing points of view were introduced here with 
the sole aim, that is to underscore that the language and 
palaeography of the Bairam-Ali manuscript indicate that it 
was set down in written form in Kashmir. The language of 
the texts was greatly influenced by the North-Western 
Prakrits of the Gandhiirf variety. The scribe evidently 
followed traditions developed in Kashmir. The writing ma
terial - birch-bark - also points to Kashmir. 

On the other hand, a comparison of the text preserved 
in our manuscript with the text of the Millasarvastivada 
Vinaya shows that the latter underwent significant literary 
adjustment, incorporating many jiitakas and avadanas in 
an order that points to a link with certain parts of the 
Vinaya. The Sarvastivada canon has not preserved an edited 
text. As concerns the number ofjatakas and avadanas in it, 
it appears to be no fewer than what has come down to us in 
a conspectus form. 

A comparison with the Smighabhedavastu allows us to 
make some additions to what was published by us in vol. 6, 
No. 4 of Manuscripla Orientalia. For one, wc can identify 
the story on fol. 4a-b about the elephant Dhanapalaka, 
which follows the Buddha, dies of grief, and is reborn in the 
heaven of the four great kings. Part of the giithii is from this 
story: "parigamya ca dak:fi11am jitiirim suralokabhimukho 
divan.1 jagiima" (Sanghahhedamstu, pt. ll, pp. 189-91 ). On 
fol. 4b, a new story begins: 'The story of the king Dh[!ara~\ra 
and his faithful captain Pun:iamukha ... " (it concerns a previ
ous incarnation of Ananda, Salighahhcdavastu, pt. ll, 
pp. 192--4 ). This story is absent in our text. The new story, 
which begins on fol. 4b, concerns a leader of the monkeys, 
but differs from that included under the same title in the 
Sahghabhedavastu, pt. ll, p. 202. 

Further, the text on fol. 5b under the title Sak.yiti appears 
to have a parallel in the story of how the king Ajatasatru 
repented of the murder of his father and was converted to 
Buddhism by Buddha himself (Salighabhedavastu, pt. II, 
pp. 251--4: see also the Buddha's sermon on the unreality of 
the Self, ibid., pt. L pp. 158-9). Finally, the story under the 
name Pan.ipha, which remains unidentified, is reflected 
in two stories in the Sahghabhedavastu: 'The five hhik.yus 
and "The name of Ajiiatakaul)9inya" (pt. l, pp. 133-6). 
The comparison with the Salighabhedavastu allows us to 
make some addition to Part I of my work published in 
Manuscripta Orientalia, Vl/4. Now we can identify the 
story on fol. 4a-b. It is a story of how the elephant Dhana-
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palaka obediently follows the Buddha, then dies of grief and 
is born again in the heaven of the four great kings. Part of 
a gathii from the story is: parigamm ca dak.yi(W/11 jitiirim 
sura/okahhimukho divm!l .Jagiima (S111ighahhedavas/u, pt. ll, 
pp. 189-91). Then, on fol. 4b a new story goes, that is 
"The story of the king Dhf!arawa. and his faithful captain 
Pun:iamukha, etc." (concerning previous birth of Ananda, 
Sailghahhedavastu, pt. II. pp. 192--4 ). The story is absent in 
our text, a new story, which begins on fol. 4b, is devoted to 
the leader of the monkeys. However, it differs from the story 
included under the same title in Sai1ghahhedavastu. pt. ll, 
p. 202. 

The text on fol. 5b entitled Saks/ti seems to be similar 
to what we find in a story of how k.ing Ajatafatru repented 
of the murder of his father and finally was converted by 
Buddha (Sanghahhedavas/u, pt. II. pp. 251--4). See also 
the Buddha's sennon on the unreality of Self (Sanghabhe
davastu, pt. II, pp. 158-9). 

The story under the title Pmrpha - this name remains 
unidentified - found a reflection in two stories of 
Sai1glwhhedavastu - "The five hhik.yus" and "The name of 
Ajnatakauryc;linya" (pt. I, pp. 133-6). 

The following is the publication of the next fr1e folios 
of the manuscript from Bairam-Ali. 

FOL. [6a] 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. aj[a]karo jlvitiid vyaparopita~ yena vanijii pariv[e]}{[i]tii iis/ 1 II 
dvimukhiiyaka .l'arira [vi]-

2. s/are(W yathii vinayo lokahito ca alokahito ca II {l(il•ii devadattasya 
yadii hhagavatii 

3 . . Wa-k.yipta upa.1'a111a.ia karrn 2-pathena cajanaf!J lo.yayali piirvva
yog111?1 {l{iva siikm?l-

4. 111-anu/J/iii.yati .fonair-udd/iara/C padamidm?l ca a/J/za~·ase /l/V{ll?I 
ni.yei·ase sa-.1·akm!I karma na[t'?]e 1 

5. j1Wta vi[stare](10~1 II foka iii demdatasrn akrtaj11ika1?1 krf\·a p1/rvrn
rogo raja-suko riija [ 

TRANSLATION 

1. it was entrusted [to him] to eliminate [hunger. thirst, and illness] among living things 1' 1. Thanks to this, the 
merchants received help. On the body with two faces in dc-

2. tail 121. As [it is said] in the Vinaya, and holds for this world. and for that world. [The story ofl "Tl!iva" 131 . How 
Bhagavan 

3. hurled away the cliff [that was brought down upon him] by Devadatta, and [how] Upasanta, fulfilling [his] duty, 
brought joy to people. In a previous birth, with TI!iva he 

4. spoke. Such relations were eventually established [between them]: "You order - you carry out." Her karma was 
[thus] determined, 

5. [thus was it] in the details. [The story] of 'The pan-ot" 1' 1. Devadatta displayed ingratitude. In a previous birth. the 
parrot of the raja ... 

Commentary 

111 We could not find the proper name Ajakara in Buddhist texts. Judging by the content of the excerpt, the reference is 
to Ajatakan:ia. a pupil of the Buddha mentioned in the Mahavastu, I. 76. I, although the details differ. In the Mahavastu, 
after the Buddha's death Kasyapa orders Ajatakarna to go out into the world and eliminate hunger, thirst and illness among 
people: "ksudham pipasam vvadhim ca ma1111.1Tanam nivarta.rn". Merchants are not mentioned in this regard. We were 
unable to find this tale in the Pali canon. 

121 Dvimuklulyaka literally means "two-faced". We were unable to find the story of the body with two faces in the Pali 
Vinaya. The story of the two birds Dharma and Adhanna (concerning a previous birth of the Buddha and of Devadatta) is 
part of the Smighahhedamstu of the Mulasarvastivadins, see pt. 2, pp. 177 --8. The story of the pheasant with two heads has 
been preserved in the Tibetan translation of the Mulasarvastivada Vinaya, sec hKa ·- 'gvur, Nartan edition, section 'dul-ba. 
vol. na, fols. 232-3. The story of the bird with two heads, one of which swallows amrta, and the other poison, is wide
spread in ancient Indian literature. See, for example, Pmlcatantra, also Mun~laka-upani.foda [I OJ. 

Another interpretation of this image is, however. possible. In all likelihood, this story spread beyond India and was 
popular not only in Tibet, but also in China and the Tangut state of Xi Xia. In his diaries, Xuan Zang records a story about 
two paupers. followers of the Buddha's teaching. who simultaneously had a dream in which they were ordered to prepare 
a sculpture of the Buddha. They were so poor that they could not engage two sculptors, so they ordered a single statue 
together. The Buddha, in an act of mercy, made the statue bear two heads. The parable is confirmed by an exhibit at the State 

1 Instead of 1/s/d. 

' Instead of k<in·a-. 
·1 Instead oftcna" Possibly a slip of the pen. 
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Fig. 2 
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Hermitage: a small (62 cm in height) clay statue of the Buddha with a single body and two heads. Archaeologists date it to 
the thirteenth century A. D. It was found by the Russian scholar P. K. Kozlov in Khara Khoto [ 11 ]. 

fJJ As far as we know, the proper name TI\iva (fem.) is not attested in Buddhist texts. Judging by its phonetic form, it is 
not Sanskrit, but a bonowing. The story mentions two facts that are known in the Buddhist canon: I) Devadatta's attempt to 
kill the Buddha on the mountain of Ghrdrakuta, where two cliffs fell on the Buddha but did not cause him serious harm (see 
Apadiina, I. p. 300); 2) when Upasanta·. a pupil of the Buddha, fed the Buddha and the community for seven days together 
with his friend Santa; see Mahiivastu, Ill, 237, 11 ff.; "Buddhavamsa Commentary". 179 ff. 

141 In all likelihood, this refers to a story incorporated into jiitaka No. 546 about the rtljii's wise parrot named Mathura. 
which was sent to the court of the nljii Vedeha to learn from the court's mayna bird the riij<l's thoughts when he announced 
the engagement of his daughter. The parrot, who became the husband of the mayna for a time, learned from her all the 
secrets of the court and prevented his master from committing an error. 

FOL. 6b 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. ... X [u]dyii11a1!1 ... [hu]ddh[o]payiitajayatu hha{{inlti 
sii ahhi.yi[k]tii ca na pratisa[mo]-

2. dayati sii tenoktii apprafritii tvm!1 hhaginlti tvayi kupi
tiiye4 riij1iii so .\:uko grh(1ii-

3. pito 5 tena parihhii.)yate tena suhhii.)·itena iitmiinaf!1 mo
citam II bhojanamiti 

4. vathii devadallena tatlulgatasya bahu-apagiira-.iatii kr
tii bhagavatii ca te .1·an'l'e k.yantii hhik.yava!1 

5. hhagava11ta1!1 prccganti ii.friinw!l yarn hhagm·af!1 k.)·anta 
ca 1•an,1(10 hhagal'(/11 iiha kim-atra-ii.fr<lrvaf!1 hhiitap1in·1w!1 
k<l.1'i-riij<I ca 

6. vaideha-riijii ca 

TRANSLATION 

I. ... and the Buddha came to the park of Udyana and said: "May [you have] success. lady". She was watering [the 
flowers] and did not respond to 

2. the greeting. He said to her: "You are not polite. lady. Because of your anger, the riijii issued an order to seize 111 

3. the panot". [This is how] he explained it. and thus were the good [words] he pronounced. Thanks to them, [she] was 
freed [from rebirths]. (The story( "Hosting". 

4. How Devadatta innicted many hundreds of insults on tathiigata. and the Bhagavan forgave them all. The monks asked 
5. the Bhagavan: "[Is it not] wonderful that the Bhagavan forgave [Devadatta]" How glorious he is 1" Bhagavan said: 

"What here [seems] wonderful [is explained by the relations] between the r<ljii ofBcnares 
6. and the r<ljtl ofVideha in a previous life 121. 

Commentary 

111 The form grl111iipita is used in the text: it is not attested in Buddhist Sanskrit. It appears to have been used in place of 
the Skt. griihayita ("ordered to seize"), the past passive participle of the causative fonn of the root grah. 

121 The reference is to jiitaka No. 51 (Mahtisllava·jiitaka). about relations between the riijii of Benares and the riijii of 
Koshala. The riijii of Benares displayed kindness and patience. putting up no resistance to the forces of the enemy when his 
country was attacked. He was able to regain his kingdom and glory through kindness and a lack of malice. 

We find a similar story in the Sa1ighahhedavastu, pt. II. pp. 195-6: the story of Karadai:i<;IT. the Sahasrayodha. an early 
rebirth of Ananda. There is a giithii: "Karadm,ujl sahasrayodho giithtlm hhiisate: tyajanti sarvamitr<lni cirasamstutik<lni 
le I 1!1ilram te karadandl tu tvam eko na prahiisyati II iii". 

FOL. (7a] 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. [anya]man\'(/ prativiruddlul hahlut\'(//11(1 te abhlk.y1,1af!1 anyo.1·anm!1 
karonti yiim kiifo·t/j11tl catww!lga 

2. halakiiya-sann<ihetvii ahhinirriisi y1ith<iya a111iit_1•<i!1 kat/W\'(/11/i 
iigato riijii sa 

-1 Instead of kopitliyfi1!1'? Loe. Sg. Fem. Agrees with f\'ayi. 
5 Instead of griihayito. 
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3. kathayati visrahdhw11 pravi.fot11 sa 'pi ca riija hhakte 6 11pavi.)"!a~ 

kiis'i riija pravi.1{a~ vaide-
4. ha nlja kat/1t1vati ehi nl/lll!I ima111 hhojanalfl ima111 vastra y11galfl 

rasredamanlu.: kalaho 
5. varttatlti tata~ sa riija pratviigata~ sva-vi~·a_valfl gala~ so 'pi riijii 

prmrnjita!1 II kaccha[pa~I iti 

TRANSLATION 

I. They both fought with each other. There was ever strife among them. How the rllja of Ben ares armed a host 
2. that consisted of four types of soldiers. "Undc11ake a campaign with the anny", said [his] advisors. The riijll came. He 
3. said: "This is right. let those forces set out [in a campaign]'" And the riijii himself took part [in the campaign] and 
set up his camp [by Videha]. [When] the riijii of Benares came [to Videha], 
4. the riijii of Vidcha said: "Come. riijii ! Herc is fare, here is [the best] clothing, here arc [rich] harnesses [for horses], 

[everything] over which 
5. strife has [usually] arisen''. Then that rajll [ofVideha] met the [ra)ll ofBenares] and abandoned his realm. That very 

nl)ll accepted the rite of prmn1jva. [Story by the title of] "The tortoise" 111 . 

Commentary 

111 In all likelihood, the reference is to a story entitled "The story of the tortoise" concerning a previous birth of 
Kauz:i~inya. See Smigl1t1hhedavastu, vol. 2, pp. 16-8. 

FOL. 7b 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. 1·istare~za mahiisamudre va!Jijair-hato le ca hastinii tatraiva 
ana1·a-1:1·a.rnnam-iipadita 7 

2. sena iti devadattena hhagavata~ c1/n.wyoga~ krta~ sa hhagavato 
mdlulya mukta~ tata~ 

3. prati vatena devadatt(/.\'arlre nipatita~ sa hhagavata maitriiya 
mocita~ anukalflpi-

4. ta.l'ca ptlrvvavogw!J seno amatvo hahhtlva riij11o dr<Jha-neml dvii 
amal)·ll dvitlrn senam-upa-

5. dravati sa dvit~vo amii(vo p1/1-vvG1!1 riijiina111 sa111srtG1?I tena tata!z 
a.~l1•i.~a 8-kara1J<Ja!1 

TRANSLATION 

I. [Tell] in detail. [A tortoise] in the ocean was killed by merchants [because of its wealth]. And those [merchants] were 
brought there to misfortune by an elephant for [their] injustice. 

2. (Story! about Sena 111 . The Bhagavan was transformed into a fragrant powder by Devadatta. Thanks to the demise of 
the Bhagavan he was saved. 

3. Then, in contrast to this, because of the Bhagavan's mercy, the same powder was drawn on the body of Devadatta 
by the wind. 

4. and [the Bhagavan] showed [him] compassion. In an earlier birth, [Bhagavan] was an advisor to [a raja] by the name 
of Sena. The riija had two reliable court advisors. The second [advisor] oppres-

5. sed Sena. The second advisor had served the riijcl earlier. So a basket with a poisonous snake to them 

Commentary 

Ill This story seems to bring together two plots. We were unable to find the text about the transformation of the 
Bhagavan into fragrant powder, but in the Smig/1t1hhedavastu, vol. 2, pp. 93---4, we encounter the following story: "The 
sickness of the Buddha. The Buddha heals Devadatta". Jlvaka is here the healer. This is evidently the introduction to a story 
composed of two jlltakas: Nos. 546 and 40 I. In jataka No. 546, Senaka is the wise advisor to the riijii of the city 
ofMithila, called Vcdeha, and he has a rival, another advisor. Injiitaka No. 401 (Dasannaka-jataka), Senaka is an advisor to 
a riijii called Maddava. The plot of this)lltaka is only remotely similar to that found in the manuscript. Death, in the form of 

"Instead ofhhakta'' 
'Cf. Sailghahhedavas/11, vol. 2. p. 17, line 2: "vrnsa11a111 <lp<lditam". 
x Instead of(J.,:lrl'isa. 
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Fig. 4 
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a poisonous snake in a basket of food, threatens an old hriihmana who has been sent by his cunning young wife to gather 
alms. Senaka espies the danger and saves the hriihmana. The continuation of this story, found on fol. 6a, does not coincide 
with any of thejiitakas indicated. 

FOL. [Sa] 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. ] X X ta!1 ten a ca1w·a111ga-hala-kiiya[ '?1 l prat[i]gupta sthap[i]ta 
na le aslvi,rn" vijiiata y[ a]-

2. 1·a vela"' yudh[e]na andhlki:ta te senena mocita var/II ki:tva II 
susiirtho bodhisatvaJ, rak.yase 

3. na x xx yudhyate yiiva rak.yaso giitha111 hha.yati .ffr.ya'?l 
hastau ca /Hidau ca .\:a.1·1ra-hhci(1</m11 ca 

4. yiivad-iilagnaf!1 11 mama giitrqu ki'?llu bhiiyam-alagnaka'?l 
slr.ya['?l] has/au ca padau ca .\:astra-bha1J<!af!1 

5. ca yavadaf!1 " lagna'?l gatre.yu cittarr1 mama na sajyate yiivad
avy{ihalaf!113 vakyaf!1 mama saf!1mya 14 bhavi.y[va]-

TRANS LA T!ON 

I. [that had been prepared] by him and secretly placed [among provisions] for the army of four types of troops. They 
did not know about the snake. Wh-

2. en they were intoxicated with the battle [and had readied themselves to eat], they were saved by Sena [and] remained 
unharmed 1' 1. "The Bodhisattva who brings good" 121 . 

3. During the battle with rak.yas ... When riik.yas spoke the giitha l.1L "Since [I do] not have a head, arms, legs, weapons, 
4. in my body 141 there is no life 151 . But [even if I had] a head, arms, legs, and weapons, 
5. there is no consciousness in my body. If I have speech, [it will still] turn out well. 

Commentary 

1' 1 nirlll km•ii - lit. "having remained in sound health", krtva - absolutive of the root kr "to do". 
121 The subject of the story is not developed. We suppose .there is a variant of the story: .how the yak.ya Kumbhlra sacri

fices his life saving him from a stone thrown out of a catapult called by Devadatta in order to kill the Buddha. Kumbhlra lost 
his life and was born again on the heaven of thirty three gods. The gatha of this story is absent (see Sanghabhedavastu, 
pt. II. p. 168). The gcltha of our manuscript is repeated with slight variations in the story entitled Jadiloma iii, which tells of 
the conquest of rnksa Atavaka. 

131 In the tc~t riiksas~. Loe. Sg. 
141 In the text mama giitre.yu, Loe. Plr. 
15 1 bhiiya - lit. "existence". 

''Sec n. 8. 

FOL. Sb 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. ta vasena pradiisyiima giilraf!1 bhokluf!1 sacetana'?l mahavlra 
namastu te niisti le prati-pudga-

2. la!1 tavaivam anubh(ivena svasti na iiyiinlu vii(iijii II pauru~iida 
iii bhik.)·avo 

3. bhagavantarr1 p(·cchanti pm,:va bhagavarr1 yclvacena'?l yena 
hhiigavato di:~·1a11umatarr1 iipa-

4. nnii le svarga mok~a-pariiya!Jii ye anya-tlrthikiiniif!1 le anaya 
IJ"a.rnnamiipannii hhaga-

5. [ viinii]ha na hhik.yavo etarahif!1 hhutapurvatt1 hhikyavo dvau 
siirthavcihau cidhvci11a 15 11ulrga-pratipan11ci 11' ta-

6. traika!1 pauru.ycidrna. 

111 Possibly a slip of the pen (in place ofte"). 
11 Instead of alagnw~z. 
I:! Instead ofrilvad. 
1.i Instead or"avriiharam. 
14 Instead ofsa",,1mk . . 
" Instead of adi1~aml. 
1<i Instead of pratipanna. 
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TRANSLATION 

I. With the ability to speak we will give the body [the possibility] of sating itself( and we will preserve] the capacity to 
think. Glory unto Mahavira! You have no equals' 

2. It is thanks to your ability to penetrate [to the heart of things] that [everything turns out] well! May the merchants not 
come". [Story] about what people can eat. The monks 

3. asked the Bhagavan: "Look. Bhagavan! How is this possible in accordance with what the Bhagavan saw'? They reached 
4. heaven, [they] strive for freedom from rebirths; [at the same time] these other tlrthikas have encountered misfortune 

because [they] lack [a sense] of moderation". The Bhaga-
5. [van] said: "No. monks, at this time. in a previous birth, monks, two merchants once set out on a journey. There 

[on the way] 
6. one [of them], [having partaken] of that which is [entirely] edible for people. 

Commentary 

1' 1 The occasion for the telling of the parable. and the parable itself, go back to the Pi'ilijataka No. 255 (Suka~jataka). 
which tells of a parrot that gorged itself on mangos and perished in the waves of the ocean over which it was flying. 
The Buddha told the jataka to the monks after he learned of a monk who had died from overeating. 

FOL. [9a] 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. piinlrcna pralabhayi[11·ii] mw_l'(n:rn.1·ana111iipiidita!1 dl'it~rn 
na .fokita iii. II prairnjyii 

2 iii yiim mahii-frii\'{/kehi pratik.yipta!1 hhaga\'{//ii pr"'Tiijita!1 17 

hhik.~·"'·a!1 P!'cclw-
3. nti ki1!1 karma n/1·a .1'<ik_1w11inisrn "pra1·acw1e si11ha-hha_1·e namo

krta iti II ura-
4. 11emi dan1 1·m11ka11<i111 dar11ka .ya1'lin<i1!1 e1rn!1 k<71·a 1·<11!1.1'a11a1!1 

kamka s,l\·an,/miti II 
5. dl;armaiHila.~ra-apad<ine 19 rthapi tu 11l/\'{/ddlnrnnanasrn na d1/.yi

ta111 citta1!1 araneml bodhisa/1'() 

TRANSLATION 

I. [and] drunk 1' 1 [overmuch]. fell into misfortune because [he] lacked a [sense] of moderation. The second [merchant] 
could not help [him]". as is known. (Story( of the pravrujyii ritual of initiation. 

2. How [someone] was rejected by the great frarnkas (and] initiated by the Bhagavan. The monks ask-
3. ed: '"What (was his] karma'?" How he venerated the name of Si'ikyamuni in fear before a lion, such [is the sto1y]. 

[Story J about Ara- , . . . . . . . 
4. nem1 1 1• Everythmg that they have 1• 1 hes on the ground by the broken trees. L1kew1se, tf a body's [Ile with hfe] has 

been severed, all parts of the body l•l fall [without support] 1' 1• thus it is said 1•1. 

5. [About] how the Bodhisattva AranemT. as a defender of dharma and without even [interrupting] contemplation 
entirely 171 with [his] consciousness undimmed 

Commentary 

1' 1 piiqlvena, Instr. Sg .. "with a thing which is fit to be drunk". The story that follows appears to be similar to the story 
about Upi'ilin (how he was ordained). Sec Smigahhedavastu, pt. I. pp. 204-7. 

121 Aranemi - Arm:1emi in other Buddhist texts - - is the name of a religious teacher of years past who taught how to be 
born as a Brahmaloka. He had many disciples. Aranemi was free of all earthly passions and practiced non-violence and 
compassion. As a result. he himself was reincarnated as a Brahmaloka and continued his preaching. See A1ig1111ara11ikarn. 
Ill. 371; IV. 135. Jataka No. 169 (Araka~jiitaka) is about him; he goes by the name bodhisattva Araka in it. The parable is 
lacking in the manuscript: only the g<7tlu7 is given. The Pali j<ltaka lacks this g1/t/u/. The story about Arm:iemi is also present 
in the Tibetan Braisajrnmstu, sec Jampa Losang Panglung. /Jie Er~dh!stoffi' des M1//asan'iisi\'l/da-Vinaya. Analvsiert au( 
Grund des Tibetischrn Oberset~ung. p. 49. · · 

[JI diiruka - lit. "relating to trees". 
1' 1 kiiyuku - lit. "relating to the body". 

"Instead ofpra1Tajita(1. 
18 Instead of.friknmumeh. 
19 Instead of -a1;iida11e. · 
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Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 
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1;1 giithii with a parallel textual structure: vamka "bent, broken" and .\:iiya "lying" are repeated in the first and second 
lines. The context of the second line docs not allow for a literal translation of .\:iiya. 

161 the giitlui can be understood on the basis of a juxtaposition with an analogous Pali text from Dlghanikaya, I, 46: 
"Senatha pi, hhikkhave amha-pindivtl 1•w1tacchinna\'ll .1·ani ktlnici amhiini 1·w111lpanihandhanani, sahhani tani 
tad-amTa\'iini hharnnti - eiwn ei·a kho. bhikkhavc, ucchinna-ncttiko tathagatassa kayo titthati. Yav 'assa kayo thassati 
tarn nam dakkhinti de1·a-ma1111ssa" ("In this fashion. monks. as soon as the trunk [on which] the mango branch [grows] was 
cut down. all of the mango fruits on this trunk went [down] with it. Likewise. monks. the body of tathiigata stands [before 
us]. but [in fact] it has been cut down. His body stands only in as much as it is seen by people and gods"), that is, tathiigata 
cut the thread that tied him to rebirths. and his final body is only a visible shell that will vanish as soon as his life is at an end. 

111 na-arnddhramanas\'ll [apada11a] ·- lit. "not (in the position) of one who contemplates". where -avaddhvamana 
Bud. Skt. 1·adhrn111a11a. part. atm .. 11\'a + V dhl. "to contemplate". sec BHSD. p. 72. In the Araka-jataka, it is explained that 
the bodhisattva Araka "was born in the heaven of Brahma without breaking his mystical trance". 

FOL.9b 

TRANSLITERA T!ON 

I. vi.1·tare(W yatlul .1'ravaka alpakaf!1j/vitamiti II iinu.\:iisaniiditi 
ayu.ymato 

2. anandasva pravra/vii vinayan,1ca vistare11a p1lrvayoga1!1 dvii 
purohitaputrau tatraika~1 pra-

3. vrajito dvit~rn(1 agiira-madhya-avasito yo so pravrajita(1 tena paq1ca 
abhijiiii 

4. siik.yl krta lt>na so hhriitii pravrajiipita~ kiima-do.yii vistara.fo(1 samii
khrclttl f""!'ca-

5 . . 1·1·ahhij1i1isu prati.ytluipill/~1 11 ma!Jiti puru.yo 111m.1i-parik.yayii krta 
1·/1e.y11 tc.yu 

TRANSLATION 

I. did not live for long as a .1'rtll'aka [among people]. tell in detail. !The story I entitled "According to the teaching". 
About the rit-

2. ual of the 111·a1·rajnl initiation of Ananda [tell] in detail [in accordance] with the Vinaya 111 . In an earlier birth. 
a [certain] priest had two sons. There one [of them] 

3. underwent the ritual of pravrajnl. The second lived as the master of a house 121 . The one who became a monk, five 
forms of transcendent knowledge 

4. did master in full. [The second] brother of theirs, was [also] conve11ed by him. Passions and delusions were explained 
[to him] in full. In the five 

5. forms of transcendent knowledge [the brothers] became strong. IStoryl of the precious stone IJI. A [certain] person 
lost a precious stone. To no purpose in those 

Commentary 

1' 1 Ananda's address and stories of his previous rebirths have been preserved in the Miilasarvastivada Vinaya. sec 
Smighabhcdavastu. vol. 2, pp. 56-67, especially pp. 64-7, "The story of Bhanuman and Bhanumantah: about a previous 
birth of Ananda". It is of interest that this very story was recently discovered by Richard Salomon in manuscripts written 
in Kharo~\hT script and held in the British Library. They were found in Afghanistan on the territory of fonner Gandhara 
and date to the beginning of the first millennium A. D. We find the following text there (in Salomon's translation): 
"Gadhabadhaga (= Skt. Gandhabandhaka'!) was king here in JumbudvTpa. He had two sons, [who were his] regional gover
nors: Sabrudidrigo (= Skt. Saf!'lvrtendriya) and Bhano (= Skt. Bhanu) (cf. Bhanuman above!). Subrudidrigo became 
a mendicant. He attained individual enlightenment" [ 12]. 

121 agiira-mudlrya-iivasito --- lit. "lived in a house". 
IJI The plot of the story is close to that of }<ltaka No. 92 (Mahdsiira~jiitaka). A monkey plays the role of the thief in the 

jataka, and the honour of discovering the true abductor belongs to the bodhisattva, one of the early rebirths of Ananda. The 
same plot sec in the "Story of a hunter and an ungrateful man". Sanghabhcda\'llstu. vol. 2. pp. 151-3. 

20 Instead of apattanam. 

FOL. [!Oa] 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. nagarc.~·u anviih[i](u;/amiino al1rn11] 11w1.1i1.J1iiiyat1/111iti apa{{a
nam"' udgho.yay[i].1yam[i] 
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2. yiiva .\:riiva.1·timanupriipta!1 sa [rii]i1lii prasenajitii hhagaval
sakiifo1!111'ita!1 hhagm•atii 

3. sa 11w1.1ir-vij11iita!1 a.1rn!1 mw1ir-vajra .1·c/gare magara"-1111/rddhne 
priidurhh1/ta iii anii-

4. rghc 22 )'lll!l ananta-gw_w!1 1ata!1 sa punt.yo vismita!1 hhaga
mnta111 pravrajyii1!1 riica-

5. ti bhagavata 21 1n·avriijita!1 24 .ya(.1·11 rn ahhij11iisu prali.)'{hiipi
ta!1 [tata!1] sa ma(1'ir-hhagava/o 

TRANSL/\ TION 

1. cities did he wander. saying: "This treasure must be found 1 l will pronounce [this] city dishonourable 1 " 1' 1. 
2. How [he finally] arrived in Sravasti. The raj a Prasenajit brought him to the Bhagavan. The Bhagavan 
3. found this precious stone. This diamond-stone was in the maw of a makara in the ocean. This is known. 

21 

4. This [stone] is invaluable, your [achievement] is endless'" [this person said to the Bhagavan]. Then this person 
became ecstatic [and] asked the Bhagavan to initiate [him]. 

5. He was converted by the Bhagavan and became strong in six fonns of transcendent knowledge. Later this precious 
[thing] to the Bhagavan 

Commentary 

1'1 The phrase pattanam-udghosayisyami ("!will pronounce the city dishonorable'") is attested in the Buddhist literature. 
see Divviivadiina, 276, 14: "apallanam ghosavitva". Also ibid., p. 276, l 6; p. 277, 13. 

FOL. !Ob 

TRANSLITERATION 

1. datta!1 gandhak11fih[i] .1thiipita!1 ('atrau ciimhhiisate d'ipa-krt_\'lll/1 
karoti piirvavoga!1 ryi[ ka l 

2. lenaiva hhagavatii e.yaiva palra par'ik.yarll nig~·h/ta!1 hira1!11.1ra
.1'ivo niima vrk.ya!1 

3. _1'll.lyaitam patramiti sa prarrajita~l f'lll!ICll ahhij1lii S(/k.y'i krta II 
vidura iti vi-

4. stare(W kau.i:amp'ira 2' p11rohita r.)yiiliina-kasrnci grhe prave.fom 
deli tasrn hhan·ii 

5. a_\'W!l putra kaccid 21'-d1/ksi1_1ei-a lllll1w1·a.weti _,·,/1·a purohito 
.yafchastllro vimrfr11i 

TRANSLATION 

1. was given, and [they] also built a cell for the Buddha 111 , and that [precious stone] shone at night [in the cell] and 
served in place of a light. In an earlier birth [this precious stone] belonged to a n·i. 

2. The same [person] found this very [precious stone] as a leaf with the help of the Bhagavan. To a tree called 
hira(1ya.i:iva 121 

3. belonged this leaf. That [person] accepted the ritual of initiation - pral'raji·ii - [and] mastered entirely five fonns 
of transcendent kno-

4. wledge. [Story] about Yidura 111 with details. The priest p11rohita from KausaipbT came to the home of a certain 
~~yaliina ("). His wife 

Commentary 

1' 1 gandhakl/fa is the name of a cell in a monastery. Originally, this term meant "the Buddha's cell". 
121 The name ~f the tree. hiranra.i:iva. literally means "gold Siva··: we could not find it in the dictionaries available to us. 
111 The reference is apparently to Yidhura, minister of the l'£lj1/ Kora\·ya. the hero ofjataka No. 495 (Dasa-hl'£lh111a11a-

jataka) or Vidhiira-pa~\lita, priest and advisor to the riijii Dhanai\jaya (D/11/makari~jiitaka. No. 413 ). The plots in both 

21 Instead of makara-. 
22 Instead ofanarghe. 
2-' Instead of hlwgm•af(/. 
24 Instead ofpral'rajitah. 
:is Instead of kau.\:iimhlra. 
26 Instead of ka.frid-. . 
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icllakas are very close. Later in our manuscript, fol. 142a(3), we find: "hodhisatvo viduro niima amatyo" ("The bodhisattva 
[was] a minister by the name ofVidura"). This confirms the possible identifying Vidura as the minister Vidhura. The story in 
the manuscript is much more complete than the Palijiitakas and describes a number of events not mentioned in thejiitakas. 

Not cs 

I. For the beginning, see Manuscripta Orientalia. VI I 3 (2000). pp. 23-32. 
2. A. C. Banerjee, Sarvii.1·ti1•iida Literature (Calcutta, 1957); Ch. P. Bagchi, Le canon houddhique en Chine: /es traducteurs et /es 

traductions. in 2 vols. (Paris, 1927-1938). 
3. Gilgit Manuscripts, ed. Nalinaksa Dutt, vol. Ill: pt. I (s.a.); pt. 2 (1942): pt. 3 (1943): pt. 4 (1950). The Gilgit Manuscript of the 

Smighabhedavastu, being the 17th and Last Section of the Vinaya of the Miilasarvastivadin, ed. R. Gnoli, pt. 1--2 (Roma. 1977 1978). 
- Serie Orientalc Roma, XLIX, I, 2: also The Gilgit Manuscript of the Sa_rn11tlsa11a1·as/u a11d the Adhikara11avastu. ed. R. Gnoli (Roma. 
1978). - - Serie Orienta le Roma. L. The Tibetan translations of the stories from the Vi11aya of the Miilasarvasivadins see in Jampa Losang 
Panglung, Die Erziihlstoffe des M11/asarviisiviida-Vi11aya. A11alrsiert auf'Gnmd des Tihetische11 Uherset:u11g (Tokyo. 1981 ). 

4. Smighahhedavastu, vol. I. General Introduction, p. XIII. 
5. Ibid.. p. XIX. 
6. Ibid.. p. XX!ll. 
7. E. Frauwalner, The Earliest Vinaya and the Beginning of Buddhist Literature (Rome. 1956), p. 25. - Serie Orientale Roma. Vlll. 
8. E. Lamotte. Histoire du Bouddhisme indien des origine.1· a/ 'ere Saka (Louvain. 1958), pp. 191-2. 
9. A. Bareau, Les sectes houddhiques du petit vehicule (Sa'igon, 1955). p. 154. 

10. M. Williams. Indian Wisdom, .IRAS (1890), p. 42. 
11. See Lost Empire of the Silk Road. Buddhist Art fi'Oln Khara Khoto (X-Xlllth Century), exhibition catalogue (Milano. 1993). 

pp. 104--5. 
12. See R. Salomon, Ancient Buddhist Scrol/s.fi'om Gandlulra (Seattle. 1999), p. 39. 
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A. F. Trotsevich 

A BRIEF REMARK ON KOREAN BOOKS RESEARCH 

In a paper recently published in Manuscripta Orientalia by 
Park Songgu. Ch'oc Tiiksu. Chong Ubong and 1-16 Sunch'iil 
on Korean manuscripts. block-prints, and old-print books 
in the collection of Russia [I], I drew the authors' attention 
to the absence of a list of characters in it [2]. In my view, 
such a list is indispensable in such an article devoted to 
manuscripts and books. Following is a list of characters to 

complement the paper of our Korean colleagues. We pub
lish it here, together with a transliteration, in the hope that it 
will ease the task of scholars in the discipline of Korean 
studies whose interests lead them to the valuable materials 
found in Russian collections, and in particular in the collec
tion of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies and of St. Petersburg State University. 

List of characters 

As11do11g clw11gso 

Chappo sec: Choson sinho 
Chin Dach1111gchro11 (MS B 2*) 

Ch 'oe ch \wig cln·on (MS B 2*). 

Ch '011g11111da11 sec: Choso11 sinho 

Ch "011ja 1111111 (MSC 49*) 

C/10111111 okp \·011 (MS Kor. 14**) 

Choson chiji (MS Kor. 4**) 

Cho.1·on 1111111gnm 11ok (MS B 17*) 

Cho.rnn sinho (MS B 9*) 

Cho.1·011 _\'Oksa (MS Kor. 3**) 

Chosonguk wangnaeso 

Ch1111gga11 nogoldae (MS D 29*) 

Ch11ngsu 11111m1·011 nok on/we (MS Kor. I I**) 

Ch 'unhrnng ch1•011 (MS B 2*) 

Ch'11nrnng 

Ch\'(/11g P '11ngu11 chyon (MS B 2*) 

Chrn11gl11m flongnyon ch.1·011 (MS B 2*) 

Chrok S\'onui ch\'O (MS B 2*) 

Ila Chin nrnng111111111ok (MS D 14*) 
flanch '011 macil .rn11gclw11g see: Choso11 sinho 

Hano h1111111011g (MSC 66*) 

Hoiho11 Cho.1·011 chonghol ki (MS H 13*) 

Hoiho11 Cho.1·011 kungi (MS B IO*) 

1!1111glm ch\'011 (MS B 2*) 

f-111"11 Chong s1·011hac11g nok (MSC 36*) 

irnI~i«Riitfi 

ft¥1i 
~"']tt,l-Z:'i 
.tl-%-Z:'i 
=t~ft 
=t"t)C 
~rul.::IiJI 
:®JM:ltMt 
:®l M llfl J! ~ 
:®JMWT¥1i 
iM!if ~~ 
:®l rf f~EE* ii 
:i:f1J~~* 
:li~-~~~M 
€-1YZ:'i 
{COJ 
~%~~ 
~:2:j-:g.1;:!~ 
~~~]~ 

ftl1 ~ Pf3 ri ~ 
"4~~Bttl~ 
"4~IDll~ 
M*iMfif :fiErtgc 
~*iW.lff~I~ 
_:g:.-'j!-~ 

'frlll~fi~ 

•One asterisk is used to indicate manuscripts kept in the collection oi"the St.Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Stulies. 
*' Two asterisks arc used to indicate manuscripts kept in the collection of St. Petersburg State Uni\'ersity. 

( A. F_ Trotsc\·ich. 2001 
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Hungmong cha/we (MS B 31 *) 

Hwangsae ho/song see: Sams\'ol kui 

llwao yuch 'o (MSC 7*) 

Hwaum ky<!mong (MS D 25*) 

Kaeguk ohaeksa nyon p 'a/wol sahyon 
pogosyo (MS Kor. 12**) 

Kaehwa see: Choson sinho 

Ka mun p '.l'on (MS Kor. IO**) 

Kandok chongyo (MSC 38*) 

Kapsin chonghyon 

Kiso sec: Chason sinbon 

Ku w1 mong (MS B 2*) 

Kukcho chongt 'o rok (MS C 20*) 

Kukmi11 sohak tokhon (MS Kor. 2**) 

Kum pangul chyo11 (MS B 2*) 

Kundae 11aemusyo mokch 'a (MS Kor. 7**) 

Kyongdo sorim 
Kvorin suii (MSC 16*) 

Marngja on/we (MS Kor. 6**) 

Mongok Ssyanghong yon (MS Kor. 19**) 

Myongui rok (MS D 27*) 

Naksoniae 
Nok ch 'osa vonho<! see: Samsvol kui 

Noch '.rnm·o ka sec: Samsrnl kui 

Nosrom sya11gi1rn kui see: Samsrnl kui 

Okchru Ho\'On (MS B 2*) 

Ongan tok (MS B 2*) 

Orvun ha<!ngsil (MS Kor. 9**) 

Paek/wk srnn chyon (MS B 2*) 

Pak Yonghyo 

Poun kiu rok (MSC 17*) 

P '.vomin ta<!hwa (MSC 67*) 

Samia 11·onio11g ki sec: Samsrnl kui 
Samguk chi (MS B 2*) 

Samguk sagi (MS D I*) 

Samsyol kui (MS B 2*) 

Samun 11ll'i (MS D 15*) 

Sim Ch '.von ch1·011 (MS B 2*) 

Sinmi rok (MS B 2*) 

son hon 

Ssrang ch '.i·on kuihong (MSC 2*) 

Swisa yumw1 (MSC 15*) 

Srn Taesvong chyon (MS B 2*) 

Si•och '.l'o P 'anrnng ki see: Sam.1Tol kui 

Syol ln 'g11·i chron (MS B 2*) 

S\'ugvong nangia ch\'011 (MS B 2*) 
Sl'!lkhyang chvon (MS B 2*) 

Tang t 'a<!iong chvon (MS B 2*) 

7 J .;r .2. 'tJ <-- \'.! W-5€I <-- ~ .!i!. j!, ),~ 
001t. 
~JJ.UI 
1m!ilM~ 
{]-{__) ~~ 
'&ffi 
11~~ 
m$HiEW~ 
mft';'J'~•* 
iitg-£~ 
~"'l "'l~ ;.j~7-t 
ffi$~#; 
~~~~ 

Zi:~r~~~M~l 
~ .:K 1r: II.~ 
l!,Ej~~ 

~~-.ar-7-:1 ~ ~ ]:j 
.X.7-:jL..~ 7t 
.X{l~sj-:tj 

.:K~~f~ 
~{l-~ 
n.flfllfi'Jf 

~~{'!~ 
tjf~ 1i. 
¥1l~~1/lli~ 
~ft';~~ 

{1-~~%-7] 
{1-.;r 7-J 
=:m9:ac 
{]-~ :1] 
-=:ruit; 
~~~ 
{_)a]~ 

~* 
9'.~lli.rit 
ilf!j~JIX 
_{;: t;:]~ ~ 
A'i :li, ltjj 9S- 7] 
~~=tl~ 
4f-~1c'-~~ 
~%1'~ 

25 
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T"o saeng chyon (MS B 2*) 
fro ung chyon (MS B 2*) 

Yang P "wig chyon (MS B 2*) 
Yang Sanhaek chvon (MS B 2*) 

Yilha11 so1111i11 t "011go (MS B 16*) 

Yim changgun chvon (MS B 2*) 

Yimjin nok (MS B 2*) 

Yimjin oiran 

Yokka p "i/hi (MS C 56*) 

Yong 1111111 chvon (MS B 2*) 

Yongsaprnn noksa see: Choson sinbo 
Yu hap (MSC 50*) 

Wo/hong kui 

Notes 

I. See Park Songgu. Ch"oe Toksu. Chong Ubong and Ho Sunch'ol. ··collections of Korean manuscripts. block-prints. and old-print 
books in Russia'". lvfa1111scripra Orienralia. VI' 2 (2000), pp. 39--45. 

2. /hid .. p. 44. n. I. 



M. S. Fomkin 

ON THE LITERARY FATE OF WORKS BY SULTAN VELED 

Shaykh Mehmed Bahaeddin Sultan Veled (1226-1312), 
the son of the famous Sufi and poet, Jelaleddin Ru mi [ 1], 
was the author of works in Persian, Anatolian Turkic, and 
Greek, and one of the first Asia Minor poets who wrote his 
verses in Turkic. Thanks to the latter, he is considered the 
"patriarch of Turkish literature" [2]. The first European 
Orientalist to research Sultan Veled's literary legacy was 
J. von Hammer ( 1774-1856 ), whose verdict was that there 
was no demand for works by this poet and, consequently, 
they lacked popularity. Hammer wrote that "the Mathnmrl 
of Sultan Veled, by virtue of its poetic insignificance, 
remained as unknown in the lands of the East as the 
Matl111aw/ of Jelaleddin Rumi was famed" [3]. The basis for 
this comment was the small number of copies of Sultan 
Veled's works known to Hammer at the time and their 
rarity in European repositories, which lead to the Austrian 
Oricntalist's final judgment: 'The rarity of manuscripts by 
Sultan Veled must be explained by a lack of demand for 
them" [4]. Both of these conclusions - that Sultan Veled's 
works were unpopular and that they lack aesthetic or artis
tic value - were applied by Hammer to both the Persian 
and Turkic works of the poet from Konya. 

Since Hammer's time the question of whether there was 
demand for works by Sultan Veled, in other words, the ques
tion of how popular his Persian and Turkic poetry was in 
medieval Turkey, has not been treated by Orientalists. In ef
fect, Hammer's opinion was not refuted and - in essence -
accepted. The bulk of researchers joined Hammer in his 
negative evaluation of the literary worth of Sultan Veled's 
works and his Turkish verses in particular. Among Western 
scholars, M. Wickerhauser stressed that these "verses arc of 
philological, but not poetic, value" [5]; among Russian 
scholars, A. E. Krymsky held that Sultan Veled "only had 
enough ability for a bit more than 150 distichs" [6], while 
among Turkish scholars Ahmed Kabakh called the poet 
a "limited didact" [7] and M. Mansuroglu stated that Sultan 
Veled's Turkic verses "lack artistic value" [8]. 

Among these conclusions E. Gibb's seems to be more 
objective and accurate. In his "History of Ottoman Poetry", 
he wrote that in Turkic verses by Veled there is "no attempt 
at literary grace of any kind. They are written in correct 
enough meter in the Turkish fashion, and the lines rhyme 
with sufficient accuracy, and that is all" [9]. More recent 
W. Bjorkman's view is more constructive: "Although the 
Turkic verses of Sultan Velcd are not highly poetic, they 
arc perfect". "His art created a school", he adds [I OJ. 
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Thus, Hammer's evaluation has not been shaken to this 
day. Obscurity, insufficient demand, and a lack of popular
ity must indicate that this literary work did not play any sort 
of noticeable role in the literary process, which stems from 
the above-mentioned assertions and the description of his 
legacy as "poetically void". But a closer glance at the poet's 
legacy in the Persian and Turkic languages shows that such 
judgments should be reconsidered. 

The present article attempts to reconstruct in general 
tenns the literary fate of Sultan Velcd's works and the par
ticular features of their reception by readers in medieval 
Turkey. Our aim is to determine how popular and widely 
distributed Sultan Veled's poetry was in the Muslim East 
and to examine the attitude of medieval readers toward his 
work. This task also led us to consider certain methodologi
cal questions. 

Readers' attitudes toward a literary work in the medie
val Muslim East are revealed in a number of factors. Taken 
together, they provide fairly objective criteria for evaluating 
the popularity of a work - how intensively it functioned 
at the time in the given social and literary setting to which 
it was addressed. The most important of these factors is 
the distribution of copies of the work. As the great expert 
in Muslim manuscripts remarks: ''The extent of a work's 
distribution and its interaction with readers are related 
phenomena: the number of copies depends directly on how 
readers assessed the work's significance and virtues" [ 11 ]. 
But when interpreting this factor, two instances need to be 
distinguished. The first is when an indisputably significant 
number of copies (dozens or more) is attested within broad 
chronological borders, which is sufficient to make a finn 
conclusion. But if one finds isolated copies, additional 
infotmation and more cautious conclusions are needed. For 
example, the poem K11tadg11 hi/ig ("Beneficial Knowledge") 
by Yusuf Balasaguni (I I th centuty) has come down to us 
in only three copies. Nonetheless, we have every reason 
to believe that this masterpiece of Turkic poetry, which 
"reflected in a clear and highly artistic form those universal 
ideas, ideals, and thoughts that have concerned all peoples 
at all times" [ 12], was very popular in its time. Evidence of 
this is both the existence of these three copies in three differ
ent places in the Muslim world (Heral, Cairo, Namangan) 
and the continuation of the traditions of"Bencficial Knowl
edge" by subsequent Turkic authors [ 13]. 

Further, one must take into account that the popularity 
and broad distribution reflected by a large number of copies 
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and true value and literary significance are not the same 
thing. We know of works of time-tested value that exist 
only in a few copies. This includes the above-mentioned 
''Beneficial Knowledge", the Dlll'an /ughat al-turk ("Dic
tionary of Turkic Languages" [ 14]) by Ma~mud Kashgharl 
(11th century), which has come down to us in a single 
copy. and "The Lay of Igor's Host", an outstanding text of 
ancient Russian literature also known in a single copy that 
later vanished. 

The rarity of medieval manuscripts cannot serve as 
proof that the works contained in them were little known 
and unpopular. or that they were of little artistic worth or 
"poetically void". For this reason, the conclusions reached 
by Hammer, who possessed virtually the only copy of 
Sultan Yeled's works and based his observations on this 
fact. arc methodologically inaccurate. They are also factu
ally inaccurate. as an analysis of all written sources on the 
life and work of Sultan Yeled clearly shows. These sources, 
if properly interpreted, give reason to correct earlier views 
and allow us to clarify the role of Sultan Veled's Turkic
language verses in the development of Turkish literature. 

To begin with, a strikingly great number of manuscripts 
containing Sultan Yeled's works has survived. We were 
able to identify I 05 copies of works by the poet. Of this 
number, 82 copies form individual manuscripts, 23 copies 
arc collections of works by various authors. The number 
of copies of individual works by Sultan Velcd breaks 
down as follows: Dlll'an - 21, lbtida '-nama - 26, Rubiib-

Nos. Name and dates of poet 

I Abu-1-Qasim Firdawsl (ca. 934- ca. 1020) 

2 Jamal al-Din 'Abd al-Razzaq (d. 1192) 

3 Zahlr al-Din Faryabl (ca. 1156- ca. 1202) 

4 ·Agar NTshapurT (ca. 1142-1229) 

5 Kamal al-Din lsma'Tl (ca. 1173-1237) 

6 Jelaleddin Rumi (Jalal al-Din Rum!) 

7 Fakhr al-Din 'Iraqi ( 1213-1289) 

8 Sa'dTShlrazT(ca. 1213-1292) 

9 Aw~adl Maragha'i (ca. 1271-1324) 

IO Amir Khusraw Dihlawl ( 1253-1324) 

11 l;lafi~ (ca. 1320 - ca. 1389) 

niima - 30, lntiha '-nama - 14, Ma 'iirif - 23, Ishq-nama 
- 9. Turkic verses by Sultan Yeled have been reliably [15] 
attested in 48 manuscripts, but if one takes into account 
extant full copies of his Diwan and Mathnawl, as well as 
certain sections of the latter, this number can be doubled. The 
number of copies with reliably attested fragments in Turkic 
in various works breaks down as follows: Diwan - 9, 
!btida '-nama - 18, Rubiib-nama - 24. 

To determine whether this is a lot or a little, we tum to 
the same indicators for the work of other medieval Muslim 
poets. Let us examine Persian poets of the eleventh - four
teenth centuries whose fame and popularity is beyond doubt 
and whose mastery and significance were recognized both 
by contemporaries and later generations. We find valuable 
information on the distribution of manuscripts with works 
by the afore-mentioned poets in a study by the Iranian 
philologist and paleographer. A. Munzawl, "Catalogue of 
Persian Manuscripts'', a concise compendium of facts about 
catalogued Persian manuscripts. It is necessary, however, 
to bear in mind that Munzawl's information on manuscripts 
is unfortunately incomplete. For example, in contrast to 
our data about the copies of Sultan Veied's Jbtida ·-nama, 
Munzawl lists only three manuscripts [ 16], for the Intiha '
nama, one manuscript [ 17], and for Ma 'arif seven 
manuscripts [18]. We give below a table that enables us 
to make a comparative analysis of the number of some sur
viving copies of popular poetry as provided in Munzawl's 
catalogue. 

Table 

Number of extant copies 

Kulliyiit Mathnawl, prose Diwan 

- Shahnama, 525 [ 19] -

- - c20) 
-

- - !21) 
-

36 [22) -
I 

-
----

- - l23) 
-

- Mathnawl-yi ma 'nawl, 3 73 l-- .. 25) 
-

I [26] - 7) 
I 

144 [28) 
Bilstan, 138 [29] 

- [31) 
Gu/istan, 323 [30] 

-- -

3 [32) - 33) 
-- --1---- -

5 [34] - ---

- - :ix7 [35J 
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The numerical data in the Tahle can provide a relative 
criterion expressed in the extreme numbers for copies of 
works by FirdawsT, Jelaleddin Rumi, Sa'dT. and l;lafi?. all 
poets of matchless mastery and truly universal significance. 
The indicators for less outstanding poets such as, for exam
ple, Jamal al-Din 'Abd al-Razzaq or Awl:JadT Maragha'i 
approximate those for Sultan V elcd. One should note that 
the works of Jamal al-Din 'Abd al-Razzaq were lauded 
by his younger contemporaries. and the literary scholars 
Mul:Jammad 'Awff and Shams-i Qays [36]. As for Awl:JadT. 
some compared him to l;lafi? in the ghazal genre [37]. The 
Tahle also shows that for some poets. even significant 
poets, the number of copies (total or by genre) is only a few 
dozen or simply a few. Hence, the number of copies of 
works by Sultan Veled mentioned above can be considered 
large enough to describe his works as well-known and 
widely distributed within a certain cultural setting. 

An important factor for determining the suhsequent 
fate of a book in time and across generations is the breadth 
of its geographical and chronological distribution. which 
reflects its dynamic interaction with readers and the level of 
interest shown by society [38]. The examination of manu
scripts of works by Sultan Veled demonstrates that they 
were copied and preserved throughout the Muslim world. in 
Turkey (Bursa, Konya. Istanbul), Syria (Aleppo). Egypt 
(Cairo), India (Calcutta). the Iranian cities of Tcbriz and 
Tehran, Saudi Arabia (Medina). One should stress that 
these manuscripts contain only works by Sultan Veled. 
which testifies to special interest to his poetry of those who 
owned or ordered the manuscripts. In contrast to the out
dated assertion of Hammer, later supported by other schol
ars, the repositories of many European cities such as Berlin. 
Budapest, Vienna, Gotha, Leningrad (St. Petersburg). 
London, Munich, Oxford, and Paris keep works by Sultan 
Ve led. 

Chronologically, the copies in question encompass the 
period from 1294-1894. But what is more important. each 
centuiy is represented by at least several manuscripts. 
which breaks down as follows [39]: 13th - 5 manuscripts: 
14th - 35; 15th - 9: 16th - 16: 17th - 14; 18th - 5: 
19th - I 0 (with 11 undated copies). This allows us 
to speak of a fairly active litcrmy existence for works by 
Sultan Veled over time and indicates that for centuries there 
was continuing interest within society in the poet's works. 
including those in Turkic (for more detail, sec below). This 
is of fundamental significance for an objective evaluation 
of his work. 

Reliable, if indirect, infonnation about how readers 
assessed the significance and virtues of literary works can 
be obtained by analyzing manuscript collections of poetry. 
anthologies, which were drawn up in the Muslim East 
primarily in strict accordance with the accepted traditions 
for creating manuscript books. These traditions go back to 
the medieval Arabic manuscript book [40]. Books were 
usually made to order, created from beginning to end in 
a single workshop, and emerged as fully formed examples 
of the book-maker's art, marvelous reflections of their crea
tors' world-outlook and embodiments of their need for 
beauty. That manuscript books were deeply venerated by 
their creators and readers is well known [ 41]. Moreover. 
special significance was accorded to the correspondence 
and compatibility of authors within a hierarchy as seen by 
readers. Authors' names and their works had to harmonize 
with each other, being of approximately the same signifi-
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cance and popularity in the eyes of the compiler. Judging 
by the names of surrounding authors in anthologies, Sultan 
Veled was highly esteemed by readers. as his poetry was 
considered worthy of accompanying the most outstanding 
and widely known Persian poets. One example is a manu
script-collection held in Istanbul at the Siileymaniye Umumi 
library under the call number "Halet, Ilave, 238" [42]. The 
manuscript was copied in the first quarter of the fourteenth 
century. soon after Sultan Velcd's death ( 1312), and reflects 
the evaluation of the poet by his contemporaries. The fol
lowing is the list of the names of the authors represented in 
the collection together with brief evaluation of their work. 
The names arc given in the order in which they appear: 

I) Thana'i (I Ith-12th centuries). a "significant" and 
"famed" poet whose mastery was described in glowing 
tones by other poets [43]: 

2) Farid al-Din · Anar (I 2th-13th centuries), a "great 
poet and thinker of the ~uf'fs, an incomparably better story
teller than Thana'i" [44]; 

3) Awl)ad al-Din KirmanT (13th century), a well-known 
representative of the current within ~ulism that includes 
such names as Jalal al-Din Rum! and Fakhr al-Din 
·Iraqi [45]; 

4) Jalal al-Din Rum! (13th century). a "great medieval 
poet whose work was extremely popular" [46]; 

5) Sultan Veled (Sul\an Walad; 13th- 14th centuries). 
a description is omitted. since he is. mathematically speak
ing. the unknown quantity; 

6) Sa'dT Shiraz! (13th century). is "among the most 
original and attractive figures of Iranian culture". his grave 
in Shiraz became a place of pilgrimage [ 4 7]: 

7) Fakhr al-Din 'Iraqi (13th century). the author of the 
"luxurious" 'Ushshaq-nama ("Book of Lovers") [48]; 

8) Humam al-Din Tabriz! (13th-14th centuries). "art
fully imitated Sa'dT in the glia=al genre" [49]; 

9) Abu l;lanTfa b. Abu Bakr (8th century). the first of 
the four rightly guided imlims, founder of a well-known 
school of law. influenced early Arab poetry [50]: 

I 0) Kamal al-Din Isma'Tl (I 2th-13th centuries). an 
outstanding master of the classical Persian qa.)·ida, his grave 
is venerated as a holy place [51 ]: 

11) Aw~ad al-Din Anwar! (12th century). "hoth a scholar 
and a poet. and brilliant in both cases". Jami speaks of his 
qaslda as "almost a miracle'' [52]: 

12) MahsatT DabTra (I Ith century), "a beautiful and 
witty poetess from Ganja", known for her free lifestyle, 
master of popular quatrains [53]. 

The appearance of Sultan Veled in this company of 
authors could not have been accidental: undoubtedly. it 
reflects his fame and readers' appreciation of his poetry. 

The same picture emerges from an examination of two 
other manuscripts, the first from the Bodleian library [54] 
and the second from Gotha [55]. We provide here a list of 
authors included in these two collections: (I) Mahmud 
ShabistarT. Amir Khusraw DihlawT. 'AITshTr Nawa'i. "Ayn 
al-QU(;lat HamadanT, Sultan Veled. Ni'matallah Wall. 
Jelaleddin Rumi. Jami. Salman SawajT. l;lafi?: (2) 'A!!ar. 
Sultan Veled. Sa'dT. BayazTd Bis\amT, Malpnud ShabistarT, 
Awl)ad al-Din KirmiinT. Thana'i. RawshanT. Jami. Hafiz, 
·Abdallah An~arT. · · 
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Another important fact testifies to a popularity enjoyed 
by Sultan Veled: unique collections of the d/11y/11s of 
Jelaleddin Rumi and his son, Sultan Velcd, began to appear 
at an early date in Anatolia. They consisted of verses either 
in order or intermingled. Moreover, as is demonstrated by 
a manuscript copied in the fourteenth century and held in 
the Asari Atika Muzesi library in Kanya [56], such collec
tions also included the Turkic verses of Sultan Vclcd, 
which is especially important for us. Consequently, our 
conclusion about the fame of Sultan Veled's Persian poetry 
can be also extended to his Turkic verses. Further confirma
tion of this is the newly discovered St. Petersburg copy 
containing the poet's verses. Manuscript B 1810 in the 
collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies [57] contains five Turkic gha~a/s by the 
poet (fols. 21 la and 330b) [58]. In the manuscript, dated 
to 1006• 1597. Persian and Turkic verses by Sultan Velcd 
stand among works by such outstanding poets as Jami, 
Jelaleddin Rumi (Jalal al-Din Riiml), · A!!ar, Naslml, Fu9iill. 
Na~ir-i Khusraw. An~arl. This row of poets indicates that 
for the reader or the owner of the manuscript, all of these 
verses belonged to a single group in terms of significance 
and popularity. It is also important that in the manuscript 
Turkic verses by Sultan Veled stand absolutely alone, so to 
speak. being surrounded by Persian verses, which means 
that they were not written down at random. together with 
the Persian verses of Sultan Veled. It is evident that they 
were specially selected. This leads us to conclude that 
Sultan Veled's Turkic verses were known and liked by the 
reader. "Unofficial". "family" character of the collection 
represented by this St. Petersburg manuscript, which con
tains. as other collections of this sort, only poetry that 
coITesponded to the tastes and aesthetic preferences of the 
owner. confirms the conclusion. 

An examination of another group of sources, works by 
medieval Eastern authors, buttresses the observation con
cerning popularity of Sultan Vcled. One can name 7 basic 
works that provide information on the life and work of 
Sultan Vcled. While all of them include a large amount of 
biographical information, unfortunately, they contain no 
direct descriptions or assessments of Sultan Veled's poetry. 
To understand readers' attitude to his works, only indirect 
evidence can be drawn on. For several centuries, the au
thors of tadhkira and other works - Farldiin Sipahsalar, 
Ahmed Aflakl. 'Abd al-Rahman Jami, Dawlatshah 
S;marqandl, Dara Shukoh, l;lajJI Khallfa, Mu~!a!a Saklb 
Dede - included the name of Sultan Velcd in their works, 
indicating his renown in the Muslim East. 

As · Abd al-Rahman Jami's Na/ahiit al-uns ("Breaths of 
Friendship") show~. 160 years a.ftc~ the death of Sultan 
Veled, he remained an especially respected $iifl figure even 
outside of Asia Minor. This is proved by a simple juxtapo
sition: usually Jami allots a few lines to those included in 
his Na/i1~iit al-w1s, allowing more than ten only for a few, 
and a small number of figures he considered exceptional 
arc treated over several pages. Jami includes Sultan Veled 
in the latter category [59]. Tadhkirat al-sh11 'arc/ ("Anthol
ogy of Poets") by Dawlatshah gives reason to assert that as 
time passed, the traditionally high esteem for Sultan Veled's 
role in spreading $iifl teaching did not change. Dawlatshah 
stresses that the Mevlevi (Mawlawl) order flourished 
thanks to the efforts of Sultan Veled [60]. The order's 
heyday should be linked with its attracting the Turkic popu
lation of Anatolia, which made religious texts created by 

Sultan Veled in Turkic especially popular, leading to their 
active circulation. 

The numerous histories of the Mevlevi order, written in 
various centuries to glorify and popularise the order rather 
than to be scholarly studies [61], indicate that a stable inter
est in Sufi ideas and the Mevlevi order in particular existed 
in Turkey for centuries. This contributed to the spread of 
Turkic works by Sultan Veled, who was in fact the founder 
and main commentator on his father's $iitl teaching, 
Jelaleddin Rumi. Surely, even taking into account Sultan 
Veled's high status in the $iit1 movement, his fame as the 
Mcvlevi shaykh and the founder of a renowned order, as 
well as his direct relation to the outstanding personage of 
Jelaleddin Rumi, one should not overestimate the influence 
of these factors on the literary fate of works by Sultan 
Veled. Nor should one consider them to be the basis for the 
distribution and relative popularity of his Turkic verses. As 
many researches show, medieval Muslim people paid little 
attention to the personality of the author, and it had little ef
fect on the actual circulation over time of his compositions. 
The author's name was traditionally given in the work [62], 
and there was, of course, a connection between the person 
of the author and the reader's perception of his work - the 
case of Sultan V cled proves it. The broad circulation (judg
ing by the number of copies) of his work in the fourteenth 
century shows that Sultan Veled was best known among his 
contemporaries and their nearest descendents, who were 
aware of the shaykh's prominence as the founder of the 
famed and popular Mevlevi order. But the influence of an 
author's person on the fate of his literary work in medieval 
Muslim literature was limited, as readers evaluated a work 
mostly on the basis of its virtues or shortcomings. The fame 
or neglect of a work depended primarily on its quality, not 
the person of its author [63]. Hence, the wide circulation of 
works by Sultan Veled should not in any way be seen as 
a result of his $iitl fame and reputation, although this was 
of some significance, but an indication that his both Persian 
and Turkic verses were recognized by readers and coITe
sponded to their tastes. 

We must, then, adjust earlier views. Written sources 
give us all reason to believe that the Turkic poetry of Sultan 
Veled was well-known and fairly popular in a specific 
socio-cultural milieu in medieval Anatolia. The role of his 
Turkic verses in the further emergence and development of 
Turkish poetry cannot be denied. 

The positive evaluation and recognition of Sultan 
Veled's works. his Turkic verses in particular, as a literary 
phenomenon in a fairly broad socio-cultural milieu, their 
integration into the tastes and aesthetic expectations of the 
medieval reader, contradict the judgment of "poetically 
worthless" and "lacking artistic value" expressed by 
Hammer, Wickerhauser, Mansuroglu, and others. It should 
be noted that somewhat arbitrary evaluations of Sultan 
Veled's Turkic poetry can be attributed to methodological 
errors. As concerns one of them, it would be appropriate to 
cite here the remark of the expert in Persian literature, 
E. E. Berthels, who said that it was necessary to take into 
account the differences between the literary canons of 
East and West [64]. Another factor, also often ignored, is 
the difference between the aesthetic and artistic conceptions 
of the Middle Ages and those of our time. In evaluating 
a medieval litera1y work, one must avoid "modernizing" 
aesthetic notions dominant in Muslim East. The great 
authority on medieval literature, D. S. Likhachev, stresses 
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that one of the tasks of literary analysis is to gain insight 
into all the aesthetic systems of past, "to seek aesthetic 
value in the form in which it was esteemed by contempora
ries" [65]. 

In sum, an objective artistic evaluation of the artistic 
merits of literary works which came down to us from the 

medieval East remains a difficult problem [66]. A great 
amount of information drawn from extant written sources 
and new approaches are needed to be employed to solve 
it. Our aim was much more easier, that is to show merely 
in what degree Sultan V eled's poetry was appreciated by 
the reader. 
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ON THE HISTORY OF BOOK IN THE JUCHID KHAN ATES* 

The following record has been preserved under the year 
1549 in the Patriarchal, or Niconian, chronicle and the so
called "Royal Book": "On the 25th of that month of March. 
news came to the Grand Prince. the Tsar, that in Kazan the 
Tsar of Kazan, ~afa-Girey had died. perishing in his cham
bers. The nobility of Kazan and the Crimea, acting in con
cert, set his son, the two-year-old Tsarevich Utemish-Gircy, 
on the throne and sent to the Crimea many ambassadors to 
ask for help and a [middle-aged] regent for the Tsar. And 
the Cossacks of the Grand Prince. the Tsar, Urachko and 
his fellows, struck those ambassadors down and seized their 
yarlighs and sent them to the sovereign. and let no one 
reach the Crimea" [ l ]. The Kazan messengers were headed 
by Yanbars and Salkish. They were bringing to the Crimea 
4 yarlighs. or letters, and a book as a "gift", which, as a re
sult of the incident, made their way to Moscow on May I, 
1549. A record of this event and a Russian translation of 
one of the yarlighs has come down to us in four copies. The 
first (defective, apparently the earliest) is in the collection 
of I. E. Zabelin (today at the State Historical Museum in 
Moscow, No. 419, fols. 94-95b): the second is present in 
the compilation of the Synodal assembly (ibid .. No. 272, 
fols. 404b--406) which is Patriarch Nicon's contribution 
to a Jerusalem monastery: the third copy is part of the 

collection of A. N. Popov (the State library of Russia, 
fund 236, call number 59, fols. !35-136b), and the fourth 
is contained in a seventeenth-century collection from 
Moscow State Atchive of the Ministry of Foreign Affaires 
(Russian State Archive of Ancient Documents. fund 181, 
inv. I, item 59 I, fols. 787-789) [2]. 

The record runs: "And they sent to the Crimean Tsar 
with those of their ambassadors a book as a gift. That book 
is written in the Persian language and is called laziaih ekh 
malukkat, in Russian 'The Wisdom of the Entire World' 
according to their Mohammedan heresy". The document is 
not dated, but according to the above-mentioned chronicle, 
the seizure of the Kazan's ambassadors "in the field" 
and the interception of the yarlighs they carried. without 
indicating their contents, arc recorded under 1549. 
M. N. Tikhomirov erroneously gives the year as 1547 in his 
edition of the letter's text [3], while J. Pelensky. in his work 
devoted to the relations between Muscovy and the Kazan 
khanate, argues that the letters were dispatched from Kazan 
to the Ottoman empire [4]. He seems to base his assump
tion on the fact that Dawlat-Girey, who was requested to 

come as a regent to Kazan, was in Turkey at the time. 
But contrary to this assumption. on page 42 of his work, 
Pelensky asserts that Utemysh-Girey's embassy was headed 
for the Crimea [5]. 

It was N. P. likhachev who, at the close of the nine
teenth century. drew attention to a note present in an order 
(dated June 6, 1565) to the Muscovite ambassador to the 
Noghay Horde, Mikhail Subulov: "And if Tinehmat the 
Prince say: 'I have written to the Tsar, Grand Prince. about 
the book Azia ihu imalukat, and the ruler did not send me 
the book', Mikhail should say: 'Our sovereign ordered that 
the book be sought among their holdings. but it could not 
be found'" [6]. The report of this request by the Noghay 
bey Din A~mad (Tinekhmat, as he was terrned in Russian 
documents) also drew the attention of A. I. Sobolevsky. 
who identified the book as Qazwlnfs 'Ajii 'ih al-makhhlqiit. 
But he did not know of the chronicle record for 1549. 
mentioned above: by this reason. he believed that the 
manuscript entered the Tsar's archive after the death of the 
Kazan khan. ~afa-Girey. as in August. 1551. his widow 
Suyun-bike and his son. the under-aged Tsarevich Utemish 
(Utiamysh of the document). were sent to Moscow together 
with the treasury (7]. 

The text that mentions yarlighs and a Persian book and 
was seized from the Kazan ambassadors also drew the at
tention of A. D. Sedelnikov. who devoted a few remarks to 
it (8]. It was he who juxtaposed the inforrnatior. in the order 
Mikhail Subulov received in 1565 and the 1549 record in the 
chronicle. and suggested that both documents discuss the 
same manuscript containing a work by the Arab scholar 
Zakarlya' b. Mu~ammad al-Qazwlnl - 'Ajii 'ih al-makhhlqiit 
('The Wonders of Nature") [9]. Unfortunately, this manu
script has not yet been discovered in Moscow's archival 
collections (10]. Zakarlya' b. Mu~ammad al-Qazwlnfs 
( 1203-1283) cosmographic work was written in Arabic 
and dedicated to the Baghdad governor under the Mongols. 
'Ala al-Din 'Atii Malik b. Saha al-Din Muhammad al
Juwaynl. The w~rk was one of the most popula~ cosmogra
phies of the Muslim East, and its manuscripts were 
frequently adorned with miniatures [ 11 ]. 

As far as I know, since Sobolevsky. and later 
Sedel'nikov. identified the manuscript under question as 
Qazwlnl's work. its authorship, time of creation, and prev i
ous and subsequent fate, have only been discussed once 
in the scholarly literature [ 12]. In his work on Arab geo-

• The Russian version of the paper was published in Vostochnri Arkhi1·, 4-5 (2000). pp. 77-82. 
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graphical literature, I. Krachkovsky, who was familiar with 
the 1549 record [ 13 ], also tended to identify the book 
termed as la::iaih ekh malukkat in the chronicle as 
Qazwlnl's cosmography. He wrote that the title of the work 
which is mentioned in the Niconian chronicle is a "distor
tion of a common title for al-Qazwlnl's work, about which 
there can be little doubt" [14]. Krachkovsky, however, was 
at a loss about determining which version of the work -
the original Arabic text or one of the Persian translations 
that appeared at virtually the same time - was seized 
by the Muscovite Cossacks [15]. But the point is that 
al-Qazwlnl's work is not the only one to bear the title. 
Between 1165-1173, a work by the title of 'Aja 'ih al-
111akhltlqa1 [\\'a- ]ghara 'ib al-ma.y111l 'a1 ("Wonders of Crea
tion and Rarities of That Which Exists") was created in 
Persian for the Iraqi Seljuk Toghrul II (r. 1177-1194). Its 
author is considered to be Najlb Hamadanl, although it was 
believed earlier that the work was written by MuQammad 
b. AQmad al-Salman! al-Tusl [ 16]. Krachkovsky rejects the 
possibility that the Kazan book was Hamadanl's (or Tlisl's) 
work. He writes in this connection that it can hardly be 
"some other work with the same title, for example, AQmad 
Tlisl's" [17]. 

I must confess that I do not share Krachkovsky's skepti
cism in this regard. First of all, the officials in the Moscow 
prika:: (board) who recorded the events of 1549 were 
unlikely to have erred in determining the language of the 
book. Be that as it may, either a Persian translation of al
Qazwlnl's work or the Persian original of Hamadanl's work 
was brought to Moscow. It should be noted that the second 
assumption seems not to be too extraordinary. Hamadanl's 
'Aja 'ih al-makhltlqclt was translated into Central Asian 
Turkic by Kamal al-Din Shlr-'AIT Harawl (or HirawT) 
(rn. 1453--1512), a well-known court poet, scholar, theolo
gian, historian and musician of Sheybanl-khan. Harawl was 
known by the takha/111} Bina'!. Bina'! made the translation in 
Samarqand at the request of Sheybiinl-khiin himself; in his 
introduction to the translation of Hamadiinls work, Bina 'I 
writes that he was responding to an offer from Sheybiinl
khiin to translate the composition into Turkic [ 18]. Sheybiinl
khiin enjoyed close tics with the Kazan khiinate. For exam
ple, according to Babur, Sheybanl-khiin sent lo the Kazan 
khan, MuQammad Emln, his court singer and poet, Ghulam 
Shad!, the presumed author of the poem Fat!J-nama, dedi
cated to SheybanT-khan himself[ 19]. The proximity of Shad! 
and Binii'I to the couits of Sheybanl-khan and MuQammad 
Emln makes likely the appearance of Hamadanl's work in 
the Kazan khanate. One can add that 'Aja 'ih al-makhhlqat 
by Hamadanl could also have been known in Kazan be
cause the work provides an abridged version of lbn Fa<;!lan's 
account of his journey to the Volga [20], which would have 
interested men of learning in Kazan. As M. G. Khudiakov, 
a specialist in the history of the Kazan khanate, points out, 
"the Kazan khanate's cultural ties with Turkestan, Persia, 
Turkey and Arabia were not interrupted. Books were 
brought to Kazan from Persia, devout pilgrims travelled to 
Mecca, merchants and diplomats journeyed to Astrakhan, 
Bakhchisarai, and Constantinople" [21 ]. 

It should be noted that the dispatch to the Crimea of 
a "gift" book from the "Kazan realm of Mamay, the sover
eign of the 11/clns, the mill/as, l1afi;s, and subject princes, 
and all people", as the title of the Kazan khan was given in 
old-Russian official documents, was not an unusual prac
tice. Book-purchasing contacts, if indirect, between the 

Crimea and Kazan existed before 1549. To cite an example, 
at the beginning of 1526, the Crimean khan Sa'adat-Girey 
sent to Moscow his messenger Tamach with documents 
addressed to the Grand Prince Vasily. One of them, dated 
January, 1526, runs as follows: "On this occasion, I ap
pointed my servant sayvid l:luseyn to my servant Tamach, 
to inqirc of the health of Tsar Sata-Gircy, the Tsar of Kazan 
and my son, and [also] to ask you, my brother, to give your 
permission to him to go across your land, so that if you 
should let him go through your land with a sealed letter, 
and [one of] your men appointed to him, as far as the Kazan 
border and back, there should be no oppression or attack 
from your people. And I send him to Kazan for books. 
There are four books there, and I am sending him to ask 
for those books. My request is the following: let him go 
freely through [your lands], there and back, without detain
ing him, and let him come back to us together with the am
bassador" [22]. A kalgha of Sa'adat-Girey, Sal)ib-Girey 
wrote more laconically of this mission: Sa'adat sent 
"his theologian, l:luseyn-'azlz", to inquire about the health 
of the Kazan khan, Safii-Girey, "and we sent our theolo
gian, Aqchura-'azlz, to learn the royal health of Safii
Girey'' [23]. These messages arrived in Moscow in April, 
but the Grand Prince was evidently reluctant to let the mes
senger travel on to Kazan. Moscow was extremely suspi
cious about Crimean-Kazan contacts and strove to limit 
them as much as possible. In conditions of openly hostile 
relations with Sata-Girey, Vasily seems to have decided to 
foil sayyid l:luseyn's visit to Kazan. 

At the beginning of December, Moscow received a new 
portion of official letters from the Crimean khan. In one of 
them, written in July of 1526, Sa'adat rebukes Vasily: "[It 
would have been good] if I had [already] received the 
books from Kazan with my messenger Tomach. I have sent 
sayyid l:luseyn [already for this purpose]. And you have not 
yet allowed him to proceed on to Kazan. You understand us 
correctly if you allow him to travel to Kazan" [24]. Unfor
tunately, the result of this diplomatic correspondence is 
unknown. Sayyid l:luseyn is not mentioned in known 
sources either before or after 1526: we do not find him 
among those who, together with Sa'adat-Gircy, swore the 
sher/ (oath - /. Z.) to Tsar Ivan IV in 1524 before his mes
senger, 0. Andreev. Nor is he among the .va.1yids who 
swore to Ivan around 1531-1532 at the court of the Cri
mean khan, Islam-Girey. The Niconian chronicle, however, 
mentions a certain Usein-Seit (i.e. sayyid l:luseyn - /. Z.). 
In February 1554, he came to Kazan waywodes with a peti
tion [25], but it is unlikely that he was the same person. It is 
possible that the two documents of Sa'adat from 1526 are 
the only ones that contain the name of .m1yid l:luseyn, but 
this is probably not the case. It may be that "sa.\J'id 
l:luseyn" is another person - seyid Shauseyn (sayyid 
Shakh-l:luseyn ?), first mentioned in Russian chronicles in 
1512 as MuQammad Emln's ambassador to Moscow. In 
1516, he once again carried out the duties of the Kazan 
khan's ambassador in Moscow. In 1523, we find him in the 
Crimea, where he married [26]. He was sent by Siil)ib
Girey from Kazan to the Crimea as an ambassador. In his 
letter to Moscow of March, 1524, the Muscovite ambassa
dor in the Crimea I. Kolychcv reports to his ruler: "two 
weeks ... before Christmas, the ambassador Shauseyn seit 
(our Shakh-l:luseyn - I. Z.) came to Tsar Sa'adat-Girey in 
Perekop from Sa[Q]ib-Gircy in Kazan. And he brought ... 
from Tsar Sa[Q]ib-Girey to Tsar Sa'adat-Girey eighteen 
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gifts and nine from himself. And among these ... [were] sil
ver vessels, and clothing, and horses. And seit (savvid). 
from Tsar ~a[l)]ib-Girey to Tsar Sa'adat-Girey, said: ·now 
the Grand Prince of Moscow has founded a city on the river 
Sura, beside my realm of Kazan. You should send me can
nons. and arquebuses, and Janisseries. or I will be unable to 
stand against the Muscovite waywodes" (27). 

Thus, Shauseyn arrived in the Crimea at the beginning 
of December, 1523 (two weeks before Christmas). In 1523. 
Moscow demanded that he be handed over as a traitor to 
the oath to accept Shaykh ·All in Kazan after the death of 
MuJ:iammad Emln [28). The Muscovite ambassadors in the 
Crimea, 0. Andreev and I. Kolychev, even received special 
orders which indicated what they were to say to Shauseyn if 
they should happen to meet him. If he repented, they were 
to say that the Grand Prince had put off his fall from grace 
and would forgive the savvid and "all the Kazan land" [29]. 
From a report of the Muscovite envoy to the Crimea. 
T. Gubin, in 1524, it is clear that the sal'l•id "is not to be 
back in Kazan" [30]. It is likely that the i~ientional delay of 
.rnvvid l:luseyn in Moscow in 1526 was directly linked with 
Moscow's attempts in 1523 to gain from the Crimea his sur
render for treason. f:luseyn's mission is likely to have ended 
in failure. It is also possible that the dispatch of a book 
from Kazan to the Crimea in 1549 was in some way linked 
to the episode in 1526, when Sa'adat-Girey intended to 
receive four books from Kazan. 

It is not by chance that the Noghay biy. Din AJ:imad. 
also tells about the manuscript of 'Aia 'ib al-makh/fiqat in 
1565. The Noghay biys were apparently no strangers to 
books, just like the khans of Kazan, Astrakhan. and the 
Crimea. Otherwise, there would hardly have been reason 
for the Ottoman Sultan Suleyman to refer in a 154 7 letter 
to Isma'Tl (Din AJ:imad's father) to certain Muslim works 
apparently known to the addressee. The Muscovite envoy 
to the Noghay Horde, P. Turgenev, conveyed the text of the 
letter: " ... in our, that is, Mohammedan books it is written 
that the time has come, the time of the Russian Tsar Ivan 
has come, when his hand is held high over the Mohamme
dans ... " [31]. It is also interesting that the Noghay leaders 
appealed to the authority of Muslim learned men in con
ducting foreign-policy correspondence with non-Muslim 
rulers, too. In 1538, mlrzil Uraq wrote in his letter to Tsar 
Ivan IV: "and if only the Honorable (aq) Prince had 
wished, there would have been no obstacle to Him till His 
second destiny - our learned men say" [32]. 

It is interesting. the Noghay learned men apparently 
studied not only Muslim writings. they also knew the 
Gospels. In a 1550 letter. mlr::ll Yusuf writes to Tsar Ivan: 
"One comes into this captivating world and one leaves it. 
Our learned men say that no one can escape death. It is 
written in our Qur'an. And in your Gospel it is also. Your 
learned men see in the Gospels that all that lives in this 
world must die" [33). 

The authority of some of those "learned men" was so 
high that the Noghay rulers sought to get held of them as 
court literary figures. In the summer of 1549. the above
mentioned mlrza Yusuf wrote to the Tsar in Moscow: "I 
ask you to send us a translator (lolmach) called Magmed 
Yar (MuJ:iammad Yar) who has come [to you] from 
Kazan". The reference is ce11ainly to the outstanding Kazan 
poet of the time. Muhammad Var. But we learn from Ivan 
IV's reply that "oUI: people killed Mul)ammad Var. the 
Kazan translator, in Mumm" [34]. 
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People were sent from the Noghay Horde to other 
Muslim lands to study, for example, to the Crimea. In 
a 1550 letter from Yusuf to Ivan IV, there is mention of 
an imeld<'sh (foster brother) of 111/r::ii ldilbay, "who left our 
land for the Crimea to learn writing and is said to have 
reached that place" [35). 

Let us turn agaih to the incident of 1549. The Noghay 
mlrzas were well familiar with the seizure of the Kazan 
embassy hy Muscovite Cossacks that year. In the summer 
of 1549. Yusuf wrote to Tsar Ivan: "And when ~ala-Girey 
had died. those mercenaries who live in Kazan sent thirty 
of their men led by Yanbar Sarasov and Dani!. son of 
Mul)ammad. to Crimea. with a petition to the sovereign. 
And your people took those thirty men. and those who es
caped fell into the hands of our people. And after them. 
other people went to the Crimea to petition the sovereign 
and his son" [ 36). The reference is undoubtedly to the em
bassy with which we arc familiar. It is possible that the 
remnants of the embassy. intercepted by Yusufs people. 
were the source of information about the book 'Aia "ih 
al-makhhlqat in the Noghay Horde. The name of one of 
the embassy's participants is given erroneously as Yanbar 
Sarasov while one should read this name as Yanbars Rasov. 
No doubt. it is the very "Y enbars-murza. son of Rast" 
whose name we encounter among the envoys sent by the 
Kazanians to Moscow in July 1551 to conduct peace 
talks [37]. 

It seems that books were not only read, hut also pro
duced in the Noghay Horde. In a 1538 letter to Ivan IV. the 
Noghay biy Sayyid Alpnad asked the Muscovite Tsar for 
"six different colours. a hatman [38) of saffron. a thousand 
sheets of paper" [39]. 

It seems that due to the close tics between the "Great 
Horde" and Central Asia. Afghanistan, and Ottoman 
Turkey the khans of the so-called "Great Horde" and the 
Astrakhan khans possessed some so11 of book collection. 
In the Bahur-nama. in the account of the nmurid Sultan 
f:lusayn Mirza. (r. in Heral from 1469 to 1506). we read 
that "during his Cossack days" he gave his sister Badl' al
Jamal Badke-bikim in marriage to Al)mad. khan of Haji
Tarkhan [ 40]. Badke-hikim was older than l:lusayn Mirza. 
who was born in 1438. She could have become AJ:imad's 
wife in the 1450s. Al)mad had two sons with f:luscyn 
Mlrza's sister. who "after arriving in Heart ... served Mirza 
for a long time". meaning that they served his uncle [41 ]. 
·All-Shir Nawa'I wrote the so-called Saql-mlnw ("Book of 
the Cup-Bearer") for one of them. Bahadur-sul\an [ 42). In 
ljahlh al-Sivar by f:lwand-Amlr (the work was finished 
around 1524 ), we learn that in time (probably after the hus
band's death in 1481) Badke-hikim returned to her brother 
in Heral with her two sons and daughter [43]. 

Close ties linked Al)mad's descendents also with North 
Azerbaijan. One of Al)mad's sons. Sayyid MuJ:iammad. was 
married to a daughter of shirn·clll.1·/u/h [ 44) This shirwan
shah was most likely Fam1kh Yasar [45]. 

The manuscript repository of the Topkap1 Saray1 in 
Istanbul has preserved a unique manuscript (No. 2937) [46] 
copied in the late fifteenth - early sixteenth century in 
Mawarannahr or Khorasan. At the beginning of the six
teenth century. the manuscript belong tt; AJ:im;d's grandson 
Qasim, the son of Sayyid AJ:imad. who ruled in Astraskhan 
( 1502-1532). It is the only extant manuscript of the 
Shu 'ah-i panig<llla. the third volume of Rashid al-Din's Tcli 
al-tawllrlkh. compiled between 130617-13101 11. The 
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work treats the genealogy of the ruling dynasties of the 
"five peoples": Turks and Mongols. Muslims (Arabs). 
Jews. Franks and Chinese. A. Z. V. Togan made the sug
gestion that the manuscript may have been given to Qasim 
by his friend. k/](J/1 Mul~ammad Sheybanl. after the latter's 
conquest of Bukhara and Samarqand at the very beginning 
of the sixteenth century [ 4 7]. Tics of MuJ:iammad Sheybanl
khan with Astrakhan were apparently very close: possibly 
this can he explained by the events of the late 1460s when 
young Sheybanl and his brother concealed themselves at 
Qiisim and his Mangyt heglerheg Timur in Astrakhan. The 
amicable attitude of Sheibanl to the Astakhan rulers seems 
to be also the reason of his friendly relationships with the 
Kazan khan MuJ:iammad Emln [48]. 

It is possible that Sharif l:lajltarkhanl wrote his work 
:{'.afar-ntima-i 1riltirnt-i Qa~6n in Astrakhan, of which the 
poet was a native: it treats the unsuccessful Russian cam
paign against Kazan in 1550. In 1550. the author sent his 
~afi1r-11c1ma to the Ottoman Sultan Sulcyman QanunL The 
text of the composition was discovered in 1965 by Zaki 
Validi Togan in the collection of the Zeytinogullan il9i 
Tavshanh library in the Kutahya region of the Turkey. The 
work is on folios 60a-64b of a composite manuscript 
(No. 2348). The text was published by Z. V. Togan in 1965 
without translation or commentary [49]. In the opinion of 
M. I. Akhmetzianov. ,. :1ich was shared by D. Iskhakov. 
Sharif l:lajltarkhanl and QiH-Sharlf - poet. author of the 
poem Qi.y.ya ljuhh-i Khw6ja, miil/a and saxvid, a well
known political figure in the Kazan khanate killed during 
the seizure of the city in 1552 - are one and the same [50]. 
while the author of the poem :{'.afar-n6ma-i H'il6yat-i Qaz6n 
- Sharif with the nisha I~ajltarkhanl - is, in my view. 

none other than Mawlana Sharif al-Din l:lusayn Sharifi. 
known as the author of the .Jaddat al- '6shiqln ("Broad Way 
of Those in Love"). This work was based on the Mificl~ al
{cllih/11 ("Key for Those Who Seek the Truth") by Mawlana 
Kamal al-Din MaJ:imud b. Shaykh 'All b. 'Imad al-Din 
al-Ghijduwanl. which was written around 950/ I 543: the 
former may be a reworking of the latter [ 51]. The J6ddat 
al- 'c1shiqln is a life of Shaykh Qu!b al-Din l:lusayn, who 
died on 8 Sha'ban 958/21 August 1551. In the view of 
H. Ethe. this was Shaykh l:lusayn Khwarazml. who died in 
1549 [52]. Sharifi was at the deathbed of his plr. Shaykh 
Qujb al-Din. in Aleppo many years atier al-Gijduvani's 
work had been written. and knew his murshids affairs well. 

Sharltls work consists of an introductory section, 14 
chapters, and a conclusion. In the introduction, Sharifi writes 
about the silsila of Qujb al-Din. The 14 chapters are devoted 
to the circumstances of the murshid's life, his movements and 
events connected with them in Mawarannahr, Khorezm, 
Iran, Asia Minor. Mecca. Medina, Astrakhan, and other 
places. In the conclusion, Sharifi explains why the J6ddat 
al- ·ashiqln was written and the sources used in the 
work [53]. Manuscripts of the work have been preserved in 
the collection of Eastern manuscripts at the Uzbekistan 
Academy of Sciences and in the library of the India Office 
in Great Britain [54]. 

At the court of the Astrakhan kh6ns there were scribes 
(hakhshi) who were in charge of writing official documents 
and foreign correspondence. and, probably, of copying 
books. One of them is mentioned in Russian chronicles; he 
is kh611 · Abd al-Rahman's scribe-hakhshl who, together 
with "prince Yan Magmef' (Yan MuJ:iammad), took part in 
the khan's embassy to Moscow in the autumn of 1540 [55]. 

Also. the Turkish traveller. Evliya ('elebi, who visited 
Astrakhan in the autumn of 1666, wrote about experts in 
Muslim law (qa\li) from among the Astrakhan kheshdeks 
that "many of them translate into the Muscovite language 
the books 'fm6d al-is/6m, Bazz6zZva, Q6<fl-khcln, T6t6r
khclnlva, Muhammadlva, books on law and liturgical 
book~ ... " [56j. The ~omposition titled '!meld al-isl6m 
("Pillar of Islam") is most likely the Turkish translation of 
a Persian work 'Umdat al-is/6m by Mawlana 'Abd al-'Azlz 
Abu Tahir Faris!, elucidating the five pillars of Islam. The 
translation into Turkish was made by 'Abd al-RaJ:iman 
b. Yusuf al-Aqsarayl in 95011543 [57]: fairly numerous 
copies of the translation are held in the repositories of 
Turkey [58]. 

Among the works mentioned by Evliya <;:elebi, the 
three titles represent collections of fatw6s. For example, 
Q6<fl-kh6n contains the so-called Qac.ff-khan fatw6s com
piled by Fakhr al-Din l:lasan b. Man~ur b. MaJ:imud al
Uzjandl al-Farghanl (d. 1196). while Bazz65ya is another 
title of the wmk J6m/' al-wajlz ("Collection of Extracts 
[from Books on Fiqh]") by l:lafi? al-Din MuJ:iammad 
b. Muhammad b. Shihab ibn al-Bazzazl al-Kardarl (or 
Kurdu~I). The son of a cloth merchant, whence his name -
ibn al-Bazzazl - derives. al-Kardarl lived in the Volga 
region (he was possibly a native of this land), then in the 
Crimea and Asia Minor. where he died in Ramac)an 
827 /August 1424. He completed his al-Bazz6zlya, known 
also under the titles al-Fat6w6 al-Bazz6zZva or al-Fat6w6 
al-K6rd6rlva, in 812/1409. Kardarl was also the author 
of anothei work, the biography of the famed faqlh Abu 
l:lanlfa [59]. T6t6rkhclnlva is a collection of fatwas com
piled by im6m 'Alim b. 'Ala' al-Din al-l:lanafi in the four
teenth century [60]. 

As for the Muhammadlva, it can be identified as a reli
gious mathnaw/ by the Turkish author Mehmed Yaz1c1oglu. 
It is an exposition and explication of Islam based on 
the Qur'an and (wdlths. Of this author little is known. 
Yaz1c10glu (or Ihn al-Katib in Arabic) Mehmed Efendi was 
born in Malkara, not far from Adrianople; he was a murld, 
and then kha//fa, ofshaykh l:lajjl Bayram whose blessing he 
received in Ankara. Yaz1c1oglu lived in seclusion and died 
in Gelibolu in 855/1451. His Mu~ammadlya was finished 
in 85311449 [61]. 

Thus, the works cited arc compositions on l:lanafifiqh, 
apait from the two books with a popular exposition of 
Islam. Although information on Evliya <;:elebi is relatively 
late, one can say with certainty that Haji-Tarkhan 'ulam6' 
were familiar with these works before Russian rule. 

Classical writings on fiqh were known in Astakhan as 
well. l:lajltarkhanl's :{'.afar-n6nw-i H'il6yat-i Qa~6n mentions 
three such works - al-Kanz, al-Wafl, and al-K6fl -
authored by l:liifi? al-Din Nasafi [62], whose full name 
was l:liifil,'. al-Din Abu-I-Barakat 'Abdallah b. AJ:imad b. 
MaJ:imud al-Nasafi (d. 1310 or 1320). He was the author 
of several works onfiqh, but his main work - al-Waflf/-1-
furii' ("The Complete [Compendium] of Branches [of 
Fiqh ]") -- with authorial commentaries on his own text, 
entitled al-K6/I shar~ al-waflfl-l:fiiru ·, which he began to 
write immediately after compiling al-Wafl; the commentary 
was completed on 22 Ramac)an 684 / 2 I December 
1285.There exists also a brief version of this work - Kanz 
al-daq6 'iq f/-l:fi1rii · ("A Treasure-trove of Subtleties of 
Basic Principles [of Fiqh ]"). Al-Nasafi wrote several other 
works on fiqh, the so-called "Poems of Stars" treating 
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l;lanaff fiqh principles, and other compositions among 
which we find " A Shining Beacon on the Foundations of 
Fiqh", commentary on it - "Revelation of Secrets in the 
Interpretation of 'The Beacon'", commentary on al-Madfnf 
"Useful [Book on] Fiqh", etc. (63]. 

Astrakhan was probably the origin of a collection 
containing several writings: Qinyat al-munya li-tatmfm 
al-ghunya ("Acquiring a Desirable Complement to what is 
already Sufficient") by the Khwarizmi faqfh Najm al-Din 
al-Ghazmfnf (d. 1260), a brief treatise on the Khwarizm 
monetary system, and three small compositions of Jaliil al
Dfn Mu~ammad al-'Imadf (first half of the 14th century). 
The first provides an explanation of the works used in al
Ghazmfnf's work, the second treats questions of property 
division, and the third deals with epithets applied to schol
ars. All three works were copied by 'Alf al-Aw<;lf from the 
autograph (64]. It is likely that a copy of"Basic Principles" 
(an Arabic-Persian dictionary for children in verse) by the 
thirteenth-century author, Abu Na~r Farahf, was also com
pleted in Astrakhan in 1656/57 (65]. 
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There is no doubt that Astrakhan had close cultural ties 
with Iran, Central Asia, Ottoman Turkey, and the lands of 
Dasht-i Qypchaq. It seems that the city's Muslim clergy 
conducted active missionary work in lands to the East of 
Astrakhan, spreading and strengthening Islam and Muslim 
culture among the Kazakhs. At the beginning of the six
teenth century, Fa<;llallah b. Riizbikhan I~fahanI wrote that 
'u/amii' from Haji-Tarkhan (as well as from Turkestan, 
Khiva, Astrabad, Khorasan, and Iran) journeyed to the 
Kazakhs to root out heathenism (66]. Unfortunately, we 
still know little of the city's cultural life in the first half of 
the sixteenth century. 

All of these facts indicate that books played a signifi
cant role in the Kazan, Crimean, and Astrakhan khanates, 
as well as in the Noghay Horde; their close cultural ties 
with one another and contacts with Central Asia and the 
Ottoman empire can be clearly traced. Despite political col
lapse, the post-Golden Horde states represented a single 
cultural realm held together by shared traditions and 
a common language of science, literature, and education. 
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PRESENTING THE COLLECTIONS 

E. A. Rezvan 

ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS OF KARL FABERGE. I: THE QUR'AN 

Any specialist who works closely with a collection as 
rich as the collection of Eastern manuscripts at the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies 
faces a constant danger. Virtually every visit to the manu
script repository produces a find. One fetches a manuscript 
from the shd L opens an unprepossessing folder or box. 
and it begins: when one pauses to recall the reason for 
the Yi sit, several hours have passed and the thrill of the hunt 
carries one farther and' 'farther. Leaping from one theme to 
another. drawn on by astonishing material, the researcher 
runs the risk ofnC\er writing anything significant. 

The author of this paper has confronted this on numer
ous occasions. While preparing a book on the Qur'an, for 
many years I set aside the tinds which naturally accompany 
all work with manuscripts. Still awaiting its time is a letter 
from the Muscat Sultan to Admiral Bazoche, governor of 
the Ile de Bourbon and hero of one of Balzac's novel. 
I found it in a small metal box while going through docu
ments that made their way into the above-mentioned 
repository from the collection of the famous Russian collec
tor N. P. Likhachev. My desk also holds photocopies of 
two small fragments of an Arabic manuscript, presumably 
a work on jiqh copied no later than the eleventh century. 
They were found in 1915 among the Chinese manuscripts 
gathered by S. F. Oldenburg's expedition to Dunhuang 
(today in the Gansu province. Northwest Chinese Peoples 
Republic) on the ancient Silk Road. And there remains 
the mystery of a gilt noble herald painstakingly drawn on 
a blank page in a Qur'anic manuscript and later just as 
painstakingly pasted over (our restorers worked for several 
days in order to discover it). I also recall the enigma that 
surrounds the history of an old Italian-Arabic diction
ary [I]. of the manuscript with a rich collection of tracings 
of figures from Persian and Turkish engravings (around 
300) bound in old leather. with headings and captions in 
Italian. 

While preparing a database on Qur'anic manuscripts 
from the collection at the St. Petersburg Branch of the Insti
tute of Oriental Studies, I couldn't help noticing a lovely 
small-format manuscript obviously copied in Persia. I read 
the catalogue description with surprise: "From the Faberge 
collection". Soon the manuscript was thoroughly described, 
but the question remained: why had Eastern manuscripts in
terested "the Jeweller of his Emperor's Majesty and the 
Jeweller of the Emperor's Hermitage'"/ I spoke with my 
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senior colleagues, primarily the head curator of the collec
tion of manuscripts and documents at the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, Prof. Margarita 
Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya, and Prof. Oleg Akimushkin. 
The latter has conducted a long-term study of the history 
of the collection's formation and written a special article 
on the topic [2]. He generously provided me indispensable 
help in writing this paper. I very carefully studied the 
existing catalogues, spent time in the archive. It soon 
emerged that the miniature Qur'an was not the only Eastern 
manuscript to enter the collection thanks to K. Faberge. The 
extensive inventory of 1920 reported the transfer of I 0 
manuscripts and 27 folios with miniatures. 

Nine of the ten manuscripts were identified with com
parative ease, while one of the two tiny Qur'ans and the fo
lios with miniatures remained a mystery. I recall clearly the 
sunny spring day when Prof Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya 
showed me a folder with beautiful Indian miniatures and cal
ligraphy samples kept in the artistic collection. We counted 
the folios and determined that they numbered 3 7 according 
to the pagination (38, in fact. as in one case a bifolio was 
paginated as a single folio). Only a careful comparison of all 
extant infotmation showed that these were the same folios 
mentioned in the inventory. Our collection simply does not 
contain any other miniatures that could belong to this collec
tion. I then realised that I must one day write about the East
ern manuscripts of the Tsar's jeweller. Some time passed, and 
the problematic second manuscript of the Qur'an was also 
explained. According to the 1920 inventory, it should also 
have been a miniature. The selection was not large, and when 
I peeled back a pasted-on call number of the Asiatic Museum 
on one of the manuscripts, I discovered a note made by a bib
liographer in 1920. The note had escaped the notice of those 
who drew up the catalogue of Arabic manuscripts, and the 
copy had remained unidentified. Nearly a year passed. The 
book on the Qur'an went to print, and with great pleasure 
I undertook my new project. 

The present article is the first in a series that describes 
the Eastern manuscripts of Karl Faberge from the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies 
collection. 

The famed Faberge firm was founded by a native 
of Livland (territory of present north Latvia and south 
Estonia), the French Protestant jeweller Gustav-Peter, who 
in 1842 opened a store in St. Petersburg. He was succeeded 
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by his son Karl (jig. /), who had received an outstanding 
education in Europe. A first-guild merchant and supplier 
of the Cou11. Karl Faberge was the court jeweller of the 
Russian Emperor. the Kings of Sweden and Notway, the 
King of England, and the King of Siam. His artistic crea
tions garnered him the Russian orders of Stanislav and 
St. Anne, a Bulgarian Commander's order, the order of the 
French Legion of Honour. and gold medals at the all-Russian 
and World exhibitions. In 1916, Faberge's firm was trans
fonned into a partnership with several branches (stores and 
workshops) in Petrograd (name of St. Petersburg between 
1914 to 1924), Moscow, Odessa, and London. Despite the 
war. his business expanded. It was halted by the Revolution. 

Among the cultural currents that inspired the family 
and finn's craftsmen were Empire and Gothic, the Renais
sance, eighteenth-century France, and the art of China 
and Japan, the Arab East. Persia, and India. As Geza von 
Habsburg writes, "the style of the House of Faberge was 
based on a well thought-through assimilation of early 'his
torical· style enriched by a Russian sensibility, lightness, 
elegance, and a unique virtuosity of execution. This was 
'the Faberge style', which enjoyed great popularity and 
inspired delight and slavish imitation, but was never 
surpassed. This was the secret ofFaberge's success" [3]. 

As far as I know, no one has devoted special study to 
the decorative elements in the House of Faberge's creations 
from the vantage point of Islamic culture and its influence. 
Such elements, however, are easily revealed by the most 
cursory glance at published collections. This is confirmed. 
for example, by a series of gold cigarette cases adorned 
with diamonds, sapphires, rubies, and encrusted with 
enamel (they are held today in the Paris Musee des Arts 
Decoratifs) [4] (jig. 2). This was a gift received by the 
French intelligence agent Antoine Roger Luzarche d' Azay, 
who worked in the Near East, and a testimony of the French 
Princess Cecile Murat's [5] love for him. The series was 
apparently created in the early twentieth century. 

There is no doubt that the Bolsheviks, who came to 
power in October, 1917, considered Faberge an extremely 
odious figure. A court jeweller who created extraordinarily 
expensive trinkets for the world's aristocratic elite, he sym
bolised the world they had vowed to combat without 
mercy. In March, 1918 Karl Faberge left for Riga. His sons 
remained in Russia to liquidate the business, sell the most 
important items, convert their rubles into other currencies, 
and remove the family's fortune abroad. 

Many of the valuables owned by the family and firm 
were held in their family home on Bolshaya Morskaya, 24, 
which was the location for a store, workshops, and the 
apartments of Karl Faberge and his sons. In March, 19I8, 
after the passage of the Sovnarkom decree on the defence 
of foreigners' property, Karl Faberge rented his home to the 
Swiss mission. The Swiss ambassador took up residence in 
the house. Faberge did not set a concrete price, asking only 
that the ambassador watch over six suitcases with the fam
ily's possessions and a travelling-bag of valuables. At the 
end of October, the ambassador learned of a planned attack 
on the house, and he ordered that 27 suitcases (among them 
the six that belonged to the Faberge family) and the travel
ling-bag be evacuated to the Norwegian embassy. The 
embassy was raided the following night, and the suitcases 
and travelling-bag vanished. Several days after the theft 
at the Norwegian embassy, the Petrograd Extraordinary 
Commission conducted a search of the Swiss mission. The 

official explanation was a search for weapons. During the 
search, vases, stone-cut figurines, and bronze Chinese statu
ettes were confiscated ... In May, 1919 a special safe 
in an elevator in the house on Bolshaya Morskaya was 
searched and its contents confiscated. The confiscations 
continued. Documents and inventories have survived that 
concern the "confiscations"; they arc dated September and 
December, 1919, and March, 1920 [6]. 

Soon after the Revolution, the Soviet government issued 
a number of decrees on the protection of scholarly artefacts, 
including museums, art collections, academic offices, librar
ies, and on inventorying and banning the export abroad of art 
objects and antiques owned by private persons, societies, and 
institutions. But the need for funds at a time of collapse and 
war on several fronts drove the Bolsheviks to sell certain 
objects abroad. An Antique Assessment Commission was 
created to select from among requisitioned property exhibits 
for museums and academic collections, as well as luxury 
items for sale abroad. The Commission was headed by the 
well-known writer Maxim Gorky. 

In the summer of 1920, the situation in Petrograd, as in 
all Russia, was extremely complex. News from the front 
was contradictmy, and peasant uprisings raged within the 
country. Major cities suffered from catastrophic shortages. 
In "My Disillusionment in Russia", Emma Goldman admi
rably conveys the atmosphere in Petrograd in I 920: 
"I found Petrograd of 1920 quite a different place. It was 
almost in ruins, as if a hurricane had swept over it. The 
houses looked like broken old tombs upon neglected and 
forgotten cemeteries. The streets were dirty and deserted; 
all life had gone from them. The population of Petrograd 
before the war was almost two million; in I 920 it had dwin
dled to five hundred thousand. The people walked about 
like living corpses; the shortage of food and fuel was 
slowly sapping the city; grim death was clutching at its 
heart. Emaciated and frost-bitten men, women, and children 
were being whipped by the common lash, the search for 
a piece of bread or a stick of wood. It was a heart-rending 
sight by day, an oppressive weight at night. Especially were 
the nights of the first month in Petro grad dreadful. The utter 
stillness of the large city was paralysing. It fairly haunted 
me, this awful oppressive silence broken only by occasional 
shots. I would lay awake trying to pierce the mystery" [7]. 

In point of fact, the situation was indeed difficult, but 
not nearly so clear-cut. Outstanding artists and poets con
tinued to live and work in the city; only the execution of 
Nikolai Gumilev in 1921 and the death of Alexander Blok 
brought the intensive literary life of Petrograd in the 1920s 
to an end. The l'pper Directorial Courses prepared future 
classics of world cinema, Dziga Vertov was shooting in the 
streets, and Alexander Grin wrote insightful romantic stories 
filled with faith in a miraculous future. It was in that year that 
the Petersburg stage saw the debut of the 19-year-old Vladi
mir Sofronitsky, recognised as one of the twentieth century's 
most talented pianists. On April 30, 1920 on the day of 'id al
.fiu·. which marks the end of the fast month Rama<;lan, regular 
services began in the majestic Petrograd mosque, finally 
open after six years of construction ... The city's life went on, 
and one could provide a long list of such events as proof. 

Documents from the Orientalists' Archive at the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies pro
vide eloquent testimony to the work of the Asiatic Museum in 
1920. We find the following in an official letter to the Asiatic 
Museum: "As one of the persons who receives a ration 
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through the A(cademy] ofS[ciences] is on an extended work
rclatcd trip, there is the possibility of temporarily (for March 
and April) transferring this ration to another person. In this 
regard, I appeal with a humble request to present as expedi
tiously as possible candidates to your institute with such an 
aim. The haste is occasioned by the necessity of ensuring a 
ration for March, and any delay will result in its loss" [8]. 

Another official letter to the Asiatic Museum, written 
on form of the Yaroslavl Province Extraordinary Commis
sion to combat counter-revolution, speculation, and crime, 
runs (9]: "In response to the communication of this July 28, 
No. 854, the Gubcheka (abbreviation of the Province Extra
ordinary Commission) repo11s that Briadov Dmitry [ l OJ, 
an employee of the Asiatic Museum, was freed from arrest 
on July 26, 1920" [I l ]. 

The minutes of the Russian Academy of Sciences 
contain the following record: '"The director of the Asiatic 
Museum reported that the Museum has recently received 
a significant number of books on Oriental studies, mainly 
from the State Book Foundation and Museum Department. 
Extremely limited storage space creates very difficult con
ditions for Museum employees ... " (12]. 

ln these conditions, the Museum petitioned for the acqui
sition of the library and collection of Ethiopian manuscripts 
of Academician B. A. Turaev, the library of 0. M. Lemm, 
the collection of S. G. Elisecv. etc. Together with the well
known journalist S. N. Syromiatnikov, the Museum fought to 
sa,·e the memoirs and diaries of General Y. A. Kosagovsky, 
who played an important role in Persia in the l 880s- l 890s 
and was later shot by the Bolsheviks [I 3]. Graciously 
accepted as gitts were books and articles by P. Kozlov, 
Y. Ba11hold. I. Krachkovsky. and Th. Stcherbatsky that 
miraculously continued to appear in print. In the chaos that 
had engulfed Russia, the Academy of Sciences and its insti
tutions did all they could to save texts and documents of 
cultural and scientific value. This applies to the acquisition 
by the Asiatic Museum of Eastern manuscripts from the 
Faberge collection. This action prevented the collection from 
being scattered, preserving it both for specialists on the 
manuscript legacy of the East and for those with an interest in 
the creative secrets of the great jeweller's workshop. 

The only document that refers to the acquisition of this 
collection is the above-mentioned folio from an inventory 
book. where the date '"June 9. 1920" is followed by the 
heading "Manuscripts and miniatures (Faberge collection) 
transferred by the Expert Commission of the Com[issariat] 
of For(eign] Tr[ade]" and 11 lines with a brief description 
of acquired manuscripts with omissions and mistakes 
(fig. 3). The latter undoubtedly resulted from the conditions 
in which scholars were compelled to function. 

The study of these documents and manuscripts. as well 
as help from my colleagues. allowed me to recreate the 
contents of this collection (sec Tahir: /). Headings numbers 
in Tahir: l indicate successively: 1 - order number; 
2 - - number in 1920 inventory book; 3 - old call number; 
4 - new call number ( 1929; 1952 for No. 11 ); 5 - cata-

As was noted above. two Qur'anic manuscripts were 
identified among Karl Faberge's Eastern manuscripts. 
Moreover, fragments of Qur'anic manuscripts were used 
in three folios of an album from the same collection. The 
present article treats these materials. 

I 

logue numbers as given in Arabskie rukopisi lnstituta 
vostokovedeniia Akademii nauk SSR (Arabic Manuscripts 
of the USSR Academy of Sciences Institute of Oriental 
Studies), concise catalogue, ed. A. B. Khalidov (Moscow, 
1986), i-ii; one asterisk marks catalogue numbers accord
ing to Pr:rsidskir: i tadzhikskie rukopisi lnstituta vosto
kovedeniia Akademii nauk SSSR (Persian and Tajik 
Manuscripts of the USSR Academy of Sciences Institute 
of Oriental Studies), concise alphabetical catalogue, ed. 
N. D. Miklukho-MacLay (Moscow, 1964), i-ii; 6 - title 
of work; 7 - number of 'unwiins (full frontispieces - f; 
decorative examples of calligraphy - c), miniatures (in pa
renthesis); 8 - localization (14]; 9 - dating; 10 - genre; 
1 1 - damage or forgery of dating elements; I 2 - lacquered, 
richly decorated binding; I 3 - dated owners' notes. 

An analysis of the table reveals the following: 

- the high artistic quality of the manuscripts (see col
umns 7 and I 2); 

- the commercialisation of the manuscript collection 
(see column I I, damage or forgery of dates in order to 
"age" a copy and ensure its sale for a higher price); 

- the geographical variety of the collection, with parts 
from Iran (Nos. l, 2. 3, 6-8), Muslim India (Nos. 6-7, 
I 1 ), Central Asia (No. 5), and Turkey (No. 4). The lndo
Iranian element is predominant; 

- the genre diversity of the collection (see column I 0); 
- the possibility that manuscript A 910 (No. 3) ap-

peared in St. Petersburg no earlier than 1909; 
the absence of clements (owners' seals or notes) that 

indicate that the manuscripts belonged to a single person in 
the East. 

lt seems obvious that in the early 1920s. the famous jew
eller took an interest in Muslim artistic culture. This explains 
Faberge's purchase of Eastern manuscripts and the creation 
by his craftsmen of a series with decorative elements that de
rive from the artistic culture of the Muslim East. In those 
years. St. Petersburg was home to many collectors of Muslim 
manuscripts and works of art, among them potential custom
ers of the House of Faberge. One can name, for example. 
A. A. Polovtsov [I 5], the State Secretary of the Russian 
Empire, whose efforts transformed the Stiglitz Museum in 
St. Petersburg into one of the richest European collections of 
decorative-applied art, or I. Nofal [16]. a prominent Russian 
diplomat of Arab descent. Established channels existed for 
the transfer of Eastern manuscript to the Russian capital; 
manuscripts were also acquired abroad, most otten in Paris. 

lt seems that the Faberge manuscript collection that 
made its way to the Asiatic Museum was the result of several 
purchases made in the early 1900s. Only a special study by 
art historians can confom or refute a connection between 
Faberge's "Muslim" creations and his Eastern manuscripts. 
It is. however. of note that the creation of a series with 
elements of "Muslim decoration" and the acquisition of 
manuscripts appear to have taken place at the same time. 

Miniature manuscripts of the Qur'an arc relatively 
common. Fragments of small copies with Qur'anic texts 
have been dated to at least the tenth century. We dated one 
such fragment from the collection [ 17] - 8 folios 
( 11.0 X 8.0 cm), Kzifi script, on parchment. presumably 
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from either Persia or Iraq - to just this period. It appears 
to be either a selection of s1/ras used for daily prayer either 
at home or when travelling, or from a multi-volume Qur'an. 
At the same time. the specifics of the writing material and 
hand made it impossible to create a codex with the full 
text of the Sacred Book in this format. The thickness of 
sucl1 a book would far surpass its breadth and width. 
Another fine example of such a manuscript is found in the 
marvelous collection of the Grand Ayatallah Mar'ash! 
Najaff Public Library (Qom, Iran). This is the small volume 
in Kilfi script Ljust two ju~ "s of the Qur'an) copied in the 
year of 392/ I 002 in Baghdad by famous calligrapher 
of the Buwayhid period Abii-1-J:lasan 'All b. Hila! lbn al
Bawwab (d. 413/ I 022). known also under the name of Jbn 
al-Sitr! (the copy was in the library of Nasir al-Dln Shah. 

(r. 1848-1896), fourth ruler of the Qajar dynasty of Persia, 
it bears the seal of his librarian). 

The situation changed with the spread of cursive hand
writing. Masterpieces of "micrography" served as unusual 
"attestations" of mastery for court calligraphers. There is 
an account that Timiir was presented with a Qur'iin that 
could be placed in a signet-ring [ 18]. Small-format Qur'ans 
were especially widespread beginning in the fifteenth -
sixteenth centuries with the triumph of Siiff teachings and 
their transformation into "popular Islam"; this led, in par
ticular, to an increased role for "magic" in everyday 
life [ 19]. It was at this time that numerous talismanic 
Qur'ans appeared; they could easily be carried on one's per
son, placed in a turban or at the tip of a martial standard. 
The two Qur'iins described below belong to this group [20]. 

Qur'anic manuscript A 899 

This is a codex on high-quality glossed European paper 
in a lacquered binding of papier-machc adorned with a col
our composition in golden-yellow-brown hues (jig. 4) and 
in a case of cloth over paste board (jig. 5). We find above 
bluish silk with embroidered pink "peppers" with yellow 
and dark blue spots; within. there is crimson-brown cotton 
fabric with a floral design. The case is sewn with yellow 
threads and closes with a flap of three elements. The broad 
inner !lap is held with the aid of two leather loops and 
a wooden clasp (that has not been preserved). The dimen
sions arc 8.5 x 5.5 cm. The text field is 6.8 x 3.7 cm. There 
arc 151 folios. The hand of the main text is a sure, minus
cule naskh in black ink with 23 lines per page. 

The copy is richly decorated. Folios I b-2a present 
a full-fold frontispiece of a single composition in four ver
tical sections Uig. 6). The Qur'anic text (s1/rat al-Fatiha 
and the beginning of al-Baqarn) is framed above and below 
by two rectangular illuminations with carved cartouches 
containing texts in riqa · hand. Above we find the heading 
of the s1/ra and information about the number of ayat; 
below. two traditional inscriptions [21 J. 

To the right: ,:.'-9~1 )') ~ )I ("Only the pure 
should touch it"); to the left: .J'.:lWI ._,,.J .:_ro j....j.il ("Reve
lation from the Lord of worlds"). 

The main background of the frontispiece is gold. And 
plant and floral ornament executed in blue, red, and black is 
applied across it. 

The main text is located in a broad. gold border that 
is itself framed in red (from the inside) and black (from 
the outside). The ends of ayat are marked by a gold dot 
with a red point in the middle. Tajwfd clements in the text 
are executed in red ink. Red marginal divisions mark juz 's 
and IJl"zhs and every fifth iiya; black markers indicate every 
tenth <lya. S1/ra titles, in red ink and riqa' writing larger 
than 11askh, are framed in gold. In a number of cases, the 
concluding words of the preceding s1/ra are placed there as 
well. The ~ul/i~es. which "guard" the order of pages and 
consist of the word that opens the next page, arc located in 
the lower left corner of every odd page. 

The bulk of fol. 151 a contains traditional devotions and 
inscriptions on a gold background; at that time, they were 
usually located on the last page of a Qur'anic manuscript. 
Such texts line the perimeters of fols. 151 a and l 50b. 
Fol. 151 a contains the colophon (jig. 7) with the date of 
copying (Jumada I. 1187 /July 1773) and name of the copy
ist - /Jiij/ Isma'll son of the departed 'All Shiraz!. The date 
of copying was touched up and changed to I 017 I 1608. 
This is the date the Institute's catalogue of Arabic manu
scripts provides [22]. 

An analysis of the manuscript's palaeographic charac
teristics suggests that it was copied in Shiraz. The ma
nuscript is in satisfactory condition (with cracks on the 
binding in places and losses in the pain layer, especially 
evident on the inner side of the binding's back cover). 

Qur'anic manuscript A 892 

A codex on high-quality glossed European paper with 
a dark-brown leather binding of several paper layers fixed 
with paste. The folios bear traces of careless nasta '//q 
cursive. Only the binding's back cover has been preserved 
(jig. 8); it is adorned with a threc-pat1 embossed floral 
composition later painted in and an inscription in yellow 
paint and riqa · hand around the perimeter. It is thus far 
resists allcmpts al interpretation. The inscription is enclosed 
in a complex border in brighter paint. 

The codex' dimensions arc I 0.2 x 6.5 cm; the textual 
field measures 7.5 x 3.9 cm with 18 lines per page. 184 
folios. The hand of the main text is a minuscule Persian 
calligraphic 11askh of fine proportions. Black ink was used 
for the main text. 

The copy was once well decorated. Folios I b-2a form 
a full frontispiece of a single composition with four vcrti-

cally arranged sections with clements of floral ornament 
(jig. 9). The main colours are green, orange. and blue. 
The frontispiece was heavily damaged, and the quality 
of its execution docs not match that of the calligraphy. 
The Qur'anic text (s1/ra1 al-Fatilw and the beginning of 
al-Baqara, six lines on each page) is framed above and 
below by two rectangular illuminations with carved car
touchcs inside. The text in the cartouchcs is smudged and 
illegible. 

The main text is located in a complex gold-red frame 
of six clements. The gold paint has turned green in places, 
and in places "eaten into" the paper. Tajwid elements in the 
text arc executed in red ink, as are the titles of sums and 
juz' divisions in the margins. The latter two elements are 
in riqa · hand. Stirn titles are in a gold frame; the same 
frame holds, either in the centre or at the edges, a part of 
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the final 1/n1 of the preceding s1tra. lfllfi~es, which consist 
of a single word, arc located in the lower left corner of each 
odd page. 

On fol. 183a, we find a traditional inscription (fig. 10) 
in place ofa colophon: ..U_y.u_, j.lJ.o:> J ~I <l.ll j.lJ.o:> 

~WI '-c'..> <l.l .J..o..:>...ll J .y,.-->5 W:JI I.ill _,k. ~J r-'fll 

("'True is Allah the Great, and true is His noble Prophet, 
and we arc grateful for this, glory be to Allah, Lord of the 
worlds"). 

Fols. 38 and 48 have marginal owners' inscriptions in 
two different hands in ink and pencil: they contain textual 
corrections. 

A palaeographic analysis of the manuscript suggests 
that it was copied in Shiraz (end of the 18th century) or 
Tehran (early 19th century) (in the latter case, a Shiraz 
craftsman worked in Tehran). It is in poor condition with 
the spine of the binding ruined, pages falling out, serious 
damage to the first folios with the frontispiece, a missing 
back cover on the binding, minor damage from beetles, and 
burn traces at the perimeters of pages. There are lacunae 
between fols. 90 91, I 05--106, 175-176. 

A comparison of three miniature Qur'anic manuscripts 
from the collection reveals several similarities and differ
ences in the production of such copies in the Muslim East in 
the eighteenth - early nineteenth centuries (see Table 2). 

Headings numbers in Tahle 2 indicate successively: I - call number; 2 - codex dimensions (in cm); 3 - field 
dimensions (in cm): 4- m1mbcr of folios; 5 - number of lines per page; 6 - double frontispiece (in manuscript A 935, 
which was not completed, space was left for a double frontispiece); 7 - "rich" binding; 8 - naskh as hand for main text; 
9 hand for s1tra titles and additional elements in margins; I 0 - place of copying; 11 - date of copying. 

Table 2 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

A 899 8.5 x 5.5 6.8 x 3.7 151 23 + + + nqa Isfahan 
second half of the eighteenth 
century 

A 892 10.2 x 6.5 7.5 x 3.9 184 18 + + + nqa Shiraz or Tehran 
late eighteenth or early nine-
teenth centuries 

A 935 9.5 x 7.0 7.7X4.8 227 19 + + + naskh Turkey-Syria 1135/ 1722-23 

Muraqqa' X 3 

Jfllra1flfu · is undoubtedly the gem of Fabcrge's collcc
t1on of Eastern manuscripts. An analysis of various groups 
included in the album of miniatures will form the basis for 
the concluding articles in this series. But since a number of 
the album's texts or its miniatures coincide thematically 
with the genres of manuscripts in the collection, in each 
aniclc we hope to present one or several of its folios (sing. 
/1111·~1). In the course of preparatory work with the album, 
not only specialists. but also museum curators, were drawn 
to its fine Indian miniatures and examples of calligraphy. 
We hope that certain folios from the album will soon be on 
display at exhibitions at the lnstitut du Monde Arab (Paris) 
and the Fuji Museum (Tokyo). 

After the death in 1985 of the famed St. Petersburg 
scholar T. V. Grek, Russia found itself without the great 
expel1 in Indian miniatures. I am sincerely grateful to my 
colleagues Rosclyne Hurcl (Musce Carnavalet, Paris), 
Francis Richard ( Bibliothcque nationale, Paris), Robert 
Sccleton (Victoria and Albert Museum, London), who 
kindly aided me in my study of the album. 

Today it is already clear that the album's diverse con
tent reflects the astonishing cultural symbiosis typical of 
India in the era of the Great Moghiils. The album presents 
works of calligraphy and miniatures of the sixteenth -
eighteenth centuries that originate in various regions of 
Persia and India. Some of the miniatures betray obvious 
Ethiopian influence, which struck me when I first saw the 
album. As it turns out. we have Armenian merchants to 
thank fi.ir this: from the end of the seventeenth century, they 
maintained active trade tics between the Malabar coast 
(Southeast India) and the Horn of Africa [23]. One can find 

in the album pm1raits of rulers and beautiful women, spiri
tual mentors and stern warriors. It also presents scenes from 
private life and illustrations to well-known literary works. 
A significant part of the miniatures are linked with special 
poetry collections - raghmllfll - that describe various 
musical tones in personified form. 

Fols. 28--29 and 31 contain fragments of two Qur'anic 
manuscripts used as calligraphic examples. 

Fols. 28-29 form a bifolio; three of the four pages 
consist of fragments of a magnificent Qur'anic manuscript 
(presumably- Tebriz, 1540s-1560s). 

Fol. 29b (sec back cover of the present issue) contains 
a decorative composition with elements of a double, and 
perhaps three-part, frontispiece of a Qur'anic manuscript 
pasted onto pasteboard of dimensions standard for the 
album (39. 7 X 23.0 cm; the dimensions of the composition 
within the outer frame arc 18.0 X 21.0 cm). The main 
colours of the frontispiece are gold, blue, and red; the 
entire margin of cartouches is covered by a delicate 
ornament of small flowers. The composition consists of 
four rectangular illuminations of identical dimensions 
(5.5 x 17.0 cm); a carved gold cartouche is located in the 
centre. The upper and lower illuminations contain respec
tively the titles of the first and second suras of the Qur'an; 
the left and right, indications of the number of <11•<11 and 
the place where the suras were revealed. The ins~riptions 
are executed in ceruse: in naskh hand for the first s1tra 
(the letters arc in a thin, black outline) and rhulrh hand 
for the second s1tra. 

An example of calligraphy (qi{ 'a) (6.0 X 17.0 cm) in 
naskh hand, in black Indian ink on a yellow background, 
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Fig. 13 

Fig. 14 
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Fig. 15 
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Fig. 16 
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Fig. 17 
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is located in the centre in a yellow frame with a gold 
adornment and gold outline around the perimeter: 

..wl jy.k. ..:i l51.J:.S 01.iJ:.~ 
("Lovers killed by the beloved") [24]. 

The reference is to one of the central ~iifi concepts of 
'ishq - "all-encompassing love for God that leads a ~iifi 

along the mystic path". This entails a conception in which he 
who strives for the Truth must cleanse his soul (naf.i·) of all 
passions and desires of man (shahawiit), replacing them with 
love (nw~wbha). He then hurls himself into the flame of pas
sion ('ishq) and burns in it in order to attain the state of union 
( wu.~·la) with God and, thus "annihilated" lfana '), reaches, 
with the aid of the divine gift of stupefaction Uwirn). the 
state of "subsistence" in the Divine, or everlasting life in 
God (haqii '). 

Fol. 29a (jig. I/) and 28b (jig. 12) - in a frame com
posed of the remained parts of the double frontispiece -
contain two pages from a Qur'anic manuscript executed in 
magnificent calligraphic naskh with elements of muhaqqaq 
(ten lines per page). 

Fol. 29a: text dimensions - 21.3 x 13.8 cm. Qur'an 
8:75 (without the two initial words) - 9:4 (only the first 
word) [25]. When the right edge was trimmed, some text 
was lost (one letter from each line). Between the lines we 
find a gold line in a black outline. Its appearance was occa
sioned by the need to mask a cut between the end of the 
eighth szlra and beginning of the ninth, where an illumina
tion with the sura title had originally been located. The 
ends of the iiyiit are marked with a gold dot. The text is in 
a yellow frame with gold ornamentation. 

Fol. 28b: text dimensions 20.0 x 13.5 cm. Qur'an 3: 141 
(without the three initial words) - 3: 145 (without the final 
word). Between the lines are gold spots similar to those 
placed around the margin of the inscription on the reverse 
side of the folio. The text is placed in a yellow border with 
a gold ornament. 

One notes the absence of tajwld signs in the text, al
though their inclusion was practically obligatory at the 
time. There is an attempt to present two pages from one 
manuscript as pages from various manuscripts. 

Fol. 28a (jig. 13) contains a calligraphic example (qi{ 'a): 
two lines in large nasta 'liq: 

~L:; ~ .r' .r. ..;_,I .J~ )5 _,..51 .ftll 
~ i.;_,._. .J.Y' J ~ ~ ..;:_.,I ) ~ ~ _,..5 J 

"O God, if [one judges] by words, then I bear a crown 
on my head before all, 

But if by deeds, I cede [my place] to the mosquito 
and the ant". 

Black Indian ink on yellow background with gold dots 
with pale, paired tree leaves. The example is located in 
a complex form; its major element is a broad orange-yellow 
strip with a gold ornament within. The general background 
is dark blue. The dimensions within the frame are 
21.7X9.5 cm. 

Fol. 31 b (jig. / 5): text dimensions are 22.0 X 12.5 cm. 
A fragment of another Qur'anic manuscript written in 
confident naskh contains iiviit 2: 255--258 (part of the iim 
is written in a tiny hand ~long the left edge of the folio). 
2: 255 is the famed iiyiil al-kurs/: the "throne verse", which 
became especially popular as a conduit for magical forces 
[26]. Between the lines the text is interlaid with gold out-

lined in a thin black contour line with jags (tarsi' wa
tahrlr). One notices the periodic placement of the kasra 
vertical to the line [27]. Taiivid elements in the text are 
executed in red ink. The ends of iil'iil are marked with red 
circles compressed from the sidei. The text is located in 
a complex frame where the main element is a blue area 
lined with gold and enclosing a gold floral ornament. Iran. 
16th century. 

Fol. 3la (see front cover of the present issue) contains 
the miniature "Pot1rait of a princess" (Moghiil school, mid
l 8th century, watercolour, gouache and gold on paper, 
9.5 X 16.5 cm). The young woman wears a gold head-dress 
adorned with a feather and a pinkish shawl embroidered 
with gold lines. She has a pendant on her forehead [28]. 
A gold belt peeks out from beneath the shawl. She wears 
a thick gold bracelet on her hand and gold earrings. The 
index finger of the left hand is held by the chin. In her right 
hand, the woman holds an object with a gold handle. appar
ently intended to shoo away annoying insects while walk
ing. She stands on a semblance of a lawn. She wears red, 
sharp-tipped shoes with backs. In the upper part of the 
miniature we see clouds executed in white and grey pain 
encircled by a thin gold line. Such work was performed by 
craftsmen with a brush that consisted of a single hair (the 
so-called yek qalam - one pen - technique). The minia
ture is uncompleted. The red rectangle above was left blank 
for an illumination [29]. 

The miniature is located in a complex frame. where 
a gold ornament lies against a background of varied blues 
and yellows; it was pasted onto paper of a protective-green 
colour. 

The woman's static pose is typical of Moghiil minia
tures of the time, both individual portraits and multi-figure 
compositions. The album has two more folios (30b and 
36b) where a girl with a flower and beads [30] (fig. 16) and 
a noble youth. son of Abii-1-Khayr Khan (jig. 14) are de
picted on a green background in similar fashion and poses. 
The linear resolution of the faces is also characteristic 
of miniatures of the Moghiil school. A profile line made it 
easier to convey graphically the individuality of a face in 
a portrait [31 ]. 

Individual depictions of women appear in Moghiil 
painting in the first quarter of the seventeenth century. In 
the main, such portraits depict not so much individual 
features as an ideal type corresponding to the standards of 
the time. A close parallel to our miniature is found in the 
Berling Museum fur Viilkerkunde [32] (fig. 17). 

The placement of an absolutely secular miniature that 
depicts a woman on the reverse side of a Qur'anic text, as 
well as the appearance of Qur'anic fragments in an album 
of such varied content, points to the serious changes in 
nmms and rules for treating the Sacred Text that had taken 
place by the time of the album's creation. 

One hopes that the careful study of all manuscripts 
in the Faberge collection, each of which I intend to treat 
in a special publication, will allow us to establish their 
origins. Of special interest are the worn pages and frag
ments of text; they will undoubtedly aid in dating and local
ising the manuscripts, as well as in identifying owners. 
I plan to contact St. Petersburg's specialists, who possess 
unique equipment and much experience in restoring such 
textual losses. The history of the collection will be recon
structed from article to article for readers of Man11scripla 
Orientalia. 
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I am certain that Fabcrgi:'s collection of Eastern manu
scripts will be a source of fascinating talcs for researchers. 
One of them deals with the love that found its expression in 
the Taj Mal1all; it was reflected in astonishing miniatures 

and many years later resurfaced in tiny masterworks of 
applied art that allowed a smitten aristocrat to convey her 
passion to a French spy. 
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PRESENTING THE MANUSCRIPT 

0. F. Akimushkin 

A RARE SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY HAGIOGRAPHY 
OF THE NAQSHBANDIYYA-MUJADDIDIYYA SHAYKHS 

The full title of the work represented by manuscript C 1529 
in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Insti
tute of Oriental Studies is ~!asa111lt al-almlr min nasamclt 
al-muqarrahln ("Marvelous Deeds of the Righteous under 
the Leadership of Those Close [to Allah]") [I]. In the main 
body of the text. which is an authorial rough draft. the au
thor docs not give his name. However. he cites there letters 
addressed to him by his spiritual teacher (murshid), shaykh 
'Abd al-Al)ad b. Mul)ammad Sa'ld [2]. in which the latter 
addresses the author as slwrkh Mu9ammad Murad [3]. On 
the margins of an introduction, written after the work's 
completion. we can also find a note in Arabic revealing the 
author's name: "I. incapable one Mul)ammad Murad. the 
son of mu/ii Tahir Kashmir! ... " [4]. This name. before the 
hasmala [5] and in a chapter where he writes about him
self [6]. is given fully as shm·kh Mul)ammad Murad b. mu/ii 
Tahir Kashmir!. In addition to the infonnation Mu9ammad 
Murad provides about himself in this work [7]. some facts 
about him are given by his disciple (murll[) Mu9ammad 
A '?am in his history of Kashmir, We/qi 'iit-i Kashmir. 
compiled in 1160/ 1747 [8], and by Mu9ammad Ghulam 
Sarwar in the hagiography Kha:::inat a/-a.~fi.vcl ·. written 
in 128111864-65. The latter also notes that Mu9ammad 
A'?am dedicated a separate work to his murshid which he 
entitled Fayq-i Murad. where the life and deeds of his 
shaykh are described [9]. 

Mu9ammad Murad was born in Kashmir in 1059/ 1649 
into the family of a well-known local theologian and 
learned man, the mufti Mu9ammad Tahir, who possessed 
the right of khirqa-yi iflii ', namely, the exclusive right to 
draw legal conclusions concerning the practical application 
of certain norms and injunctions of the sharf'a or to decide 
a case on the basis of the latter. Following in his father's 
footsteps, Mu9ammad Murad early demonstrated a propen
sity for religious studies and received a solid religious edu
cation. In his youth, he independently developed an adher
ence to mystical practice and, according to Mu9ammad 
A' ?am, succeeded in attaining the state of ~iii - spiritual 
unity with the Only Existing One in an ecstatic state - af
ter two years of asceticism. First a zealous follower of the 
Kubrawiyya brotherhood doctrine, Mu9ammad Murad 
carefully studied works by the shaykhs of the brotherhood, 
visited their dwellings, journeyed to the maziirs where they 
were buried, and carried out missionary activities. As a re-
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suit, he collected a large amount of material and began to 
compile a genealogy (shajara) of all the Kubrawiyya 
slwykhs. He tells that when he was immersed in this work 
and was about to begin his account of the Heral "favorites 
of Allah" (awliyii '). he had a vision of the founder of 
the Kubrawiyya-Hamadaniyya branch, shaykh amlr 'AIT b. 
Shihab al-Din Hamadanl (1314-1385) (10]. After this 
vision, he failed to complete his work; and was not able to 
write a line over the succeeding 13 years [ ! I]. 

In ~afar I 081/June-July 1670, during Sayf-khan's gov
ernorship in Kashmir [ 12], the sons of shaykh MuQammad 
Sa'ld [13] and the grandsons of A9mad Sirhindl,'Abd al
AQad and Sa'd al-Din Muryammad [14], arrived in this area, 
accompanied by 40 murlds and a large retinue. Their ap
pearance in Kashmir, as was the case with other representa
tives of Alpnad Sirhindl's clan at other times. was dictated 
by purely pragmatic motives: they sought to recruit new 
adherents to the Naqshbandiyya-Mujaddidiyya brotherhood 
and extend its influence to the region, where the influence 
of the Kubrawiyya-Hamadaniyya branch was traditionally 
strong. At the end of Rabi' II I 081 I September 1670, the 
above-mentioned shaykhs finished their mission and re
turned to Sirhind. Among their newly converted murlds 
was Mu9ammad Murad, who even accompanied them to 
their residence. He lived in his native land after returning to 
Kashmir, but on 20 Rajab (3 December) of the same year 
we encounter him once again in Sirhind, where he stayed 
at the maziir of A9mad Sirhindl for a year and a half. He re
turned home as khalifa (deputy) of the shaykh with the right 
of initiating new members of the brotherhood and their 
guidance. Three years later, he left for Delhi to spend one 
year as a murfd of the Naqshbandiyya shaykh Sharafandiiz. 
Later, according to MuQammad Sarwar's account, he spent 
14 years in one of the mosques of Kashmir propounding the 
views of his teacher [ 15), whose tutorship, as well as the help 
of khwiija I;Iujjatalllih Naqshband, enabled MuQammad 
Murad to attain "perfection on the path of mystical knowl
edge of the Mujaddidiyya brotherhood" (16). In Kashmir, ac
cording to the lfasamit al-abriir, shaykh MuQammad Ri<;la 
bestowed on him the khirqa-yi khiliifat of such brotherhoods 
as the Kubrawiyya, Suhrawardiyya, and Chishtiyya (17]. 
Hence, after 1085/1674-75, Muhammad Murad held the 
rank of khi/afa in four brotherho~ds and was considered 
a murfd ofshaykh 'Abd al-AQad b. Mu9ammad Sa'Id. 
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By all appearances, Mul)ammad Murad was not sur
prised by his murshid's proposal to write a work on the 
deeds of the shaykhs of the Naqshbandiyya brotherhood 
and its Naqshbandiyya-Mujaddidiyya branch, as he already 
had experience in the field. He began to write the work, 
undertaking a number of journeys in Northern India and 
Kashmir, where shaykhs in the branch generally conducted 
their activities. He also visited the khiinqiihs they had 
founded, their burial places, collected and wrote down oral 
accounts and tales of the miracles (kariimiit) they worked. 
At the same time he conducted an intensive correspondence 
with members of Al)mad Sirhindl's large clan. Finally, 
he made broad use in his work both of the oral clarifica
tions of the shaykhs (mainly shaykh 'Abd al-Aryad), who 
pronounced them "publicly and in personal conversation". 
and of doctrinal treatises by the branch's founder and his di
rect successors [18]. On 20 Jumada I 1093/27 May 1682. 
Mul)ammad Murad completed his major work "in very 
short order" [ 19]. We know practically nothing of his later 
years. We can only state that he returned to Kashmir near 
the end of his life and died there on 5 Shawwal I 134/ 14 
July 1722 at the age of 75 [20]. 

A few remarks on Muhammad Murad's written legacy 
can be made. In addition. to Hasanclt al-ahriir and the 
uncompleted ''Genealogy of the Kubrawiyya Shaykhs". 
Muryammad Murad also penned a number of treatises 
and works of an ethical ~ufi nature. among which he men
tions: (I) Risiila-yi durar an-na:;m (Epystle on Threaded 
Pearls), in which he treats eight well-known provisions of 
the Khwajagan school as fonnulated by 'Abd al-Khaliq 
GhijduwanT (d. between 1204---1220) [21]; (2) a commen
tary (untitled) on a hm·t from the Math11a1\'/-_1·i ma 'naw/ by 
Jalal al-Din Rum! ( 1207-1273) [12]; and (3) a collection 
he compiled of letters-epistles sent to him by his murshid, 
'Abd al-Aryad [23]. Moreover. Muryammad A'~am singles 
out his work Tuf!iat al~fi1qarii ("A Gift to Those Who 
Chose Voluntary Poverty"). Judging by the title. it differs 
in content from the hagiography ljasaniit al-ahriir [24]. 
According to a remark by A. MunzawT. in 1124/1712 -
after a gap of 31 years - Muryammad Murad reworked 
ljasaniit al-ahrar and also modified its title to ljasall<lt 
al-m11qarrah/11 ("Marvelous Deeds of Those Close [to 
Allah]"). 

Sources, Structure and Contents 

As was noted above, the full title of Mul)ammad 
Murad's work is ljasaniit al-ahriir min nasamiit al
muqarrahln [25]. An original idea was to compile a thor
ough biography of all the shaykhs in the Khwajagan
Naqshbandiyya brotherhood from the Prophet on down. 
But the author limited his task in the course of his work. 
noting that "it is simply impossible to treat all of them". 
Therefore. he included in his hagiography only those ascet
ics whose biographies he was able to find in the sources he 
used and whose activities were conducted in the period be
tween the Prophet and the shaykhs of the Mujaddidiyya 
branch. Moreover, he strove to accord special attention to 
sharkhs from Sirhind, that is, Al)lnad Sirhindl, his succes
sors, sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons, as well as their 
deputies (kha//fa) and followers (a.y!1iih) [26]. Mul)ammad 
Murad made broad use both of written sources and notes of 
his personal discussions with many shaykhs among his con
temporaries. He employed 27 sources, but a list of the main 
sources in the introduction. includes only the following 
works: 

I) Nafa!1at al-uns by 'Abd al-Raryman Jami ( 1414-
1492); 

2) Rasha~iit 'ay11 al-~ayat by Wa'i~ Kashifi ( 1463-
1532); 

3) Tadhkirat al-awliyii' by Farid al-Din · A\!ar 
(d, 1220); 

4) Kash/al-111al1j1/h by al-Khujwlrl (d. ca. I 074); 

5) Shal1'iihid a/-1111bml'wat by 'Abd al-Ral)man Jami: 

6) Maqiimiit-i shaykh Naqshha11d, which is appar
ently Anis al-{iilibin by ~ala!) b. Mubarak al-Bukhari (first 
half of the 15th century); 

7) Maqiimiit-i sm:rid amlr Kula/ by Shihab al-Din 
(d. 1437); 

8) Rawqat al-shuhadii by l;lusayn Wa'i~ Kashiff 
(d. 1504); 

9) Fa.)-/ a/-khi{iih by khwiija Muryammad Parsa 
(d, 1420); 

10) Wird al-murld/11 by sharkh Baba Dawud 
Kashmir! Khaki (d. 1586); 

11) Risi//a-ri _rn\\'c/qit al-!fariimarn by klmiijii 
Muryammad 'Ubaydallah (1628--1672) [28]; 

12) Nasam(// al-quds by Mul)ammad Hashim al
Badakhshanl KishmT (d. ca. 1643 ); 

13) Risclla-n· Balul 'irn by Abu-1-Qasim b. Mul)ammad 
b. Mas'lid (first half of the 15th century) [29]. 

In addition to the ~i:1t1 works he employs, Mul.iarnmad 
Murad frequently refers to four volumes of 111akt1/bat by 
Al)lnad SirhindT and three volumes of maklllhilt by the third 
son of the latter slwdh. Mul)ammad Ma·~um ( 1599-1668). 
But his primary source is Na.wmult al-quds by Muryammad
Hashim Kishmt. The second book (maq(//a) of this work is 
almost entirely incorporated into Muryammad Murad's com
position beginning on fol. I I 5a [30]. The author explains it 
as follows: "When the author of these lines had already be
gun to carry out his task, he obtained the book Nasanult. 
compiled by one of the 11111rids of shaykh Mul.iammad 
BaqThillah and the kha//fi1 of Al)mad Faruql. The book con
tained infonnation on the great shavkhs [of the Naqshbandi
yya] and was expounded in such fonn as he himself would 
have wished. Hence. he wrote everything [here] in accor
dance with the second maqilla of Nasam(// al-quds, bo!l'ow
ing that which he considered necessary and adding that 
which was missing [and could not be there]" [31]. It should 
be noted that Mul.iammad Murad. when writing of ~Litt ascet
ics. devotees. and sharkhs. always cites the source of his in
formation. a rarity among authors of the time. 

The work by Muryammad Murad is di\'ided into nu
merous chapters. sub-chapters and internal sections that 
differ in length and content. They are all indicated by the 
same word - !wsana [32]. The entire work is prefaced by 
a detailed fihrist which contains the names of 122 shm-khs 
whose biographies are included. The jihrist was drawn up 
by one of the owners of the copy who omitted in it the 
name of khll'iija Mul.iammad Parsa [33 ]. 
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In evaluating the work as a hagiographic and. in part. 
historical source, one easily notes that it is clearly divided 
into two parts of unequal size and significance. The first. 
which occupies nearly three quarters of the work and treats 
the biographies of shaykhs, including Arymad Sirhindl, is 
compilative and of little interest. as it is based on well
known extant writings. This part contains three of the four 
sections which make up the work: 

I. Fols. l b-5a. Introduction and author's fore
word [34]. which provides several spiritual genealogies 
(silsila) of the Naqshbandiyya brotherhood and its 
branches. Fols. 7a-I 31 b. Lives of the four Rightly-guided 
caliphs. 11 Shi'ite imiims and 40 well-known $Otis, ascet
ics, and devotees from Ma'ruf Karkhl (fol. 58a) to khwaja 
La Ff Kandibadaml (d. I 024/1615), pupil of Khwajagi-yi 
Amklnagl b. Da1wlsh-Muryammad (d. I 008/ I 599-I 600). 

II. Fols. 13 I b-I 66 b. Biographies of khil'i'ija Mu-
1.iammad Baqibillah (d. 25 Jumada II 1012/30 November 
1603), his two sons, 'Ubaydallah, known as Khwaja Kalan. 
and ·Abdallah, known as Khwaja Khurd, murTds, khilafas 
and followers [35]. 

III. Fols. l66b- 3 l4a. Biographies [36] of shm-kh 
Al)mad Faruql-yi Sirhindl ( 1564-1624). his ancestors. and 
24 of his khila(as and devotees (fol. 272a) [37]. 

The second part of the work is of an entirely different 
nature; it contains talcs about the sons and grandsons of 
Arymad SirhindL This part constitutes the fourth section. 
Lives of the six sons of Arymad Sirhindl. of whom two. 
Muryammad Farrukh and Muryaimnad 'Isa. are merely 
named. as they died in childhood. and 14 grandsons: 

IV. Fol. 3 l4a - the eldest son, Murya111111ad $adiq 
(1000-9 Rabi' I 102511591-27 March 1616). Fol. 318a 
- the second son, Muryammad Sa'ld (Shawwal l 005-
1072/May 1597-1662), known as Khazin al-rarymat. 
The author enumerates eight sons of the latter - Shah 
'Abdallah, Shah Lu!fallah, Fan-ukh-shah. Sa'd al-Din 
Muryammad. 'Abd al-Al)ad. Muryammad Khalllallah. Miyan 
Ya'qub and Miyan Taql - but gives biographical informa
tion for only four of them: fol. 325 b - shavkh Farrukh
shiih; fol. 330b - Sa'd al-Din Mul)ammad; fol. 331b -
shaykh Mul)ammad Khalllallah; fol. 333 a - shaykh · Abd 
al-Aryad, murshid and spiritual teacher of the author. who 
provides extensive details on his views and activities. 

Fol. 366a - the third son, shaykh Mul)ammad Ma'~Om 
(l l Shawwiil 1007-9 Rabi' I 107917 May 1599-17 
August 1668), successor of Arymad SirhindT in directing 
the Naqshbandiyya-Mujaddidiyya branch. Information on 
his six sons; fol. 378a - shaykh Muryammad Sibghatallah 
(l 032-1120/1622-1709); fol. 381 a - sha.l'kh J:Iujjat
alliih, known as Muryammad Naqshband (Dhu-1-Qa'da 
1034-9 Muharram 1115/August 1625-25 May 1703); 
fol. 399a - sha.l'kh 'Ubaydallah, known as Miyan J:Im.lrat 
(I Sha'ban 1037-19 Rabi' I 1083/6 April 1628-15 July 
1672); fol. 403a - shaykh Muryammad Ashraf ( 1048-
l l l 7 /1638-1706); fol. 403b - shai·kh Sayf al-Din 
Muryammad ( l 049 26 Jumada I l 096/ 1639 30 April 
1685); fol. 405 a - shaykh Mu~ammad Siddiq (I 057-5 
Jumadall 1130/1647-6May 1718). 

Fol. 406 a - biography of A~mad Sirhindl's fourth 
son, shaykh Mu~ammad Ya~ya. known as Miyan-shiih 
(b. 1022/1613)[38]. 

Fol. 407a - autobiographical notes by the compiler of 
the work, Mu~ammad Murad b. mufiTTahir Kashmir!. 

lja.1·a11at al-ahrar by Mu~ammad Murad Kashmlri. writ
ten 56 years after the Zuhdar al-maqamat of Mul.iammad 
Hashim Kishml [39] and approximately 40 years after the 
lfaqarat al-qud.1· of Sadr al-Din Sirhindl [ 40]. is of interest 
primarily for its originally authored section, which com
plements earlier hagiographic works. 

Beginning of the introduction and author's foreword af
ter the ha.1mala (fol. lb): 

- -j l..:i <lJ I ~ .J o _,.J-4 ~_,WI ..,_, _,il ..J-i lS .i.l I <l.l ..i.=.l I 
-)lb ($\ ).1.! .J ~ -"-! o\.Ji.J ~ .J .,,J_,...,_, _,k 
... Jl.i jl <Li .,::.u_,,\ Jb. jl "'5 &Ll:... -=k_,b ..:ib...... 

Beginning of the main body of the work after the 
hasmala (fol. 5b): 

Ji.a .J .;:.u....I ~ .J ~ "'5 .r-~ ~ ~~ ~.J-! lSI....=.. 
... ~).;.; 

As an analysis of the text shows. the work represents 
the author's rough draft. The manuscript is undoubtedly 
of Indian origin. It is undated. Endpaper fol. 0 I a contains 
a note by a later owner on the bi11h of a son. Muryammad 
'A~im. on the eve of Thursday. 18 Jumada II I I 14/9 Octo
ber 1702. The manuscript displays numerous additions and 
conections on the margins and in the text: the majority of 
them belong to the author. Some of the pages left blank by 
the author were later written in by later owners ( fols. 5a. 6a. 
17a. 29b, 38a-39a, 50b. 55a. 60a. 84a. 86a. 93b. 94a. 
106b, 11 lb. 153a. 170a. 176a, 185a-l85b, 222a. 235a. 
246a, 251b. 277a, 279a-284b. 290a-290b. 313b. 324b. 
325 a. 330b. 331 a. 359a. 3 76a. 378b. 381 a. 383b. 385a. 
398b, 41 lb). 

The manuscript (call number C 1529: old call number 
Nov. 1125) belongs to a collection gathered in Bukhara by 
V. A. Ivanov in 1915. (Fol. Ola: note by V. A. Ivanov: 
No. 797. Bukhara. 8/X 1915). The text is written in typical 
Indian 11asta '/Tq on thin. lightly glossed paper of a brownish 
hue produced in India. The ink is black. Headings of chap
ters. their sub-divisions and paragraphs arc written in red 
ink. which is also used to overlay phrases in Arabic (verses 
from the Qur'an. fwdTrhs, etc.). 411 fols. + 2 endpapers 
at the beginning with afihrist and one folio at the end of the 
copy. Folio dimensions are 24.5 x 15.5 cm; text dimensions 
are 19.5 X 11.0 cm with 18 lines per page. Foliation is both 
Eastern and European. The Eastern tl11iation shows that the 
manuscript originally contained 422 folios (not counting 
the foreword. which was not foliated). The manuscript is 
partially sewn (fols. 115-157); folios 306-313 fall out; 
there arc lacunae after fols. 365. 40 l. 404. 405. 406; there is 
no ending; the folios are out of order. the cotTect order is: 
1-119. 128-133. 127. 120-126. 134--411. The binding 
is Eastern. paperboard. 11111qaw11·a '. The edges of the bind
ing and back are of red. finely worked leather. The manu
script was rebound in Central Asia. apparently in Bukhara. 
no earlier than the beginning of the nineteenth century. The 
rebinding damaged the marginal text. 

Aside from the indubitable significance of Mu~mnmad 
Murad Kashmlri's work for the study of the political and 
ideological struggle the Naqshbandiyya brotherhood waged 
to expand its influence within Indian society. the work is 
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also of interest as a valuable historical source. It provides 
valuble information on more than I 00 years of the brother
hood's activity in India after it established itself on the 

subcontinent in the second half of the sixteenth century, 
creating a new branch of the Naqshbandiyya-Mujaddidiyya 
brotherhood. 

Notes 

I. N. D. Miklukho-Maklai. Opisanie rad:hikskikh i persidskikh rukopisei lnstituta namdov Azii AN SSSR (A Description of Tajik 
and Persian Manuscripts at the USSR Academy of Sciences Institute of the Peoples a Asia). Fasc. 2: Biograjicheskie sochineniia 
(Biographical Works) (Moscow. 1961). pp. 148-SO: Pl!l'sidskie i tad:hikskie rukopisi lnstituta narodov Azii AN SSSR (Kratkii alf(1vitnyi 
kata/o~) (Persian and Tajik Manuscripts at the USSR Academy of Sciences Institute of the Peoples of Asia: A Concise Alphabetical 
Catalogue). pt. I. ed. N. D. Miklukho-Maelay (Moscow, 1964). No. 1046. I was unable to find a work by this name in any reference 
work. Nonetheless. the well-known Iranian bibliographer, A~mad Munzawl in his Fihrist-i mushtarak-i nuskhahii-yi kha{!i-vifiirsl-yi 
P<ikist1in (Karachi. 1369/1990), xi, p. 944. notes a work by shaykh Muhammad Murad Kashmlri Naqshbandl-yi Mujaddidi- Hasaniit 
al-11111qwTah111 completed in 1124/1712. This information was conveyed to me by Prof. Devin De Weese (Bloomington, Indiana) 
to whom I offer my sincere thanks. Judging by the date of completion as indicated by A.Munzawl, the work is either a second. or 
expanded. redaction of the work found in our copy. 

2. The grandson of the founder of an independent branch (later. brotherhood) of the Naqshbandiyya-Mujaddidiyya. shaykh 
Al,1mad Farf1ql Sirhindi ( 14 Shawwal 971-28 $afar I 034/26 May I S64--I 0 December 1624), known as the "renewer of the second 
millennium .. (11111/addid-i al(i thiini). His name is linked with the final formulation of the doctrinal conception of Muslim mysticism, 
u·a~dar al-s/111h1id (unity of witness), in which context he was an intransigent and fervent opponent of the doctrine ofwa~dat al-wujiid 
(unity of being) developed by lbn ·Arabi ( 1165- 1240) and his followers. By his own assertion, the doctrine of the Great Shaykh 
rests entirely on subjective experience. For this reason, all mystical "states and insights that lead to spiritual 'union' with the Divine 
(itti(uid) are merely delusion. The final goal of mystical perfection, in his view. is to "serve Allah" ('abdiyat), which is sent down 
to the mystic atier he co\'ers the stages or '"unity of being" (w11j1idivat) and "general conception" :;illiyat). Spiritual revelations from 
above which lead to knowledge of the secrets of divine being can befall a person only if he strictly observes the norms and injunctions 
of the shar/'a. Ahmad Sirhindl expounded his views in numerous epistles (makllihiit \\'a 'arii 'i4). later gathered into four volumes 
by his pupils. According to our author (fol. 299a-299b), the first volume contains 20 'arfrfas and 293 makrubs, the second -
99 epistles. the third - 114. and the fourth - 14. For more detail. sec S. A. A. Rizvi. A Hist01y of'Sufism in India (New Delhi, 1983 ), 
ii. p. 183. 

3. Manuscript C I S29 in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, fol. 3SSa. 
4. /hid .. fol. Sa. 
S. !hid.. fol. Sb. 
6. /hid .. fol. 407a (marginal insc11ion). 
7. /hid .. fols. 3a-3b. Sa. 83b. I 14b-l I Sa, I I 6b, 131 b, I S7b, 331 b, 346b, 378b, 38 la, 382b, 399a, 400b, 407b-410b. 
8. Manuscript B 663 in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, fols. I 63b-l 71 b, 240b-· 

241 a. 269a. For more on the manuscript and work. see: N. D. Miklukho-Maklai. Opisanie persidskikh i tadzhikskikh rukopisei /nstituta 
1·ostoko1·ede11iia A.V SSSR (A Description of Persian and Tajik Manuscripts at the USSR Academy of Sciences Institute of Oriental 
Studies). Fasc. 3: lstoricheskie sochineniia (Works on History) (Moscow, 197S), pp. 379--80, No. 496; also, Persidskie i tadzhikskie 
rukopisi fllstituta narodm· A:ii AN SSSR (Kratkii alfi1vitnri katalog), No. 4SS6; Ch. A. Storey, Persian literature. A Bio-Bibliographical 
Surver. Vol. I, fasc. 3: Medie\'lll llistorr of'/ndia (London, 1939), pp. 683-4. 

9. Kha: Ina I al-u.~firci · (Kaunpur, 1894 ), i. pp. 6S8-9. 
I 0. About him see D. De Weese, "Sayyld 'All Hamadanl and Kubrawl hagiographical traditions", in The legaq ol Mediaeval Persian 

Sufism. ed. L. Lewinsohn (London New York, 1992), pp. 121--S8. 
11. Manuscript C 1529, fol. 407a -407b. 
12. Sayt~khan b. Tarbiyat-khiin occupied the post of governor of Kashmir from 1076 to 1088/ I 66S-l 678 with an intc1ruption of two 

years from 1079--8011669-70. 
13. Ahmad Sirhindi's second son was born in Shawwal 1006/May IS97. He gained fame as an extremely erndite expert on Muslim 

religious law (jiqh). He died while returning from Delhi to Sirhind in 1072/1661-62. For more detail, see Rizvi.op. cit., ii, p. 242. 
14. The sons of shavkh Muhammad Sa'ld (see n. 13 ), the fifth and fourth respectively. According to our author, 'Abd al-A had was 

born in I 047 I 163 7 38, completed a pilgrimage to the l;lijaz together with his father in I 067 I I 6S6-S7, and wrote a treatise about this 
(uijj. Our author's murshid and spiritual teacher also acted as a shavkh of the Qadiriyya brotherhood and initiated many members into it. 
Sec manuscript C I S29. fols. 330b-33 I b. 333a-363a. Rizvi gives the date of his death as 114211729-30 (Rizvi, op. cit., ii, p. 244). 
According to an anonymous work compiled in Istanbul around 1240/ I 824-2S on the biographies of Naqshbandiyya and Mujaddidiyya 
sharkhs, · Abd al-A had died soon after 110011698-99. See Miklukho-Maklai. Opisanie tadzhikskikh i persid,kikh rukopisei lnstituta 
narodov A:ii AN SSSR. Fasc. 2: Biograficheskie sochineniia, pp. I S6-8, No. 20S (manuscript C 2019 in the collection of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, fol. 25b ). 

IS. Khazlnat a/-a.yfiru ·. p. 6S8. 
16. lhid Khwaja Hujjatallah Naqshband (Zii-1-Qa'da 1034--9 Mu~arram I I IS/September 162S--2S May 1703) was the second 

son of sharkh Muryammad Ma'~iim ( 11 Shawwal I 007-9 Rabi' I I 07917 May I S99-l 7 August 1668), who headed the Mujaddidiyya 
a tier the death of Ahmad Sirhindl. 

17. /hid .. p. 6S9. 
18. Our author meant shavkh Mu~ammad Ma'siim (sec n. 16). 
19. The author of an anonymous work (manuscript C 2019, fol. S2b) indicates that the work was dedicated to · Abd al-A~ad. 
20. This date is given by M~ammad A 'zam Kashmlri ( Waqi 'iit, fol. 241 a). It seems preferable to us. as Muhammad A ·~am was the 

murfrl of Muhammad Murad and, as he himself reports, accompanied the body of hismurshid to its burial place. Moreover, he provides 
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two chronograms (tiirlkh) for the date of his spiritual teacher's death: .. shaykh-i akiibir" and .. mu(wrram az khudii way biida". The sum 
of the letters' numerical values for each equals 1134. However, MuQammad Ghulam Sarwar (Khaolnat a/-a~fiyii ·, p. 659) notes that 
MuQammad Murad died at the age of 75 on 17 Ra jab 1131I5 July 1719. 

21. In discussing this treatise, the author expressed the hope of including it at the end of Hasall(// al-abriir (manuscript C 1529. 
fol. 83b). The treatise is not found in our copy of the author's rough draft, however. 

22. Ibid., fol. 346b. 
23. Ibid., fol. 510b. 
24. Waqi 'iii, fol. 269a. 
25. The above-mentioned anonymous author made thorough use of the Hasaniit al-ahriir, calling it simply Maqiimiit-i shavkh Murad 

Kashmlri (manuscript C 2019, fols. 25b, 52b, 55a). 
26. "Especially about those who at the time he writes these lines arc of sound mind and body .. (manuscript C 1529, fol. 3b). 
27. We have retained the order of the author's list (manuscript C 1529, fol. 3a·· b). 
28. This treatise, written in Arabic, describes a pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina undertaken in 1657-1658. It was translated into 

Persian in I 071I1660-1661 by a mu rid of the author, Muhammad Shakir b. sharkh Badr al-Din AQmadl and received the title f!asaniit 
a/-f!aramayn ("Beauties of the Two Holy Cities"). A copy of this work is found in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Insti
tute of Oriental Studies (manuscript B 2145, fols. I 69b-203b ). The copy is dated 1299 /1881-82, but is a copy of another copy which 
was completed on 12 Jumada 11 1080/8 October 1670. Sec Persidskic i tadohikskie rukopisi lnstituta narodoi· Azii AN SSSR (Kratkii al
favitnyl katalog), No. 1047. 

29. See Storey, op. cit., i, pt. 2, pp. 954, 964, 938, 948, 987-90, 1061; Russian translation of the work: Ch. A. Stori, Persidskaia 
/iteratura. Bio-bibliograficheskil obzor, reworked and augmented by Ju. E. Bregel, pt. I (Moscow, 1972), pp. 561-5, 623-7; also 
V. A. Zhukovskil, Rask1ytie skrytogo za zavesol (The Revelation of What Is Veiled) (Kashfal-111al1)1/b) (Leningrad, 1926). 

30. This book (maqiila) consists of three sections (maq.yad) which contain lives of: (a) shavkh MuQammad Zahid Wakhshl and his fol
lowers (fol. l 16a); (b) khwiija MuQammad Baqlbillah Birang and his murlds and followers (fol. 13 lb): (c) the ancestors of AQmad 
Sirhindl, he himself, his direct descendents, a.y(1iib and kha/lfas (fol. 166b). See A. Z. Validov, .. Vostochnye rukopisi v Ferganskoi oblasti" 
("Eastern manuscripts in the Ferghana area"), Zapiski vostochnogo otdela lmperatorskogo Russkogo Arkheologicheskogo Obshchcstva. 
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35. Subheading: "Maqsad 2 of the second maqiila [Nasamiit al-quds]". 
36. Subheading with note: "It was this third maqsad of the second maqiila that served as the reason for writing this book ... In this 
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37. See the list of their names given in the description of a copy of Zubdat al-maqiimat in the book Catalogue o( the Arahic and 

Persian Manuscripts in the Oriental Public Librm:1· ofBankipore (Calcutta. 1925), viii. No. 672, pp. 45-7. 
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Fig. I. Mul)ammad Murad Kashmir!, flasaniit a/-ahriir min nasamiit al-muqarrahin. 
manuscript C 1529 in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute 
of Oriental Studies, late 17th century. beginning of the main body of the work, fol. 5b. 
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Yang Haiying. A11 Introductio11 to Altu11 Bil"ig. Osaka: 
National Museum of Ethnology, 1998, VI, 355 pp. -
Senri Ethnological Reports, 7. 

L. Qureabayatur Solongyod. Zum Ci11ggis-Qayu11-Ku/t. 
Osaka: National Museum of Ethnology, 1999, IV, X, 
316 pp., II, ills. - Senri Ethnological Reports, 11. 

Taken together. these two books published by the National 
Museum of Ethnology in Osaka offer a trove of info_rmation 
about the posthumous religious image of Genghis (Cinggis) 
Khan. a figure regarded by many far from Oriental studies 
as one of the greatest men of the past millennium. The 
impact of the empire founded by this "world-conqueror" on 
the destinies of the peoples of Asia and Europe was 
immense: no lesser place has been occupied by his deified 
figure in the spiritual life of the Mongols. 

This book by Yang Haiying. a native of the Ordos 
urima;• in Inner Mongolia. is a collection of texts forming 
the .4/1a11 Bil'ig ("Golden Book") - a book that contains 
instructions for perfonning the rituals of worship of Genghis 
Khan's spirit and prayers to him. Two variants of the Allan 
Bic'ig, prefaced by a detailed introduction in Japanese, arc 
published in the book. 

The first. containing a facsimile of the original Mongo
lian text on pp. 163-207 and its romanisation on pp. 87-
100. dates to 1722. However. the text published was copied 
not long ago: a person of the Darqad clan (hereditary priests 
who worshiped Genghis Khan) wrote it down. and a per
sonal copy of the text was provided for publication 
by Mr. Oyonus (b. 1924 ), a resident of Inner Mongolia. It 
consists of thirteen smaller texts, prayers recited during 
the rituals of worshipping Genghis Khan, his wives and 
banners, as well as regulations concerning their proper per
formance: the fourteenth text is a short colophon. 

The second variant. which provides facsimile of the 
original Mongolian text (pp. 211-312) and its romanisa
tion (pp. 100- - 30). is a version of the A/1<111 Bil'ig kept 
at the Mongolian National Library in Ulan Bator. It consists 
of twenty-four smaller texts. some of them ritual texts relat
ing to Genghis Khan only indirectly. One of these texts 
(No. 6) was written by the well-known Buddhist author 
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Mergen Gegen Blo-bzang bstan-pa'i rgyal-mtshan ( 1717-
1766 ), a native of the Urad ayimay. An appendix of per
sonal names (pp. 136-41) found in both texts makes the 
book easy to use. 

Apart from these, the book includes a small peculiar 
invocation in the "Heavenly language" ( Tngri-yin kele-ii 
dayulal). A facsimile of the original Mongolian text on 
pp. 315-35 and its romanisation on pp. 130-5 are pre
sented as well. Also included is a facsimile of an original 
Mongolian text (pp. 145-61) on the worship of Genghis 
Khan. It originates from the Genghis Khan temple in Bars 
Khota in the former Tlishiyetii Khan ayimay in Mongolia. 
The original was copied in 1926 and is now kept in the 
Mongolian National Library (Ulan Bator). 

The second edition under review is a book by 
L. Qurcabayatur Solongyod. It presents a comprehensive 
study of Genghis Khan's cult as a religious, social, anthro
pological, and political phenomenon. It begins with a very 
helpful outline of earlier scholarly studies. There follows 
the author's investigation of various aspects of worshipping 
Genghis Khan: the social structure of the Darqad hereditary 
priests: sacred objects used in the ceremonies: the role 
of the black banner (qara siilde); and worship rituals per
formed at the "Eight White Yu11s" (Naiman cayan ger). 
The research by Qurcabayatur is based on a variety of 
sources, including those obtained during his field work in 
Inner Mongolia. The analysis and conclusions the author 
suggests offer new approaches to traditional Mongolian 
cosmology, shamanistic practices and the development of 
the worship of Genghis Khan. Qurcabayatur observes dif
ferent aspects and historical stages of this cult originating 
directly from the worship of Heaven. It is also shown that 
the later worship of Genghis Khan evolved from private 
rituals of the Bmjigid clan and the most important state 
rituals of the Mongol empire to a "non-state national cult". 

In general, both books by these Inner Mongolian au
thors complement each other, containing at once important 
sources and new ideas which will undoubtedly stimulate 
further research both on the worship of Genghis Khan and 
traditional Mongolian beliefs. 

V. Uspem·ky 
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I. V. Kul'ganek. Kata/og mongoloiazychnykh fol'k
lornykh materialov Arkhiva vostokovedov pri SPb FIV 
RAN. Sankt-Peterburg: Peterburgskoe vostokovedenie, 
2000, 320 str. -Arkhiv rossiiskogo vostokovedeniia, V. 

I. V. Kulganek. Catalogue of Mongolian-Language 
Folklore Materials in the Oriellfalists' Archive at the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the lllstitute of Oriental 
Studies (Russian Academy of Sciences). St. Petersburg: 
Peterburgskoe vostokovedenie Publishing House, 2000, 
320 pp. - Russian Oriental Studies Archive, V. 

The Catalogue under review is the first catalogue of its 
type. The idea of it emerged as a result of the author's work 
on rich Mongolian folklore archival materials kept at the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. 
They were gathered by several generations of Russian 
scholars, travellers, and folklore collectors. The Academy 
of Sciences library's first acquisitions date to the mid
eighteenth century and include materials on the folklore of 
the Selengin Buryats. Those were collected during 
D. G. Messerschmidt's expedition to Siberia and G. F. Miiller 
(in Russian rendering Miller) and P. S. Pallas' expedition to 
the Transbaikal. They were later transferred to the Asiatic 
Museum, which was founded in 1818, and became part of 
the Oricntalists' Archive at the St. Petersburg Branch of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies when it was formed in 
1931. A large number of folklore materials collected. for 
example, by Ts. Zhamtsarano, B. Baradiyn, and N. Ochirov 
were acquired from the Russian Committee for the Study of 
Central and East Asia. 

Among all these documents those collected by ama
teurs are of no less importance. The vast range of the mate
rials and their geographical variety are indeed impressive. 
The author of the Catalogue is known as a scholar wholly 
captivated by Mongolian folklore studies and as its ardent 
propagandist. Owing to this exceptional obsession with the 
subject. the author could produce most valuable reference 
work indispensable to all interested in Mongolian folk 
literature. The own studies of the author on Mongolian 
folklore, as well as her rich experience in personal collect
ing folklore materials in Mongolia, helped I. V. Kulganck 
to fulfil a difficult task of identifying numerous documents, 
which have escaped scholars' notice so far. 

The publication was financed by the American !REX 
foundation. Materials from the electronic version of the 
Catalogue created with financial support from the RGNF 
(State Scientific Fund of Russia) were also used. The book 
makes use of exclusive photographs from the family 
archives of Orientalists' relatives as well as expedition pho
tographs taken by the Dutch artist Ch. Horn during his 1998 
journey to Mongolia. 

Until now, there has been no full description of 
Mongolian folklore materials in the Oricntalists' Archive 
at the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies, nor even a brief catalogue has been made. Only 
some of the materials were mentioned or described in special 
articles by S. F. Oldenburg. S. A. Kozin, T. P. Goreglyad, 
L. I. Chuguyevsky, L. S. Savitsky, and I. V. Kulganek. 

The materials have always evoked great interest, as the 
Archive's visitors' register shows. It contains the names of 
many Russian and foreign Mongolists from all over the 
world. To evaluate the significance of this archival collec
tion, one must remember that the archive contains 3, 000 
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works representing oral poetic and prose genres of Mongo
lian folklore; among them one can find a real masterpieces 
of Mongolian folk literature recorded from well-known sto
rytellers in various dialects of the Mongolian language: 
Mongolian itself (Khalkha, Derbet, Uzumchi. Uriankhai, 
Zadaga. Ordos, Chakhar). Buryat (Khorin, Agin. Abaga. 
Kudin. Songol, Kizhingin), and Kalmyk (of the Don and 
Stavropol Kalmyks). 

At present, folklore materials arc found in the following 
funds: Sec. I, inv. 3 "Mongolia and Tibet"; Sec. II. im-. I. 
"Buryats and Kalmyks"; Sec. II, inv. I "Materials of various 
individuals'', as well as in nine individual archival funds: 
B. B. Baradiyn, Ts. Zh. Zhamtsarano, A. M. Pozdneev, 
0. M. Kovalevsky. K. F. Golstunsky, V. A. Kazakcvich, 
V. D. Yakimov, B. I. Pankratov, and D. A. Klements (a short 
description of these funds arc given in I. V. Kulganek. 
"Mongolian folklore materials in the Orientalists' Archive 
at the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies". Manuscripta Oricntalia. IV I 4 ( 1998), pp. 52--4 ). 

The Catalogue opens with the Introduction where 
the author reviews the history of the Archive's formation; 
an English translation of the Introduction is also given. 
A separate chapter on collectors and informants provides 
biographical information and lists the main scholarly works 
of authors who gathered the collection. Photographs of col
lectors arc also included. The Russian text of biographies is 
translated into English. The author gives brief biographies 
of A. V. Burdukov, T. A. Burdukorn, B. Ya. Vladimirtsov. 
K. F. Golstunsky, Ts. Zhamtsarano. V. A. Kazakcvich. 
D. A. Klements. 0. M. Kovalcvsky. B. I. Pankratov. 
A. M. Pozdneev. D. A. Rudncv. Ya. I. Schmidt. and 
V. D. Yakimov. 

The Catalogue itself consists of descriptive articles that 
follow a format based on recommendations for the schol
arly presentation of documentary materials in Russian 
archives. In all. the Catalogue contains 30 I entries. Each 
entry includes information on language. year of recording, 
informant. place of recording. form. dimensions. writing 
instrument. number of pages, lines per page. location in 
document, document author. document title. call number 
of a document. An item of description is considered one 
(or a few) folklore works recorded at the same time. from 
a single infonnant. or a group of texts (a collection) that 
represents a whole. The materials are arranged in the 
following sections: (i) the epic: (ii) poetry; (iii) prose; 
(iv) songs: (v) confessional folklore; (vi) aphorisms: 
(vii) studies; (viii) materials for dictionaries. dictionaries; 
(ix) registers: (x) notes: (xi) various. 

Each time the author indicates what script - academic. 
Latinised transcription or old-Mongolian script -- is em
ployed in the document. Descriptions contain notes which 
provide additional inlotmation on folklore material. infor
mants, and manuscripts. 

Several concordances arc also present. which makes 
the Catalogue easy to use: these are concordances of gen
res and call numbers. collectors, genres and entries' order 
numbers. 

The Catalogue provides specialists in Mongolian 
studies with information on valuable folklore materials 
kept in the Orientalists' Archive at the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. It should 
be said too that there is much, among them, to interest 
the specialists. This book amply fulfils all requirements. 
We can. I hope. look foreword to publishing most inter-
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esting parts of the folklore collections preserved in the 
archive. It is for bringing together pieces of folklore kept 
at the largest academic repositories of Eastern documents 
in Russia that we have to thank Dr. Kulganek, all the 

Ancient Buddhist Scrolls from Gandhiira. The British 
Library Kharo.~(hf Fragments. Richard Salomon with 
contribution by Raymond Allchin and Mark Bernard. 
University of Washington Press, Seattle, 1999, 271 pp.+ 
34 pits. + Appendix. 

The book under review represents a unique feat. Richard 
Salomon was brave enough to undertake a detailed descrip
tion of the British Library's entire collection of manuscripts 
and ceramic inscriptions in Kharo~\hl writing. He has taken 
into account all aspects: dating. place of discovery, means 
of preparing writing materials, palaeography. orthography. 
special features of language and style. content of identified 
works. general conclusions about the culture of Gandhara. 
characteristics of the local Buddhist tradition, and novelties 
introduced by the materials under consideration into the 
history of Buddhism. 

Since 1962. when John Brough released a separate 
volume of fragments from the Dharmapclda manuscript 
in Kharo~\hT script in Gandharl prakrit from manuscript 
collections in St. Petersburg and Paris. such complete 
and detailed studies have been lacking. In his own words, 
Salomon's book is merely the first volume of his study: 
the publication of the texts themselves with translation is 
anticipated in the near future. 

The description of newly discovered birch-bark scrolls 
formed the basis for his first book. and the discovery itself 
served as the stimulus for writing it. It occurred that mem
bers of the Manuscript Section of the St. Petersburg Branch 
of the Institute of Oriental Studies were among the first to 
learn of these new manuscripts. In 1994. Mark Bernard, 
a member of the Preservation and Conservation Depart
ment, Oriental and India Office Collections of the British 
Library, worked in the repository of Eastern manuscripts 
at the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies. It was he who told us of the difficult task of restor
ing birch-bark manuscripts in lamentable condition recently 
acquired by the British Library. Since a preliminary inspec
tion showed that the new manuscripts were similar to al
ready published fragments of the Dharmapclda. we decided 
that the middle part of this manuscript, which has still not 
come to light, had finally been found. 

R. Salomon's study demonstrates that we were wrong. 
The British Library acquired yet another birch-bark manu
script. probably not linked to the first one. It consisted of 
29 fragments. It remains unclear whether this is an entire 
volume in the form of scrolls or whether the scrolls existed 
independently. Salomon counted 21 original scrolls of indi
vidual fragments. The number of separate hands he identi
fied also totals 21. 

Since news of the discovery appeared. scholarly inter
est in the manuscript has grown rapidly. There is reason for 
this: the manuscript is from ancient Gandhara and may be 
unique (debate continues over whether a manuscript of the 
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more so for their presenting in such well-organised and 
informative form. 

I. Petrosyan 

Dharmapiida discovered in Khotan was copied in India or 
Central Asia). Moreover, it is possible that the most ancient 
of Indian manuscripts has finally appeared. The speculation 
proved founded: Salomon gathered all possible proof that it 
was copied between the beginning of the first and second 
centuries A. D. The most important link in the chain of 
proof is the mention of historical figures active at the time 
of the manuscript's creation: mahiik.~atrapa Jihonika and 
Aspavannana. They can be identified as lndo-Scythian ml
ers of the early first century A. D .. judging by their names 
known through legends on coins and inscriptions. 

Salomon successfully integrated the new manuscript 
into Gandhara Buddhism. analysing this in chapter I: "The 
background: Gandhara and Gandharan Buddhism". The 
book's second chapter provides a detailed description of all 
Kharo~\hl writing materials held at the British Library. 
They are divided into two groups: birch-bark manuscripts 
which have only recently joined the collection. and inscrip
tions on whole ceramic vessels and fragments of inscrip
tions on ostraca. 

The first part of the book - on the manuscript - is the 
most valuable. Salomon has done immense work, decipher
ing the manuscript and identifying the texts it contains. It is 
clear that we deal here with a collection, although not all of 
its parts have yet been identified. 

Salomon notes the following groups of texts identified 
by their contents: 

I) fragments of Hinayana siitras with commentaries; 
they are not numerous (see section 2.2.1 ). The best pre
served is the Sanglti-s1ltra with an unknown commentary 
(fragment 15 ). Texts such as this srltra as an important link 
in the formation of the Ahhidharma-pi{aka and Buddhist 
philosophy as an independent branch of knowledge. Frag
ments 12-14 were identified as a text parallel to the 
Angullaranikiiya. Fragments 26 + 29 preserve excerpts 
from an unidentified siitra. 

2) Most numerous in the manuscript are stories which 
arc called avadiina or ptlrvayoga (lit. "past rebirths"). The 
principle for selecting avadiinas by content is not clear. 
Plots that we well know in Sanskrit and Pali literature are 
represented by independent versions; in Salomon's view, 
these are close to stories translated into Chinese as part of 
the Dha1maguptaka canon. Previously, exact infotmation 
on the spread of this school in Gandhara was lacking. Salo
mon's conclusions are undoubtedly new, but require addi
tional research. 

Especially impo11ant is the question of which type of col
lection we encounter here. In many ways, the new manu
script is close to a birch-bark manuscript from Bairam-Ali 
(Merv oasis. Turkmenia). It is written in Sanskrit, in Brahm! 
script, evidently somewhat later (5-7 centuries A.O.). 
(Excerpts from this manuscript have been published by 
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Manuscripta Orientalia since 1999). The text of both 
manuscripts contains quotations from siitras, commentaries 
on them, and a collection of avadiina stories. Both manu
scripts present the stories in abbreviated form and with in
dications that the text should be told in full ( vistarel}a -
"in detail", with various additional explanations). It seems 
that a summary of a story's contents - and in the Bairam
Ali manuscript we find sometimes only the names of the 
heroes - is necessary as a mnemonic device to recall well
known plots. In both manuscripts, quotations from siitras 
are followed by assurances that the siitras are reliable and 
authoritative. There are similarities in other sections that we 
will note later. 

There are also several differences. The Bairam-Ali 
manuscript does not mention historical figures. As concerns 
the companions of the Buddha Sakyamuni - people 
who lived in his time - there are no discrepancies: the 
texts of both manuscripts repeatedly mention Ananda and 
Ajfiatakau1,1<;linya, Ajivaka and Anathapi1,1<;lika, telling also of 
their previous rebirths. The Gandhara manuscripts lacks only 
jiitakas, which make up nearly half of this section in the 
Bairam-Ali manuscript. There is one other important differ
ence: the Bairam-Ali manuscript contains a selection of rules 
from the Vinaya concluded by a colophon. The colophon 
enumerates the contents of the Sarvastivadins Vinayapi(aka, 
which is in itself an important indication that a canon existed 
for this school. The Gandhara manuscript also has a section 
that is absent in the Bairam-Ali manuscript: "Scholastic Trea
tises and Commentaries" (section 2.2.2., pp. 26-30). 

One is tempted to conclude that these selections of 
excerpts from texts of various genres, apparently copied by 
monks for their own use as mnemonics, could also have been 
used for preaching when the monks set out for new territories 
outside of India. This type of literature evidently took shape 
in North-West India and in Gandhara in the first half of the 
first millennium, the "golden age" of Buddhism during which 
the faith actively drew new adherents. Gandhara appears for 
the first time in this light; the Bairam-Ali manuscript also 
contains a collection that is new to scholarship. We discuss 
the importance of these literary finds below. 

3) The third type of work discovered in the Gandhara 
manuscript is described in section 2.2.3 - "Verses Texts" 
(pp. 30-5). Salomon identifies three texts: a) Anavatapta
giithii ("Songs of Lake Anavatapta"). The text has been 
preserved in part. It is well-known in two Sanskrit versions, 
a Pali text, and a Chinese translation; b) part of a poem 
known in a Pali version: Khaggavisii1.w-sutta ("Rhinoceros 
Hom Siitra"). The Bairam-Ali manuscript contains a frag
ment of the Sanskrit version of this poem; c) finally, the 
Gandhara manuscript contains verses from the concluding 
section of the Dharmapiida (p. 55). 

Among the important questions Salomon touches on 
in his work is his attempt to link the initial spread of 
Buddhism in Central Asia with the Dharmaguptaka school 
and the language of Gandhara (section 8.2.1, "Hypotheses 
on the Dharmaguptaka and Gandhara"). He refers to works 
by A. Bareau "Les sectes Bouddhique du Petit Vehicule", 
Saigon, 1955, pp. 16-9, 29-30, 34, and E. Lamotte 
"History of Indian Buddhism from the Origin to the Saka 
Era", Louvain, 1988, pp. 529-32. The history of the 
Dharmaguptaka school within India is not clear. Salomon's 
claim that Buddhism of the Dharmaguptaka school was 
widespread in the state on the territory of N iya and 
Krorayna is unfounded. Among Kharo~\hl documents dis-
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covered on this territory, there is only one Buddhist text, 
which treats violations of rules dictating monastic life in the 
local community. It is clear from the texts of the documents 
themselves that this was a somewhat peculiar brand of 
Buddhism: he was greatly influenced by local religious be
liefs. The monks also played an active role in the economic 
life of this tiny state and could own property. The question 
is, of course, complex, as Buddhist texts in Kushan Brahm! 
writing are not numerous in Central Asia: large numbers of 
Brahm! manuscripts began to appear only in the fifth cen
tury A. D. Early translations of Buddhist texts into Chinese 
show that they were based not on Sanskrit, but on Prakrit 
texts. But which ones 9 Scholars reject the Pali language as 
an answer. They could possibly have been in Gandharl, as 
manuscript in Gandharl could have been brought from 
North-West India or Gandhara. 

In this regard, certain doubts arise in connection to chap
ter VI - "Palaeographic and linguistic features of Gandhara 
scrolls", and especially section 6.1 on the Gandharl lan
guage. Salomon holds that the a\'(/diina texts are close to 
the colloquial Gandharl spoken in the region. The style and 
scarcity of grammatical fo1ms suggest that we deal here 
with tales intended to be spoken aloud (p. 140). But was 
Gandharl as attested in manuscripts a spoken language at 
all 9 (See G. Fussman, "Gandharl ccrite. Gandharl par!ec". in 
Dialectes dans /es litteratures !Hdo-Ar\'ennes (Paris. 1989), 
pp 440, 498-9). It is as difficult to answer this question as 
the question of whether Pali was a spoken language. And if 
both language were in fact spoken, then who spoke them and 
which texts were read aloud'' Speakers could only have been 
extremely educated monks, which means that both languages 
would have been "spoken" only by a small group of initiates. 
In other words, they were languages of the Buddhist elite. In 
the main, they were written, literary languages. Copyists of 
Gandharl texts do not appear to have been paragons of liter
acy; hence the poverty of their language. 

Kani~ka introduced Kharo~\hl writing and the Gandharl 
language as the state language on the tc1Titory of Bactria not 
because he felt this was the spoken language of the local 
populace, but because Kharo~!hl writing was the only model 
for drawing up documents that approximated Aramaic mod
els, the documents that served as the basis for Kani~ka. 

Salomon's claim that the language of documents from 
Nia and Krorayna cannot be taken into account because this 
was the language of a distant region also seems dubious. It 
was there that we find preserved the sort of language for ot~ 
ficial documents that took shape in the Kushan empire. This 
language consists mainly of epistolary formulas. It seems 
unfounded to consider this language a spoken tongue. 

In the case at hand, it appears premature to debate the 
existence of a special "canon in the Gandharl language" 
(chapter 8, section 8.1.1, "The Gandharl canon issue revis
ited"). The issue is not whether there was or was not 
a canon. The importance of the manuscript is that it allows 
us to answer the question of which Buddhist texts were re
corded in written fonn earlier and when. In other words. 
what had been codified in writing by the first century A. D. 
Salomon's analysis of language and style. as well as detailed 
study of the Bairam-Ali manuscript. show that Buddhist texts 
continued to circulate in oral form and had only begun to be 
recorded in writing. The first half of the first millennium in 
Central Asia was a period in which the written and oral 
tradition continued to coexist. The latter was necessary to 
draw the broad masses to the Buddhist teaching: they could 
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not be immediately introduced to the A.)'{asiihasrikii
praj11c/piiramitii, recently discovered among Kushan-period 
manuscripts in Brahm! writing in Sanskrit (see Manuscripts 
in the Sclwyrn Collection. Jens Braarvig, editor-in-chiet: 
vol. I (Oslo, 2000), pp. 1-52). What we have here are 
written excerpts from the canon, by all appearances, one of 
the first attempts to record what had previously circulated 
in oral form. Work on the written codification of Buddhist 
texts undoubtedly took place during this period in the mon
asteries of Northern India. 

In chapter 4 ("Origin and character of the collection"), 
doubts arise in connection with section 4.3, "Archaeologi
cal parallels". It seems saturated with facts unrelated to the 
Buddhist tradition. The same holds true with regard to other 
sections where Salomon draws parallels with other cultural 
realms as links in a chain of proof. Salomon's view on the 
discovery of manuscripts enclosed in a clay vessel buried, it 
is assumed. on the grounds of a Buddhist monastery in 
Gandhara is that these were worn manuscripts that had been 
recopied. as is indicated by the note likhidago ('"[It is] writ
ten") found on many scrolls (pp. 71-6). Salomon holds 
that this was a special ritual. Salomon is correct in describ
ing the tradition of burying manuscripts, ritual objects, and 
human remains in clay vessels and reliquaries. But what 
was the purpose of this" We n:call the Mahclparinirvcl1Ja
.1·1/tra in its early Pali version; it describes the distribution of 
the remains from the Buddha's funeral pyre among various 
regions and cities. It was considered a great boon to receive 
a handfol of ashes or a fragment of scorched cloth, not to 
speak of a tooth or a half-burned bone. This was a relic to 
be buried in a place of honour, usually in a mortar, for ven
eration. As concerns old, worn manuscripts, they were 
hardly considered "escheated", although they were no 
longer used for performing rituals. These were the holiest, 
most read. most "prayed over" texts. and they had to be 
interred as sacred objects. The clay vessel in which the 
Bairam-Ali manuscript was discovered, clearly placed in 
a mortar. also contained a clay statuette of the Buddha 
and Sassanian coins of Shapiir II. This was undoubtedly 
a sacred relic which sanctified the place where it was bur
ied. This point of view should be borne in mind. 

A large Appendix ("Inscribed pots and potsherds in 
British Library", pp. 183-247) contains an analysis of 
5 full votive inscriptions on whole clay vessels - the large 
wheel-made vessels coarse red clay, globular in form (pot 
A, B, C, D, E) and 26 inscriptions on individual fragments. 
They all contain the same votive formula, more or less 
complete: a gift "to the universal community" apparently 
from noble and wealthy women (as is indicated by Salo
mon's analysis of the proper names on pot B, see pp. 141-
55). They ask for their health and the health of their 
husbands and those close to them. This sometimes includes 
"all living things''. Variant readings among the inscriptions 
are minimal: one inscription mentions "a teacher of the 
Dharmaguptaka school"; another "a teacher of the Sarvasti
vada school". Hence, there is as yet no cause to speak of 
a predominance of followers of the Dhannaguptaka school 
in Gandhara. The formula itself is well-known thanks to 
discoveries in Hagga. It was copied by local scribes who 
appear to have been minimally literate craftsmen; for this 
reason, they presented certain ak~·aras - especially liga
tures of the sta, k.~va, rva, rma and other types - as they 
saw them. This creates difficulties in determining a single 
standard for writing these ak~aras. At the same time, they 
were evidently good craftsmen, for they adorned their 
inscriptions with flourishes: the lower parts of the ak.~aras 
sa and na arc curved downward, while the ak.~·aras i and e 
display flourishes that extend significantly upward. Salo
mon displays great scholarly acumen in this section, once 
again proving that he is a leading specialist on the GandharT 
language and Kharo~!hT writing. 

In addition to the Appendix, the book contains a Glossary 
(pp. 249-52), Bibliography (References, pp. 253-63), 
and Index (pp. 265-73). 

The book makes an unusual impression: it resembles 
an encyclopaedia that brings together all that is known 
about GandharT culture and a host of parallels with the 
cultures of other regions. The author's professionalism is 
everywhere evident. We eagerly await the appearance of 
his second book, a continuation of the present study. 

M. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya 
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